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them. and if there was anything wrong with him. he would stop me
and he would discuss it and clear it up" (Crepeau 1759).

401. Field representatives discussed with each other the preva-
lence in their offce of such practices as faking sources or other

shortcuts (Hile 4517-18; Silar 3924; Buckley 1255. 1257; Monson
3254- . 3260. 3287). Field representatives in their conversations

also expressed the view that the job was virtually impossible (Wines
390; Dodson 3069- . 3067-68). The existence of such conversations
demonstrates a state of mind in branch offices likely to lead to
infraction of Company policy such as the falsification of sources. 16J

402. Generally. field representatives did not fake sources in those
instances where unfavorable or protective/decline information was
developed (e.

g.. 

Monson 3302; Moxham 3515; Pollard 316, 356. 361;

Feriante 4448-49 cf. Wallace 3014; Hille 4534-35).
403. Field representatives were subjected to conflcting pres-

sures; namely, to produce a certain number of reports in a normal
workweek and meet Time Service requirements and, at the same
time. to produce protective/ declinable information by careful
interviewing and by asking a full range of questions (see Findings
315 . 344. 354- . 372- '7; see also Findings 370 . 371). (145)

404. Many field representatives were able to complete the
caseload assigned within a normal workweek in accordance with
Company procedures and to earn a full or partial bonus; certain of
them put in some overtime in earning the bonus (e.

g., 

Baranek 9703,

9698-99; Bender 7687-88. 7683-84; Getz 12348- . 12397; Harroun
9512. 9506-07; Hilderbrand 12011-12; L. Jones 10454-55; C. Mat-
thews 12788. 12795. 12803; Rawls 11065-66; Saltzgaber 11972-

11983-84).
405. A substantial number of field representatives. however

were unable to complete the work in either the normal workday or
workweek in accordance with Company procedures. They compen-
sated for such inability by contacting unqualified sources. faking

sources, misstating time coverage, hurrying through interviews
failing to ask a full range of questions. using the telephone in ,
manner not in accord with Company procedures, or workinJ
excessive overtime (Findings 377- , 400).
406. Respondent instructed its field representatives:

Honesty-Fairness

Our business has been built upon integrity and character; nothing in it is mc

", Another field repr,, ef1t.ati\'p. f\1!t he could falsify sources when he SaW reports prepared by others \
vagup.!istingssuchas re"ident andanaddress(pol1l\rd:J58)
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important. As a service company, the nature of our business makes it essential that
we maintain and adhere to strict principles of honesty.

In many businesses, the term 'dishonesty ' implies mishandling of money or
merchandise. We sell a service-therefore , such actions, for example , as recording
hours not worked and miles not driven , or listing sources not contacted, constitute
dishonesty in our type of business. For obvious reasons, anyone found lacking in
honesty, in our strictest sense of the word, cannot be retained as an employee. (146)

There is no room for prejudice in our work. The person on whom we report is
entitled to scrupulous fairness on our part. This obligation is co-equal with our
responsibility to our customers as well as to our Company. You are not being fair to
them unless you are also fair to the subject.
(RX 102D.

407. It was respondent.s policy to terminate immediately all field
representatives falsifying information such as sources during the
course of an investigation (RX 102D; Jenkins 5778. Lieber 9015
Browning 6062. Baranek9703, Dodson 3096- . Pollard 358 . Ledum
4717). '" This policy was communicated to respondent' s field repre-
sentatives and was generally carried out when such practices were
detected (e.

g., 

Tr. 4717 . Shaffer 8389 . Burk 10380, Getz 12349 . Curtis
7152-53).'''

408. It is not possible for a manager or supervisor to determine
whether all information was properly obtained and whether all
sources listed were. in fact. interviewed simply by reading a report
(A. Brown 7747 . J. Curtis 7154 . Freeman 10199. Hives 9735-36. J.
Moore 10043- . J. Moore 8842). Reading a number of reports
prepared by a field representative may lead to a suspicion that there
has been falsification. However. it is seldom possible to be certain
from a reading of the reports alone. Vague source listings in a series
of reports may raise a question as to whether all listed sources were.
in fact. interviewed (147J(Curtis 7154. Freeman 10199-200. J. Moore
8842. Brothers 7420- . Lieber 9015-17). Reports consistently con-
taining minimal amounts of information may raise the same
Juestion (Lieber 9015-16). And, respondent' s management believes
hat the absence of protective and declinable information on a
onsistent basis may also indicate that sources have been falsified
Brothers 7420- , Laugavitz 10328. Jenkins 5779-80). An excessive
umber of reopened cases (Jenkins 5778, Lieber 9016, Curtis 7153)
lay raise simiJar suspicions.
409. Respondent employs various measures such as the put-up
'Stem (Curtis 7153 , Lieber 9016). the regular review process in the
fice (Lieber 9015). and analyses of field representatives' cases
co, Two of tIJe Commission witnes$f$ testifying h.mdn were terminated for 

that r\!aS0!l
., There were some excefJ!.ions: see ex 15g2A- H. In the Denver offc,', the discipJine met"d out depended
irely on the degree uf fabrication." In that offce, falsification of time coverage, according to one uf
mdent's witncR8"s. apparently was !1otconsidered as serious as other infractions (Hilderbrand 12012- 13)
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covering such subjects as source listing, source selection and
information content. to check the integrity of reports (Brothers
7375- . J. Curtis 7146- , Lieber 9034- . Crawford 12568-69).

410. Performance reviews are conducted on trainees, and, period-
ically. on other field representatives and on an as-needed basis. Tbey
involve going on the street to recheck with the sources listed by field
representatives in previously completed reports to determine that
the sources were. in fact, contacted. that all the questions were

asked, and that the reports accurately reflected the answers
(Brothers 7377. Browning 6062- . Curtis 7148. Jenkins 5701-

Eldred 11202. Crawford 12568- . Hilderbrand 12014). Performance
reviews may be utilized when there is an indication the reports may
have been faJsified (Lieber 9016-17, Ross 9343-44). Performance
reviews are a cost to the branch offce (Bresnahan 567-68). '" (148)

411. Respondent failed to effectively police falsification of sources
by certain of its field representatives. 165 Its supervision must be
deemed ineffective.

412. A substantial number of field representatives have falsified
information such as sources (Finding 405). The widespread nature of
this practice and the fact that such facts were committed by field
representatives knowing they risked termination for such infrac-
tions compels the inference that a substantial number of fieJd
representatives were unable to complete the job assigned to them in
a normal workday in accordance with respondent' s instructions.

413. Such inabilty resulted from the fact that particular field
representatives were given more cases than they could complete in
accordance with Company procedures in the particular areas where
they worked or under the conditions prevalent in the offices and
areas to which they were assigned. Such inability led to shortcuts
such as faking. Thus. respondent.s investigative procedures may
result and have resulted in inaccurate reporting. Certain field
representatives taking shortcuts, such as falsifying sources or
utilizing unqualified sources. may have been il-suited for the job
because of lack of competence, disorganization or personal problems.
This evidences only that respondent has hired a substantial number
of employees unable to cope with the workload and the working
conditions generated by respondent.s compensation system and

other policies. Inaccurate reporting is likely where considerable

'" Nonna!ly, it is computed On an hourly basis at the normal hourly investigative rate ('Ir. 5(7)

," 

E.f'.. raking sources 10 to 20 percent of the time On a circuit. run (Tr. 3515). Faking sources 2 to:- times a
month (Tr 329g-99): not i!lterviewi!lg sources Ji5t"d "hollt 75 percent orthe time (Tr 306:J); listing sources not seen
in 30 percent of the cases (Tr. 4514- 15); listing outside sources not seen 40 percent or the time in those i!lstance
where 11 direct intervew with the irulU"'.. was obtained (Tr. 2870); faking ooure on the orner of ono out of 15 W8
(Tr 356); faking by a long-timp. Field rel'rcsp.nhltive known to management as "consistently sporadic in his work
habits" (Tr 45:' , 4:,?, 460-61; RX 4f\3A)
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numbers of field representatives are unable to meet the require-
ments of respondent's system for whatever reason , notwithstanding
the fact that others with more ability or mare favorably situated are
able to cope. (149)

C. Respondent.s Computations

Compensation Procedures
Pertaining to Reasonableness of

(1) Respondent.s 1969 and 1973 Product Cost and Effort Studies

414. Respondent has, from time to time. made product cost and
effort or time studies to determine the effort required to complete
various types of reports in different parts of the country (Burge
5012-13).
415. Analysts in respondent's research departmcnt used data

from such studies for two major purposes:

1. To compute profitability by type of report. and
2. To develop standard cost estimates for proposed new reports.

(RX 566 II-

416. Time studies were conducted in 1907 , 1%9 . and 1973 (Bruns
13912- 14; RX 566).

417. The 1969 time study had a goal of timing 5 000 reports and
in fact. ;J 61\1 timings were completed in that study (Bruns 13914
Deibig 13614-15). Analysts conducting the study spent approximate-
ly 222 man-days in making observations in the field (RX 566 1-
One hundred seventy field representatives out of a population of

031 were timed in the 1969 study (RX 566 II-ll).
418. The scope of the 1973 study was more limited thECn the 1969

study. It included observations of approximately 1 500 individual
reports. Analysts conducting the study spent approximately 151
man-days in making observations in the field (RX 566 1- 2).
Eighty-eight field representatives out of a total population of 5 145
were timed in the 1973 study (RX 566 II-H). (150)

419. The timers or analysts who conducted the 1969 and 1973
studies observed each field representative selected for inclusion in
the studies for one full day. The procedures involved in such
observations included the following major steps:

The analyst worked with the manager of the offce where he was to conduct

observations to determine which field representatives were to be observed. . .
The analyst met the field representative at the beginning of his day s work. He

'" Since .fln, respondf'nl h,, : Cl'ndu tcd tirning in 1 75 and H17ti (Dcibir; l:-;R78)
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then observed his activities throughout the day and timed each of the field
representative s tasks with a stopwatch.

The analyst entered the stopwatch timings and other perti.nent information on
standard forms.

(RX 566 1-

420. For the 1969 study. respondent sought to select a representa-
tive group of offces per region. including larger metropolitan branch
offces. smaller branch offces in the country and suboffces (Bruns
13938). Some consideration was also given to selecting offces not
timed in 1967 (Bruns 13969).

421. In 1973 . the branch offces to be timed were selected by
respondent.s employee James Deibig, who broke down all branch
offces then existing into three categories: large. medium and small.
Selections were made from the three categories, with an attempt to
secure a geographic mix of all three types (Deibig 13623-24).''' The
study. however. was cut short and a number (151)of the branch
offices and suboffces originally scheduled for timing were not timed.
Respondent.s witness responsible for selecting the cross section of
offces was unable to state how many were dropped (Deibig 13631
13866).

422. Field representatives chosen for timing were not chosen on a
random sampling basis (RX 566 II- II-9).''' Since random sampling
was not used. the data obtained in the study cannot be relied upon on
a purely theoretical statistical basis to make predictions about total
population (Brown 14172- . 14214).
423. Respondent described the procedures for selecting field

representatives as follows in its exhibit. RX 566:

General guidelines were provided to the study analysts for requesting field
representatives to be made availab!e for timing by each branch offce visited. The final
decision as to which individuals would be timed was left to the analyst and the branch
offce manager.

. . . The study procedures specified that advance notice was to be given to the
offces to be visited regarding the types of reports that should be covered in the
timings. The analysts had been instructed to request individuals to be timed who
would provide maximum coverage of the basic report types. The procedures specified
that they were to avoid timing field representatives whose reporting standards
reflected subsidies provided by the Company, and that they (l52)should attempt 
obtain timings for a cross-section of field representatives by length of service and 
level of performance. These guidelines would tend to exclude from the study fieli
representatives working primarily special, nonbasic reports. The guidelines waule

to' To cut down on driving time for the timers , an attempt was made to line up t.he three to four suboffces thD
the timers would visit each week within an hour s driving time of each other (D"ibig 1 878).

,., 

or a sample to be random. the procedures used to select the sample from the total population must asllJ
that each element in the population wiJj have an tXual chance of being selected for inclusion in the sample (RX 51
11- 9).
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also exclude high and Jow-performing representatives, since only
management-level representatives have subsidized reporting standards.
(RX 566 II-

trainees and

424. In fact. the field representatives to be timed were selected by
the branch offce managers (Tr. 13887 . 14050).

425. Some of the more prevalent reports timed in 1969 were the
regular life report. life NORS written. life NORS non-written
intermediate life, streamlined life. special narrative life, automobile
streamlined automobile. ballpoint pen auto, personnel selection
double rate personnel selection. and triple rate personnel selection

(Deibig 13533).

426. In selecting cases to be timed in 1973, respondent.s employ-
. James Deibig. listed 85 services which constituted "almost 90

percent of the total revenues produced by Retail Credit at that time.
He excluded from these "target cases" those on which numerous
samplings had been obtained in the 1969 study and provided tally
sheets to the timers so that a minimum of 30 timings could be
completed on each report scheduled for timing. Although regular life
and regular auto cases were not targeted. timings of such cases were
completed in 1973 due to "the nature of those two reports. " (Deibig
13624-25).

427. On the basis of the 1973 study. respondent computed the
following average effort in minutes required to complete its basic life
and auto reports: (153)

No. Cases

Completed

Life
Auto
Normal Report Time
(weighted average of Life and Auto)

(RX 566 II-

)'"

188
275

Average
Effort (Minutes) 

28. 750
31.317
30. 275

(2) Evaluation of the 1969 and 1973

i\ndersen & Co. (The Andersen Study)

428. Arthur Andersen & Co. (Andersen). respondent.s outside
lUditing firm (Woodham 14094). was retained to review the proce-
lures utilized by respondent in its time studies to gain an under-
landing of those procedures and to prepare a report giving

Time Studies by Arthur

,.. Arthur Aodersen & Co recomputed the effort necessary to complete those repom and determined that
ipondent' s computation had overstated the average effort per report. Its computatioo showed all average of26'(;4
'lutes and 28.'75 minul.s , respectively for the basic life and auto report." (RX 566 IV-14) The Andersen study (see
ru). after adjuSlrIU:mt, relied upon 191 observations "f the regular !ife report and 2'7 of the regular auto report
'(56fjV- rV- 15)
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Andersen s evaluation of the procedures utilized (Tr. 14095). Ander-
sen was also asked to examine the data from the timing sheets and to
relate the findings from the study to the performance standards of
the Company for field representatives (Tr. 14096). RX 566 is the
study prepared by Andersen at respondent's request.
429. Andersen s stated purpose in making the review was:

To gain an in.depth understanding of the purpose, scope , procedures , and results of
the studies conducted in 1969 and 1973; (151)

To evaluate the studies and identify any weaknesses in procedures and scope; and
To perform additionaJ analyses of the data obtained during the studies to determine
whether the results support the reasonableness of the Company s field representa-
tive reporting standards.

(RX 566 1-13.

The completed study was

May 30, 1975 (RX 566).
transmitted by Andersen s letter, dated

(3) Andersen Evaluation of Respondent' s 1969 and 1973 Product
Cost and Effort Studies

430. Work measurement is a systematic method of recording
observations of work activity usually for the purpose of establishing
or revising standards for performance in a job. It is generally

employed in manufacturing or purely clerical situations where the
worker location is fixed, where the task to be performed can be
divided into small elements, and the task itself is repetitive and brief
in duration (RX 566 II-2).

431. Andersen concluded that completion of investigative reports
by field representatives was not a typical application of work
measurement technique and that the basic steps followed by

respondent would be expected to differ from those that would be
followed in a manufacturing or clerical environment. It concluded

further that basic work measurement concepts were, nevertheless,
applicable (RX 566 II-2).
432. Respondent's product cost and effort studies , utilized for the

purpose of determining how long it takes to prepare reports for the
purpose of using the data to price the product were innovative at the
time they were conducted (Prince 14476 , 14478). Work measurement
was being extended beyond industrial activities to service industries
(Tr. 14477). In this connection, Andersen felt that respondent was on
the leading edge of using work measurement techniques for such
purposes (Tr. 14477).
433. Andersen concluded that, although the sampling technique

used for selection offield representatives could not have resulted in a
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random sample, the actual results (155)obtained appear to corre-
spond reasonably well to the Company s total population of field
representatives in terms of length of service with the Company (RX
566 II-9).

434. It is diffcult to determine whether bias exists in the samples
from a visual comparison of the length-of-service percentages in the
samples to the t.otal population of field representatives. Andersen
therefore, utilized a statistical test to determine whether the
samples were biased. The results of the test did not indicate a biased
sample in the 1973 study. The test did show a biased sample for the
1969 study with more field representatives timed in the 1 to 5, 5 to

, and 10 to 15 years length-of-service groups (RX 566 II- 10).

435. Andersen , in its review of the procedures used by respondent
in conducting the product cost and effort studies, concluded that the
techniques utilized were reasonable in relation to the studies

purpose and scope, and that they generally conformed to widely used
work measurement techniques and that the timing data obtained
could, therefore, be expected to be representative (RX 566 10).
Andersen, subsequent to the completion of its study, RX 566,
suggested that respondent, in future cost and effort studies, make
changes in the selection of offices and field representatives to make
selection procedures in further studies more objective and more
mechanical (Brown 14417- , Woodham 14110)."" The revised
procedure suggested makes use of random number tables for such
selections (W oodham 14122 23). Andersen s recommendations in

this respect have been adopted (Deibig 13751).

(4) Andersen s Analysis To Determine the Reasonableness of

Reporting Standards (The Bonus Contribution Calculations)

436. Andersen chose monthly bonus contribution as a measure of
the reasonableness of the field representative (156)reporting stan-
dard (Woodham 14108 ()9; RX 566 IV 7). Andersen determined that
an 8-hour day, 40-hour week was a normal workweek and based its
review on that assumption (RX 566 IV-6; Woodham 14108).
437. For the purposes of its study, Andersen defined Monthly

Bonus Contribution as " the excess of earnings credit over salary and
expenses that would be earned by a held representative with a given
;et of reporting standards and a workload consisting solely of a given
:ype ofreport. " (RX 566 IV-7).

488. Andersen determined at the outset of its review that the
no Ander ornmend tj()n was that all 5ubjectiw type of decisjomnakin be eliminated whene..er

Jssibl.. r..speding (selection ofJ bnH1ch offc(! imd field representatives" (Brown 14413- 19).
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scope of its analysis of the study results should be limit.ed to the
following basic type of reports offered by respondent:

Regular Life
Life-NORS NotiIcation
Auto
Streamlined Auto
Health
Streamlined Life
Life-NORS Written

439. These seven basic type reports were selected because life and
auto reports represent the Company s largest volume of business and
on the assumption that the seven basic type reports are those that
comprise the typical workload for a field representative with 1 to 5
years of service with respondent (RX 566 1- 13- 14).

440. Andersen concluded that:

The results of the analysis of bOI!lis contribution shown on pages IV 24 and IV-

(of RX 566) support the reasonableness of Retail Credit Company s field representa-
tive reporting standards. For the one to five year length of service and code 4 offce
reporting standard , the analysis shows a positive contribution to bonus for each of the
seven types of reports. For the composite reporting standard, only rEport codes 27 and
9999 (Streamlined Auto and Life-NORS Written) show a negative bonus contribution.
(157JSince these two types of reports are relativcly low volU1ilc in terms of the
Company s overall business , it is likely that any losses against standard resulting from
the under-rating of these reports would be offset by gains against standard for the
other reports in an actual field representative s mix of work.
(RX 566 IV -22- IV -23.

441. Andersen s Table IV - , RX 566, is an analysis of bonus
contribution on the basis of the 1973 study for the 1 to 5 year length-
of-service group in Code 04 offces. According to Anderseu s calcula-
tions in that table, the following monthly bonus contributions are
shown for the reports indicated:

Report

Code 1

(Life)

Bonus Conlribution

$120

Code 20

(Auto)

Code 9

(Life- NORS Notification) 1:36

Code 27

(STRL Auto)

3 36 - 5 0 - 81 - G 
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Report

Code 115

(Health)

Bonus Contribution

Codc 133

(STRL Life)

Code 9999

(Life NORS Written)

158

77 (158)

442. Andersen s Table IV -25, RX 566, is an analysis of bonus
contribution derived from the 197:3 study calculated on the average
for all lengths of service for all offces. According to Andersen
calculation in that table, the following bonus contributions are

shown for the reports indicated:

Reports

Code 1

(Jjfe)

Bonus Contribution

$29

Code 20

(Auto)

Code 9

(Life NORS Notification)

Cude 27

(STRL Auto)

Code 115

(Health)

(6u)

Code 133

(STRL Life)

Code 9999

(Life NORS Written) (16)

443. The only test performed by Andersen to examine respon-
dent's basic premise that field representatives are adequately

compensated in preparing basic life and auto reports was the
foregoing monthly bonus contribution analysis (Brown 14301).

444. The tables at IV -21 and IV -25, RX 566, contain the
calculations on which Andersen based its original conclusion that
field representatives are adequately compensated on the basic life
and automobile reports. In reaching this conclusion, Andersen relied
equally on both charts (Brown 14302-03). (159)

445. As a result of deficiencies concerning the exhibit brought out
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in cross-examination of an Andersen witness, the schedule shown on
RX 566 IV -24 was recomputed as RX 566 F, G and H. m Because of
disclosure of the same data, Andersen determined that the chart, RX
566 IV - , was invalidly computed and could not be relied upon for
any meaningful purpose (RPF 623). Andersen did not recalculate RX
566 IV -25 "because upon learning of the different rates and
reflecting upon the relationship of the variables involved it looked to
us as if we would be drowning in a sea of averages anyway, (160)that
the answer is not meaningful." (Brown 14448). no
446. RX 566 F, G, and H were substituted by respondent for RX

566 IV -24. Each deals with the computation of "bonus contribution
for the seven basic reports timed during the 1973 study.

447. RX 566 F computes bonus contribution for the 1 to 5-year
field representative length-of-service group for field representatives
in Code 04 branch offces in 1973, which branch offces had been
assigned a Code 04 designation in 1972 (RX 566 F). With correction of

one mathematical error, it is identical to RX IV-24 (Brown 14395-96,
14404-05; Deibig 14618).
448. RX 566G computes bonus contribution for the 1 to 5-year

field representative length-of-service group for field representatives
in suboffce locations of Code 04 branch offces in 1973 , which
suboffces themselves did not carry a Code 04 designation (RX 566 G;

Deibig 14626).

449. RX 566 H computes bonus contribution for the 1 to 5-year
field representative length-of-service group for field representatives

17 RX 566 IV 24 was prepared on the llumption "that there was only one rate fprice of report) in effect for a
Coe 04 branch offce in 1973, " (Brown 14390- , 14404). Mr. Brown testifed that he " (made) a mistake fin)
following the aSumption that there was one rate in effect in UI73." (Brown 14446).

During" the first day of cross.examination of Mr. Brown, it was suggeste that a Coe 04 offce had more than
one rate applicable to it in 1973 (Tr. 14296- , 14301 , 14308- , 14391 , 14404). Mr. Brown confirmed that fact it!
conversation with Mr. Deibig after conclusion of the first day s Ctoo-examinat!on (Brown 14379, 14393; Deibig
1461fi), Prior to the preparation of RX 566 in May 1975, Mr. Df;big had informed represntatives of Arthur
Andersn & Co. that there was only one rate in existence for the Coe 04 offce (Deibig H615; Brown 14296-
14301, 14308- , 14379-80; Wooham 14650-52). In 1975, Mr. Deibigdid not reogiz that there was more than one
rate (Deibig 14616).

In 1973, respondent reduced the number of standard coes from seven to five and in so doing, repondent tok
what previously had ben designate as Coe 02 offce and BuboffceB and included thes offce within the

standard Coe 04. Former Coe 04 and former Coe 02 offce were both given the 04 designation (Deibig 14616-
Brown 14379-81).

'" The calculation on RX 566 IV -25 Wat bWl on the asumption aa was the original RX 566 IV -24 that there
Wal only one rate (price per report) for Coe 04 offces in effect during 1973. Once it was determined that

assumption was erroneous, the calculation on IV -25 WWl no longer viabJe. The introduction of a variable in the rate
create additional variablf's with repet to facto!' such as galaries and expenses making it impOible to come up
with "reasnable numbers." It was impoible, furthermore, to recalculate RX 566 IV-25 as was done in the case of
IV-24 beause it was impoible to compute an average salary for the entire C(mpany (Brown 14412- 13). And
there was no average rate to correspond to the average salary (Wooham 14671)
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In Code 04 branch offces in 1973 , which branch offces had been
assigned a Code 02 (16l)designation in 1971-72 (RX 566 H).
450. Andersen s monthly bonus contribution calculations per

type of report were made on the assumption for the purposes of the
computation that the field representative does one type of case

everyday and completes the same number of cases everyday (RX 566
IV- 8).
451. The Andersen analysis of bonus contribution, based on the

average effort and mileage for all field representative length-of-
service groups, rests on the assumption that any differences in the
averages among length-of-service groups as to those factors are so
small that they can be ignored (RX 566 IV-23; Brown 14253-54).
452. Respondent's branch offces were given different classifica-

tion codes to reflect differences in the diffculty factor and costs in

different areas, as well as differences in prices charged to customers
for reports. The number of codes and the classification of given
offces within the codes have varied over the years as conditions

change (Case 5317 , 5326-30). Between 1971 and 1976, the number of
codes varied from five to ten (Case 5462-63). The diffculty factor in
preparing reports is a primary consideration in designating a branch
offce s classification code (Case 5329).
453. Andersen s conclusions as to the reasonableness of the

reporting standard is based on several factors including the assump-
tion that Code 04 offces are (162)representative of respondent'

organization'" (Woodham 14673). Andersen s conclusion also relies
on the assumption that an analysis of field representatives in the 1
to 5-year length-of-service group is appropriate to the evaluation of
bonus contribution (Woodham 14673-74).

454. Andersen only wanted to give one example and not one for
each code (Deibig 13748).

455. Andersen performed no calculations with respect to monthly

In RX 566 F. G. and H each rpfleet computations based on a different report rate (Browfl 14405-06). The report
rates were obtained froID RX 715 

g., 

the tife rates of $4. , $4.95 and $5.35 are found on RX 715D Io' ield
representative revenue was also obtained from RX 715. For example , the field repres.ntative revenue credit of

85, $495 and $5.35 is found in RX 715M (Brown 14406-07)
'I( Andersn s computations in RX 566 IV-24 all RX 566 F-B wen:: hased on the asumption that rDsJIodent'

Coe 04 offce was the branch offce that most typically represente respondenl's corporate averages of branch
)ffces. Andersen consulte Mr. Deibig concerning the conclusion on RX 566 IV- , which demonstrates a bonus
ontribution for the 1 to 5-year length-of-serviee group in a Code 04 offce (Deibig 13747). Andersen asked Mr.
Jeibig to determine, based on his knowJooge of respondent or of record" of respondent, what the most
epresentative code offce would be .' Based on documents already submitte , primarily RX 754, we suggested to
hem that they use the Coe 04 offces that most represented the averages of the company." (Tr. 13478). However
'ith the inclusion of the old Coe 02 offce, the 1973 Code 04 offce, takeo as a separate group, was not as close to
ing a representative branch as wa. the fanner ('AXe 04 offce in 1971 and 1972 (Deibig 14617).
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bonus contribution in connection with the 1969 study results (Brown
14262). m (163)

456. With the repudiation of the chart on RX 566 IV - , there is
no calculation in the record showing bonus contribution for field
representatives for all lengths of service for all offces.

(5) The Representativeness and Relevance of Respondent's Prod-
uct Cost and Effort Studies and the Andersen Bonus Contribution
Analysis

457. A representative sample is one that reflects the characteris-
tics of the population being studied (Goldstein 15427).
458. The representativeness of the sample in a study is related to

the question of how one can generalize survey results to the
particular population under consideration (Goldstein 15341-42).
Making a sample representative is a goal , and there are procedures
which make it mo e likely that the goal will be achieved (Goldstein
15343). 176 One of the best procedures for achieving representativeness

in the sample studied is to use random sampling procedures (Goldstein
15348 15352): 111 (164)

459. Respondent did not utilize random sampling procedures in
its time studies (Finding 422).

460. There are many variables bearing on the time required to
prepare a report. 17B For example, one variable that may be a factor,
more important than age (length of field representative s service)

would be the geographic location. Are there differences in geography
between big cities, small cities? Are there differences between the
scheduling techniques? Some offces have different scheduling tech-
niques than others. And to sort out an of those variables and do an
analysis to find out why is a very large undertaking. " (Prince 14578).

'" An Andersen witness testified that, in his opinion , the conclusion would have been the same (Brown 14262)
In fact , there are nO calculations in this record On which fmdingson t. hisJ'oinlcanbernadc

,,' Hit is desired to ensure the inclusion ofa particular factor in a study, the variable may be stratificd (e.

g., 

particular type oforgani.(.ation) Bnd a random sample takCIl within the variable (Goldstein lS34S-50)
'" OJmplaint cOtmsel request a finding, based on a test for skewne5$ by one of their experts, that th( figures in

the histogram at RX 5fi(j rV- 17 pertaining to effort for the life reports have less than One chance in a milion of
constituting a random sample from a normally distributed population (CPF 820). The finding is not adopted. To
make the skewnes test . one must assume that the figures tested arc a random sample frDm a normally distributed
population (Tr. 1:'i 71j). Consideralion h,m bep.n given to Mr. Prince s testimony with respect to the histograms in
RX 566 ::t Tr. HSOR-09. This testimony does tate the hi tograms contain a textbook distribution as complaint
counsel contend (CI'RF 1283). However , it is not clear whether tnis also means th"t the general popubtion of lifc
reports from which the sample is taken is norma!!y distributed. Dr. Bartlett' s comments at Tr. 15707 with respect
to Mr. Prince s testimony are too general to permit a finding-on this question. The witness was unahie to state that
life reports constitute a normaJly distributed population (Tr. lfi07 . 15717).

. . One of the things that intrigued me is that there arc so many variables ill this whole task of
preparing a report, the characteristics of the report cheduling techniques that are used , there is a possibility of
geographic 100ation affecting it, the time of year. the mix of business , whether it is high volume or low volume
there are just a whole series of things here. H (Prince 14548-49)
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There was no analysis made of the impact of these variables (Tr.
14578-79).

461. The failure to analyze such factors was one of the primary
areas where Andersen suggested improvement in respondent' s time
study procedures (Prince 14548-49).

462. Respondent.'s time studies did not follow generally accepted
procedures in the sense that they left too much opportunity for bias
in the selection of the offices timed and should have been more
mechanical (Goldstein 15385).

463. The one manager testifying on this point stated that his
selection of field representatives to be timed was based on consider-
ations of volume, availability of the field representative, types of
reports desired and field representative abilty to do the reports. By
availability, he meant selecting field represent.atives from unit.s in
which the work was light (Monarch 8567, 8579-81). This manager
also selected one field (165)representative, because the stopwatch
might demonstrate to this employee, one of the slower workers,
where his time was going (Monarch 8580-81). no

464. The selection of field representatives from units with a light
workload, for the convenience of the office, was not a criterion for
selection spelled out in tbe instructions (see RX 765). Utilizing
selection criteria not within the variables set forth in the instruc-
tions is contrary to standard procedure, and it is not possible to
determine the effect of such a variable on the study results
(Goldstein 15475).'''
465. Respondent's selection procedures for choosing field repre-

sentatives to be timed were not in accord with generally accepted
procedures, since choices could be influenced by the manager
individual bias (Goldstein 15387). '" (166)

466. The test by Andersen showing no bias as to selection in

terms of length of service would not permit conclusions regarding
the existence or lack of bias with respect to other variables such as

". Field representatives were e!ected by this manager from tho e units which may have b""n light in volume
becau e that would make it convcnient for such pe, ons to work with the timer (Tr. S5(1). The record does not
show why field representatives frurn a unit with a heavy volume wt'uld have been les anilabJe.

'" Procedures should not be changed because of the study. This is basic to any kind of re.ceareh, "You just doo

do that You don t want to be measuring the effects of your study, You want to be measuring the urganiwbun,
(Golds\.in15182).

. (S)inee the manager can tmlke the choices, he could make it according to aoy .od of biass he might

have, And certainly it is nota random seJection proeedurcandthemanagercould , for example, s"Ject the best
empJoyees or the worst employees or a particular employee that he wanted timed for his or her own purposes or
whatever," (Go!dstein 153B1; scoc also Tr, 15S91- 96)

Thb criticism by the Commissjun s expert , Dr. Goldste;n , ;5 cQnfi ;n('d hy the testimony of the one manager

testifying on this point that he seleded one of his sJower employees 50 you could show him where his time was

going (Finding 463). In short, the testimony of thi witness tends to confirm the po ition of Dr. Goldstein that the

sample may have been influenced by the manager bips in making the selections (Goldstein 15427).
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ability of the workers, speed of workers or representativeness of the
tasks timed (Goldstein 15424- , Bartlett 15650-52).

467. In asking for types of reports, the timers concentrated on
lines of reports for which they did not have an adequate number of
timings (Bruns 13961). And, near the end of the 1969 study when
certain cases were hard to find, the timers emphasized the need for
those cases to the branch managers (Tr. (2964).

468. A timer in the 1969 study in three or four offces "just took
the normal run of cases that an individual (field representative)
had. . . ." When informed by the home office that a suffcient
number of certain types of reports had been timed but others were
lacking, the timer would "ask the manager (in other offces) to save
those cases. . . the type of cases (he) would like to work on when (he)
arrived at the offce." (Healy 14028-29).

469. As a result, the selection of the cases to be timed in different
offices was made on an inconsistent basis (Findings 467-68).

470. The holding of cases for the timing run means that such a
run would not be the person s normal work and to that extent, it
would be unusual. It is not possible to determine the effect of such
practices on performance in the timing runs (Goldstein 15404).

471. Instructions to branch managers in 1969 and 1973 indicated
that double runs or long circuits should be avoided (RX 765, 766; Tr.
13613). '" Circuit runs and double runs constituted an important part
of the work of (167)many field representatives (see Findings 395-96).

The attempt in the instructions to branch managers (RX 765 , 767) to

exclude double and circuit runs tended to exclude from the sample
variables significantly influencing the conditions under which a field
representative works.
472. If normal performance is sought, it is important to ensure

that the worker being timed knows that he is not being evaluated
(Goldstein 15346, 15355-56).

473. Certain of the managers asked timers questions concerning
the performance of field representatives in their offce being timed
(Bruns 13926, Healy 13998). Managers who asked such questions
may have misconstrued the purpose of the study as permittinf
evaluation of individual field representatives (see Finding 463).

474. A timer in the 1969 study was occasionally asked by fie!'
representatives he had timed how they had done. He repliec
Nebulously. We would tell them they did well but we have fi

,.. The actual practice in 1969 may have ben contrary to the instruction (Tr. 13970). To the extent that tho

was a departure from the in.4ructions, there is a posibility that inconsistent se!ection procedures may have b.

applied
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worked up figures so we can t really tell them how they compared to
anybody" (Deibig 13880).

475. One field representative, after the timing, asked the timer
how she had done:

Q Did Mr. Deibig, or anyone else ask you what your reactions were to the timings
after you were completed?

A I was curious to know how I stood insofar as how my time was spent. I did ask him.
Q What was his response to you?
A He said! was very average. I said I'm sorry.
Q Why were you interested in how you stood'?
A Ijust wanted to know how I did.

(Jerome 9684.

(168jSuch testimony indicates that the field representative may have
been under the impression that she was being evaluated (Goldstein

15441-43).
476. Use of the production stamp, which indicated which field

representative had prepared a report, may have given field represen-
tatives the impression that they were being evaluated (Goldstein

15574-75).
477. Debriefing of the subjects being timed is a procedure which

may be used to determine whether a normal day s work was
performed. It can cover topics such as whether the individual timed
felt that he performed differently because of the study (Goldstein
15367 -68). Absent a debriefing procedure , it is diffcult to make a
finding as to whether field representatives ' subjective reactions to
the fact that they were being timed affected the results.
478. Andersen s bonus contribution calculations are confined to

:;ode 04 offces (Findings 445-49). The recomputation of RX 566 IV-
4 set forth in RX 566 F, G and H demonstrates that there is
ignificant disparity among subcategories of respondent' s offces in
he Code 04 classification with respect to the bonus contribution
lCtor. '" Thus (on the basis of Andersen s reasoning), (169)there is
,riation in ability of field representatives located in different

'" Far ",xamp!e, in the C"-f' of life and a!.to reports , the Andersen study showed the following variatiuns with
pect to bonus contribution.

Life Reports Auto Reports

::e 04 Offices whicl, were Code 04 Offce
in 1971-1972 , RX 566

ode 04 Offces Suboffice Rates, RX 5fil;G

120 9::1

bde 04 Offces which were Gode O Offices
in 1971-1972. RX 566H

:16
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subcategories of the Code 04 offices to meet production requirements
with respect to the same reports.
479. Andersen determined that Code 04 offices most typically

represented respondent's corporate averages. In this connection,

Andersen relied primarily on information received from respon-
dent' s employee James Deibig and RX 754 (Finding 453; Deibig
13748, Brown 14311). Andersen took no steps to test respondent's
continuing assumption that Code 04 offices represented the Compa-

s average office (Brown 14311).
480. RX 754 , entitled "Production and Earnings of U.S. Inspec-

tors," gives for 1971 and 1972 average production , revenue , reporting
allowance , earnings (salary, overtime, gain-loss on standards) and
expenses for field representatives by class of offce. In 1971 and 1972
respondent had offices classified as Code 01, 02 , 03 , 04, 05 , 06 and 07

(RX 754). See the following charts: (170)
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(171)481. RX 754 demonstrates considerable disparity between
the figures for certain ciasses of offces and botb the Company
averages and the Code 04 figures, with respect to the foregoing
factors; 

g., 

consider the Code 01 offces.
482. The variations shown on RX 754 with respect to the

averages for factors such as production, earnings and expenses
among various classes of branch offices also suggests that reliance on
RX 566 F -H for generalizing to all of respondent' s offces ignores
significant differences from corporate averages with respect to such
variables in the case of certain offices not in the Code 04 category.. ll1

483. Andersen s bonus contribution calculations for Code 04
offces utilize an average salary of $610 and a reporting standard of
505'" (RX 566 F- H). The reporting standard, however, varies

sharply in different branch offices and for field representatives in
different length-of-service groups (see RX 754 , 7l5Z- 3). The interac-
tion of the per dollar standard or reporting allowance with salary is
a critical element in the computation of bonus contribution (RX 566
IV- , IV -5; (J 72)see also 1'r. 14318-19). '"
484. The Andersen study made no calculations as to the impact

on bonus contribution of the interaction of reporting standards and
salaries at ranges different from those shown in UX 566 either in
connection with the computation for Code 04 offces , RX 566 IV -
or for the composite of all offces, RX IV-25'" (RX 566; see Tr. 14318-
20).

485. Nor was there any attempt to determine how many field
representatives might be required to meet expenses at a higher
salary than shown on RX 566 (Tr. 14318).

486. As to these chara teristics, therefore, there is insufficient
evidence to show that the averages in RX 566 are appliwble
throughout the Company. (173J

'" In this connecU"" . see respondent' statement With the inclusion of the Old Code 02 offce, the 1973 Code
04 offce, taken liS a sppara.te group, was not a.-- clo e to bcing Ii represenbtive branch as W"B the rormer Code 04
office in 1971 and 1972. " (RP!" Gii4). Mr. Deibig stated with respect to the consolidation of the Codr, 02?nd Code 04
offces into one v,roup. " it would hgve be rJ my opinion that it wOl:ld not havc been as close- if"l all- tothe most
rcpresentative in 1973 , with 1.11" Inclusion of the oM fJ2 offces." (Tr. Ii!)17; emphasis supplied). Moreover, '- prime
consideratioo in assigning a codedesignalion toa bmnchoffce is the difficuIly f aCl'Jrin preparingrcports(Finding
4:'2).

", The reportinf) stO\ndard for 1 to 5-yeaf field representatives in COlk U4 offces in l )n (RX 71:,2-:J)
'" Earnings credit. is computed hy mtlhipJying the reporting slamJHrd by the field representutivc s revenue

credit. Earningf; credit is then matched against sa!"ry nd other expenses to detcnnint bonus cont6b"tion (RX 56(;
IV- IV-

'"' For example , if sH!ary go(Os up O\nd po;r dollar standard remains ;:on j(lDt and assuming the same mix of
cases , the field "' presentative would hO\ve 1.0 complete more case to ,)chi"ve a given !evel of bonus (1'r. J4319)
Conver ely, if alary remains constant and per doJl8r standard g'ws up, the field rcpresenbtive would hlJve to
produce fewer cases to maintain constant bonus cont,ibutiol! (Tr 14319). If both rise, it is dear that the relative
rise in each would have an impact on bonu5cont.ribution
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(6) Significance of the Andersen
Product Cost and Effort Study

Study and the Underlying

487. The need to abandon one of the two basic calculations
pertaining to monthly bonus contribution on which Andersen rested
its conclusion as to the reasonableness of the reporting standard and
the need to recompute the other, detracts from the confidence to be
placed in RX 566 and the conclusions expressed therein.
488. Andersen s evaluation concerning the reasonableness of the

reporting standard and the underlying time studies failed to take
into consideration numerous factors bearing on the ability of the
field representatives to complete their tasks in a given time (Finding
460). As a result, Andersen s studies fail to take into consideration
that different groups of field representatives, because of variables
such as geography, scheduling, etc. , may differ significantly in their
ability to complete a certain number of reports in a normal workday
or in their ability to show a gain in any specific period.

489. The failure to analyze the impact of these variables makes it
difficult to determine whether the conclusions of RX 566 are
attributable to the entire organization or whether there are offces
or groupings of offices to which they would not apply.
490. Andersen s conclusion, based on its bonus contribution

calculation, that respondent's reporting standard is reasonable rests
on the assumption that Code 04 offces are representative of the
entire organization. That assumption has not been persuasively
documented. For example, see disparity for bonus contribution

within the Code 04 category for the various reports as calculated by
Andersen for subcategories of the 1973 Code 04 offces as shown on
RX 566 F-H (Finding 478). In addition, the Code 04 offces were
selected as the most representative because averages for offces in
this classification pertaining to such figures as production revenue
and reporting standards were closest to companywide averages. (174)
However, the pertinent averages for offces in certain other code
classifications differ significantly from both the companywide aver-
ages and from those of the Code 04 offces (Findings 480-81).

491. Also, the bonus contribution computations failed to analyze
the interaction of salaries and reporting standards at levels different
from those shown on the computations in RX 566 (Finding 484).
There is, therefore, in the case of these characteristics, insuffcient
evidence to support a finding that respondent' s field representatives
as a group were suffciently homogenous so that the averages in RX
566 could be applied generally to them throughout the organization.

492. The purpose of the cost and effort studies was not to
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determine the quality of the reports but to determine how much it
actually cost to do the reports the way they were being done (Deibig
13764 , 13781).''' They were , accordingly, not designed to evaluate the
effect of respondent's compensation system and other policies on the
manner in which field representatives conducted their investiga-
tions. Since the time studies were not designed to study the quality of
the reports, they have little relevance to the issue of whether
respondent' s procedures were designed to assure maximum possible
accuracy of the information concerning the individuals to whom the
report relates. (175)

493. The foregoing factors are relevant to weighing the conflict
between the conclusions in RX 566 and otber evidence. Under the
circumstances , the testimony of certain ex-employees that they could
not complete their workload in accord with Company procedures in a
normal workday or week is entitled to mOTe weight.

Production Credit for Reinvestigations

494. Respondent conducts reinvestigations on its reports when
the accuracy or the completeness is in question (R. Jones 5177, Curtis
7150). There are three distinct categories of reopen cases: customer
reopens, consumer reopens and offce reopens (RX 107Z- 170).

495. Reinvestigations are usually requested to clarify points of
disputed information. As a result, it may not be necessary to rework
the entire report (J. Moore 8850, 10038; Ross 9852; Curtis 7149; Zack
8894). Reopens do not deal solely with unfavorable information but
they also deal with items such as birthdates and addresses (R. Jones
5176).
496. Respondent's policy in assigning reports for reinvestigation

is the following:

Generally, if the point in question is factual. and can be definitely resoived, age
duties, identities, marital status, etc., the original Field Representative should

rehandle. If the point is suhjective (lnd/or a difference of opinion is possible as to

severity, degree of irnportance, health habits. repul(ltion, an alternate Field Representa-
tive should be used. In either instance, file copies should be withheld (original sources
may be shown on Form 640) to assure objectivity.
(RX 107Z- l70; emphasis supplied. ) (176)

497. When a reopened case is assigned to an alternate field

,.. "

We lthe timers) Wert' not interested in what he (the field representativ" being timedJ was saying or in the
way he W;iS asking his qlJestions, therefore , the only requirement pIac,"d on us as timers wer," that we h"d
continuous liEI' of jght with the man up to the point he might enter II private .esidence. " (Deibig 13520). Since
the timers djd not hear the ioterviews, it wOlJld have bel'n diffcult for them to determine whether a field
representative , in his questioning of sources, Wll more thorough than field representatives generally (Deihi
l:m,!)j And , uormally, the timers could not determine whether the field representative b,"ing timed had asked a
full range ofquest!'E1S (Deibig 1.'527; see also Healy 14020)
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representative , he does not see the original report and he handles it
as a new case (A. Brown 7774- 7888).
498. Branch managers are given discretion in the assignment of

cases for reinvestigation on the ground that it is not possible to cover
every contingency that may arise (Jenkins 5702). Exercise of such
discretion varied

g.. 

in the suboffces, it was not, according to
respondent' s officials, always possible to assign a reinvestigation to

an alternate field representative (Paladino 8738-39). However, if the
circumstances were sufficiently serious, the branch manager might
send in an alternate field representative from another office (Tilden
11780). And, in the Boston and Hartford offices, 99 percent of the
cases were given to the field representative who haudled the original
report (Hakey 1658, InO-31).

499. The rules for giving field representatives production credit
for reinvestigations vary depending upon whether such reinvestiga-
tion is assigned to an alternate field representative or to the original
field representative and whether or not the customer is charged for
the new report. Respondent's customer is charged for a report when
it reopens a case and the original information is confirmed (Hakey
1658- , Laudumiey 1848- , Silar 4029- , WaUace 3014).

500. When the reinvestigation is assigned to a field representa-
tive who did the original investigation , he receives production credit
for a customer reopen if the customer is charged for the reinvestiga-
tion; Le. if the orig'inal report is confirmed as correct (Lieber 9012-

, Curtis 7173 , Moore 8850). If the reinvestigation shows an error 
the original report so that the customer is not charged , then the
manager has discretion as to whether to give production credit to the
original field representative for rehandling the case (Lieber 9012-
Paladino 8754 , Moore 8849). (177)

501. The manner in which branch office managers exercise their
discretion in compensating the original field representative for a
reinvestigation when the first report was in error varies from
manager to manager. Certain managers do not give production
credit to original field representatives when the first report was in
error on the ground that this would reward respondent's employees
for improperly doing their job (Curtis 7293- , Brothers 7439). Other
managers give the credit as a matter of course (Larsen 12503-
12525-26). Some managers give production credit to such field
representative if the error in the original report was not his fault

(e.

g.. 

J. Moore 8849- , Paladino 8753-54).
502. In the event that aLl alternate field representative handles

the reinvestigation, then that field representative receives produc-
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bon credit whether or Hot the customer is charged (c.

g., 

Curtis 7173

Case 5414).
503. Normally, when a field representative receives credit for a

reinvestigation, he receives the same credit provided for the original
report (Zack 8895, Ross 9387- , Larsen 12527). Where the reinvesti.
gation requires more effort than usually required for the particular
type of report, the field representative may, at the discretion of the
branch manager, be given additional credit for such work (Zack 8895
Larsen 12506).

504. When field representatives are compensated for" reinvesti-
gation and the customer is not charged , the equivalent revenue is
deducted from the branch office revenue (Case 5413- 14).

505. Respondent's failure to give production credit if the original
report was incorrect, has the following effect in the case of some field
representatives:

, in some instances where you would reinvestigate. you may find thBt the customer
is partially right and you are partially right and in writing up this case , you would be
incIined to more emphasize, put more emphasis on the l178Jinformatioil showing you
were correct so you could recharge the customer.

(SiJar 4030.

506. Another field representative was influenced
the method of compensation for reinvestigations:

as follows by

Welt, on reinvestigations, I would really-on those cases I would really try to really
dig into it and I would try to prove that I was right the first time so I'd get my $5 but if
it turned out that all wasn t true , I wouldn t lie about it. I would still tell the truth
that, well , I was wrong.
(Wallace 3015.

507. The failure to give production credit for reinvestigations
where the original field representative could not substantiate his
original report clearly has potential to give field representatives an
incentive to try to prove that they were right the first time (Findings
500-0:")). There is a danger that, in those areas involving subjective
judgment on the part of the field representative and where differ-
ences of opinion are possible, there would be a tendency to deny the
consumer the benefit of the doubt (Findings 496 , 505). This point is
tacitly recognized by respondent' s Branch Manager s Manual (RX
107Z- 170). However , no definitive finding can be made on the point.
The record does not show the extent to which matters involving
subjective points and/or where difference of opinion was possible
were assigned to field representatives preparing the original report
(see Finding 498). Nor does the record show with any degree of
specificity any breakdown on how managerial discretion with
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respect to granting production credit was exercised in such cases.
The potential for inaccurate reporting is evident where the question
in issue is subjective, and the reinvestigation is assigned to the

original field representative, and where the manager, as a matter of
policy, wil not give production credit if the rein vestigation turns up
(179)error in the original report. There is insufficient detail
however, in this record to determhl€ that a pattern of inaccurate
reporting has taken place by virtue of such compensation poHcies.

Health and Arrest Information

(1) Health Information

508. Respondent obtained health information concerning an
individual from sources other than licensed physicians, medical
practitioners, hospitals , clinics or other facilities. Certain of respon-
dent' s rcports require that the field rcpresentativcs obtain such
information from lay sources (Stansbury 6751--2, Jenkins 5793 , Maust
8289, Hakcy 1632, Wines 406, Monson 3274-75, Laudumiey 1838

Wallace 3005; see CX 422A & B; RX 343A & B; Getz 12387--).
509. Health information is to be confirmed either by the appli-

cant or by two outside sources (Getz 12388, Hakey 1632- , Laudu-
miey 1838, Moxham 3525, Pollard 328). The information in the
reports is identified as coming from lay sources or the applicant
(Moxham 3526- , Muth 9954 , Monson 3309).
5iO. Respondent considers the applicant to be a prime source of

health information (Coleman 7954 , Farra 755-57).
511. Although a neighbor cannot provide the doctor s diagnosis of

a specific ailment, a neighbor may provide information which is
generally known or derived from his observation of the applicant
(Muth 9949). (180)

512. Field representatives were not required to confirm health
information secured from lay sources through medical records
(Wines 406- , 411; see also Pollard 328, Buckley 1260, Monson
3275).

513. Underwriters do not take action based solely on health
information obtained frorn lay sources in a report from respondent
(Moller 13056, Jenkins 5793- , Nietzold 13012, Paine 13396-

Taylor 10841), but use such health information as a lead to request

further information from medical SQurces, the agent or the applicant
(Nietzold 13010- , Moller 13055- , Paine 13:397).

,,, Complaint counsel cites one specific example where this may havf' occurred (CPF 9(5)- Huwever , that
evidp.nce wflS nol aHocated to these a!legations of the complaint and must , therefore , be rejected on that score
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514. The record does not support a finding that health informa-
tion secured from lay sources is inherently unreJiable (Grossman
4199-4200; see also Elmendorf 4264). The testimony bearing on the
issue is equivocaL 190 (181)

(2) Arrest Information

515. Respondent's field representatives, to complete certain re-
ports, obtain information concerning applicants ' arrest records (CX
422A & B; Jenkins 5794- , Hakey j 633).

516. Field representatives are encouraged to check police records
where available or where there is reason to believe that an arrest
record on an applicant exists (RX 102Z-16-17).

5J 7. Where it is not possible to confirm arrest information
through police records, respondent's employees are instructed as
follows:

It is also pertinent to rnention at this time the reporting of ' onfirmed adverse

information.' Example: If we develop information that there have been arrests,

indictments , or convictions , but Jocal police records are not available for confirmation
WE SHOULD STILL REPORT THE INFORMATION But, when reporting the
information , put it in the same language as we developed it, such as

, '

there is talk in
the community that your subject has had pollee diffculties, but police records arc not
available locally to verify this information.' It is important, however, that the

approximate date of the difficulty be estimated and recorded because ofthe seven year
requirement imposed on reporting adverse information.
(CX 13511.) (182)

518. In certain jurisdictions, police records are not generaJly
available (Curtis 3279 , Jenkins 5795). In such instances, an attempt
will be made to confirm the information concerning arrest through
newspaper clippings or by interview with the applicant or a member

"'" Dr. Grossm,m , One of compbint counsel's medical experts , testified that" .' " or " " anRwer cO\1Jd not be

iven as to whether neighborhood aources are likely to have accurate information as to the existence of certain
medical conditions (1'r. 4199-42(0). When asked whether it was reaRonable for a field representl,tive to obtain
inforrnationcor.cerningan illneSl from a lay souree, he t;lted

A. I don t know hnw he would 88k , hut r mean the thing is in some situations the neighbors do djscu s with each

other condition" that they havp. IHld in other situations they do not: and neighbors often imugine things lmd, in

turn , have Gotten things in thp. record sometimes out of malice , so you have a mixed bag the,,:.. I mean you can
give one gcnp.ral answer for the whole thing

In Home situations, r mean the neighbor might have, and in others it might suggest things that you may not
want, and so you really h'l((' " mired bag there. J don t Ihink you ean give "ne an. wer 10 that whole situation. The

thing is the investigator can t diffE:rcntiate whatsituat.ion he is steppiug into

(Tr41!J9;emphasissupplied.
Similarly, t.h,' testimony of Dr. E!mendorf , who statNl there Were better ways of getting information than frnm

lay sources (Tr 4261), did not give conclusive evidenc" nn thir; point. He also testified that it was conceivable that it

may be nemssary to get information rrom neighborhoo ;;ourees or other sources in connection with an inSUTance

transactiun (Tr. 42(4)
EveIJ accepting CI'F 979- , t.he one incident cited would not support a finding that securing ml ical

information from lay sources without further confirmation is inherent.ly unreasooable

336- 3:15 U - 81 - 57
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of his family (Curtis 7238- , Hakey 1633) or through additional
outside sources (Hakey 1633, Laudumiey 1840, Monson 3277). If lay
sources such as neighbors or the applicant are used as sources for

arrest information, the report wil so indicate (Laudumiey 1839-40).

519. Some field representatives, if they were unable to confirm
arrest information through police records, would not report it
(Pollard 330-31).

520. The record contains no evidence pertaining to the use or
accuracy of arrest information obtained through lay sources in
specific instances. Nor is there other evidence bearing on the
question of the reliability of such information. No finding can be
made on the state of this record that respondent's practice of
securing information or this nature through lay sources is unreason-
able. (183)

XIV. RESPONDENT S DISCLOSURE OF REPORTS UNDER FCRA
(PARAGRAPHS 22-2:3 OF THE COMPLAINT)

Training

521. After passage of the FCRA, respondent conduded extensive
orientation sessions for its employees to acquaint them with new
procedures to be instituted upon the Act's effective date in April
1971

522. After the Home Offce had determined the procedures to be
instituted and trained the home office staff, training meetings were
held for the Regional Vice Presidents in January 1971 (Jenkins

5656-58; RX 551A-D). Each Regional Vice President then met with
the branch managers in his region to train them. Home office
personnel attended these meetings (Jenkins 565!J-60).

523. Branch offce managers subsequently conducted training
sessions with the personnel in each branch (Jenkins 5660). Follow-up
educational branch meetings were held in April 1971 (Jenkins 5680-
81; RX 558A-K). Extensive instructional materiaf was disseminated
to the branch offce managers to aid them in understanding and

teaching the new procedures (Jenkins 5660- , 5669- , 5675-78; RX

556B- , 564A- YY, 120A-ZI02). Additional material was sent to
branch managers subsequently to direct them regarding modifica-
tions and revisions in respondent's procedures related to FCRA
(Jenkins 5669 , 5678).

524. A home offce staff group- the FCRA unit-was established
to provide expertise on FCRA problems. Telephones were manned by
this team to handle questions from field personnel when FCRA
problems arose (Jenkins 5692-93). (184)
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Disclosure in Branch Offces

525. In April 1971 , branch managers were instructed to "choose
those Field Representatives you feel are in the best position to

handle Inquiring Consumers" and train them to make consumer
disclosures (RX 558C). The importance of having "trained personnel"
conduct disclosures was stressed, and the branch offices were
provided with training materials (including specimen reports with
instructions on how they should be disclosed) to be reviewed by the
selected personnel as part of their training (Jenkins 5666-68; RX
556N-Z). Respondent continued to emphasize to branch managers
that consumer inquiries "require the best ability in the office." (RX
107Z- 187).
526. Respondent's instructions stated that when a consumer

visited the office for disclosure regarding a report or investigation on
him, he was to be given a brochure explaining the disclosure
procedure (RX 547B- , 303A-F; J. Curtis 7192). A consumer
contacting an offke in connection with disclosure was to receive

disclosure of all reports in his fie (other than those respondent felt
were not covered by the Act) (RX 556DD). In addition , branch
managers were instructed that there should be " 'trained personnel'
in the office at all times to give disclosure. "It is not satisfactory to

refuse to discuss a situation or ask the consumer to come back when
the Manager returns, except under the most extreme circum-
stances. " (RX 564T, emphasis in original).

527. Respondent's policy regarding charges for disclosure and
reinvestigation paralleled Section 612 of FCRA, with no charge

authorized for disclosure if the consumer had, within 30 days

received notice of adverse action in connection with a report filed by
Retail Credit (RX 120Z-50). In other instances, where the Act
permitted charges, respondent's instructions provided for a $5.

disclosure fee and a reasonable fee for reinvestigation (both fees to be
refunded if, upon reinvestigation, the original report information
were disproved or not verified) (RX 120Z-51). However, respondent's
instructions gave discretion as to whether these charges were
imposed at all and gave particular instances in which it was
suggested that they not be made (RX 120Z-51-52). (185)

528. Contact by inquiring consumers was to be noted on a
monthly log maintained by the branch offce (CX 1473). In addition,
a fie memorandum was to be prepared after the disclosure. This
document was to set forth a brief description of the consumer contact
and information disclosed (RX 556M; Jenkins 5771- , Jegley 7038).
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Copies of the memoranda were sent to the home offce (Jenkins
5771-72).
529. Respondent's instructions, however, were not followed in all

instances. Consumer Phares visited Retail's Pittsburgh offce in
1972, stated to the receptionist his request "to see someone in
regards to information on file. " He was told that the informat.ion
was not given out.. (Tr. 773, 783). Only after Mr. Phares had his

attorney call the Retail branch offce did he receive disclosure (Tr.
774-76). m

530. Consumer Humble visited Retail's Lincoln, Nebraska offce
in February 1973 , after she received a notice from her automobile
insurance company reject.ing an amendment to her policy to add her
husband as an insured (Tr. 3479-82). She was told that t.he fie
information was " " her husband and would not be disclosed to her
(Tr. 3484-85). She received no disclosure even though the report was
in her name and contained information on her, as well as on her
husband (CX 133A-B). '" (186)
531. Consumer Baker, after having been incorrectly advised by

the Wichita branch's assistant manager as to his rights to disclosure
(Finding 537, infra), took with him to his disclosure appointment Mr.
Dickey, a representative of the Consumer Division of his state
Attorney General's Offce (Tr. 3113-14). After Mr. Baker indicated
that he did not intend to sign a waiver form (CX 337) presented to
him (Tr. 3115, 3119), Mr. Smith, the branch manager,'''' inquired
regarding Mr. Dickey s identity. After learning Mr. Dickey s identi-
ty, Mr. Smith stated, "I'll tell you this much. If I read this report to
Mr. Baker, you are not going to be present when it' s read. " efr. 3119).
Mr. Dickey advised Mr. Smith of Mr. Baker s right under the FCRA
to have a third person present during disclosure , at which point Mr.
Smith terminated the interview without making any disclosure (Tr.
3119-20).
532. In 1972, after learning that his daughter had been visited

and questioned regarding his wife, consumer McCune called the
Wichita branch office to ascertain whether the interviewer was a
Ret.ail employee and if a report was being prepared (Tr. 4361-63).
The assist.ant branch manager told him that he had no record of an

'" In rebuttal or consumer Phares ' testimony that nc wa. told his file information could not be revealed, Me
P"ck, the branch munager , t.estifi",d with regard to th", usual pnx;ed'Jre when a COnSUmer visi!.!',! the office fur
disclosure (Tr. 8360- (7). This testimony did not discredit Mr. Phares ' testimony h"""d on his dear recollection of
what took place at the particular event in question. In addition , the unrebutted fact that Mr. Phares contaded his
8ttorney regarding Hetaillends tu corroborate hi5 tp.stimony that. he hi1d been rebuffed by Ret3il when he first
attempted to obtain disclosure

", Respondent's instructions provided that if information On one spOU5e was sensitive and likdy to be
unknown to the other. the disclo5er might wish to talk with the part;e5 separately regardin:: information in thE! !'ie
on thern as ir.dividuals(RX.564V)

." ex 1,j92 indicates that Mr- Smith was the manager of the Wichita oranch
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investigation being conducted on the McCunes (Tr. 4363). Mrs.
McCune also called Retail and spoke to the branch manager, who
told her they had nothing in their fies (Tr. 4384). When the
McCunes received a notification that Mrs. McCune s insurance

application had been denied on the basis of a Retail Credit report, it
became dpparent that a Retail report had been prepared (Tr. 4363-
64). Mr. McCune again contacted Retail and after asking the branch
manager where the information was obtained, was told that all
Retaii' s information was confidential and that "they couldn t tell me
a thing, and at that time they didn t tell me whether they even had
any record of it. " (Tr. 4365). Only after Mr. McCune became aware of
the right to disclosure and so informed the branch manager, was he
told disclosure could be obtained (Tr. 4366). (187)

533. Respondent violated Section 609 of FCRA by denying
disclosure to consumers (Findings 529-32). In addition, the failure of
Retail to advise the McCunes upon their first contacts that a report
was being prepared or an investigation conducted, discouraged

disclosure in a manner tantamount to refusal to disclose (Finding
532).

534. In other instances, respondent's field personnel, while not
actually refusing disclosure, imposed certain conditions on or
prerequisites to disclosure, which were not permitted by FCRA.
535. It was respondent's practice to request that a consumer

seeking disclosure sign a completed Consumer Interview Form (RX
556L). This form had blanks for the consumer s name, address and
other identifying information, and for the signature of the consumer
to certify that he was who he purported to be (CX 1457). Respon-
dent's stated purpose of this procedure was to provide information
adequate to ascertain that disclosure was being made to the proper
person (McLaughlin 8346; Dukes 12735, 12741; Jenkins 5689-90; see
also CX 675Z-62-63). However, the form, above the signature line
contained the following paragraph:

I hereby certify that I am the above described consumer and request that Retail
Credit Company disclose to me the nature and substance of information which it has
in its fie concerning me. I authorize Retail Credit Company to make necessary
investigation of any item which I may dispute and to transmit the results of such
investigation to any person to whom it has previously reported such disputed
information. I authorize any business , organization , professional person or anyone
else to !"rive full information and records about me.

(CX 1457 , CX 337.) (188)
Thus, as noted by respondent the form "when properly signed"
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could serve as an authorization for ascertaining medical information
(RX 108E)'"

536. Such a waiver was not necessary for identification purposes
and was not a proper condition to place on disclosure. Respondent
did not impose the condition of this waiver on all disclosures (e.

g.,

telephone disclosure, when given , did not involve the waiver), and
did make disclosures when confronted with consumers who refused
to sign the waiver (Luster 3172- , 3180; Bendelow 3459-62).
However, its use of the form implied a condition to persons unaware
of their right to disclosure without signing a waiver. '"

537. Another condition imposed on disclosure occurred in the
case of consumer Baker. Mr. Baker requested disclosure in 1973
after receiving a cancellation of his automobile insurance (Tr. 3108-
10). The assistant manager told him there would be a $5.00 charge
for disclosure. Mr. Baker stated that he would not pay a $5.00 fee and
showed the assistant manager his canceJlation notice (Tr. 3110'''
The assistant manager then told him, contrary to any corporate

policy or instruction, that he would have to have a written
authorization from the insurance company involved before he could

receive disclosure (Tr. 3110-11). After learning of his rights under
FCRA, Mr. Baker again contacted the assistant manager ' who
insisted that a written authorization was prerequisite to disclosure

(Tr. 3112- 13). Mr. Baker then returned to the branch (139)offce with
a state consumer representative , well versed on the FCRA. At this
meeting, the branch manager gave him the Consumer Interview
forill to sign for disclosure and the insurance company authorization
was not demanded (Tr. 3114- 15).

538. Respondent imposed conditions on consumer disclosure
which were not authorized by the FCRA (Findings 535-37). Imposi-
tion of such conditions is another way to avoid the disclosures
required by Section 609 of FCRA and is constructive refusal to give
disclosure. Such practices violate Section 609 of the Act.

.539. Respondent's instructions stated that disclosure of the

nature and substance of the information in the fie was to be given
not necessarily verbatim" (RX 556L). Under no circumstances was

the discloser to permit the consumer to see, read or handle the report
'"' In 1:174 or 197,'. respondent redesit:ned its Consumer Interview Form and omitted the waiver clause

(McLrlUgh1in 8.147-48; RX 492C)
'" The field personnel were inslruct",d that if the consumer rdused sign the form , they were to ask for other

idenlific t!an and not to insist that the consumer sign the form (RX 55til)
,.. No finding of violation is based on the attempted imposition of a fee, Mr. Baker s teslimony i!1d;cate thaI

w:1en tbe assi taJl manager mentioned the fe., he had not bl"n advised that Mr. Baker sought disclosure hecau5e
of an insurance denia! (Tr. 3110)

'" Disclosure in this cas did not occur. After the branch manager learned the tate rei' e6entative identity
and th t Mr B"ker intended he be prc!1ent throughout the interview , he terminated the meeting (Finding 531).
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himself (RX 556F, 556L). "Nature and substance" was defined to
inciude ALL file information " favorable and unfavorable. Summa-
rizing and paraphrasing were permitted "so long as we are complete,
accurate, and the consumer understands." (RX 564W, emphasis in
original). The instmctions further provided that, in disclosing a
report, the discloser cover all the questions and answers on the
report and then take the narrative sections "feature by feature.
(RX 564X).''' (190)

540. "As a matter of established procedure or usual and custom-
ary practice, respondent (did) not disclose the recipient of a
consumer report on the consumer which it (had) furnished for
employment purposes witbin the two-year period preceding the
request, or, for any other purpose within the siX-Inonth period

preceding the request, unless specifically requested to do so by the
consumer." (CX 1445E). Likewise, respondent did not disclose non-
investigative sources of information without a specific request (UPF
935).

541. Implementation of respondent' s instructions in the field was
not uniform. In some branch offices, reports were read verbatim
(Burge 5088- , Jegley 7027). In others, a summary or paraphrase 
the report was disclosed (Coulter 8202-03). In stil another, only the
part of the report which the discloser "assumed was the factor" that
had caused the consumer to be fatEd or denied insurance (Rakey
1664-65) was disclosed.

542. In practice, some field personnel, while purporting to give
the nature and substance of reports, failed to give adequate or
complete disclosure.
543. In Novemher 1971 , a consumer went to the Wichita branch

office for disclosure to ascertain what information had been the basis
for denial of two insurance applications (Tr. 3377-81). He received
disclosure and was told that his life insurance was probably denied
because he had had pneumonia and that the basis for his automobile
cancellation was probably his six traffic violations in 6 years (Tr.
3383-89). When the consumer asked for the exact reasons he had

,.. Ex-emj11oyee ShC!lley testified at length regiirding instructions he aller;edly was given by (,1r. Browning, the
Region,)1 Vice Pn sident i)J Mr. Shelley s area. These alleged iostrlctions were contrary to n' pondent' s written

instrlctions

g, 

in making disclosures, personnel should tone down the :'e!,OTL(Tr 15115), not disclose the
question and answer portions of the r Jlorw (Tr. 15116), "highlir;ht' the body of the report ('fr. 15116- 17), and if a

report cor, taiiled several adversG itelns disclose the item of " lellst conflct" first because the discloser wou!tI often
not hal'e to o the remainder of lhe report" (Tr. 15117). Mr. Browning specifically denied giving these

infitructiof1; (Tr 16098. 104). His denial was supported by other Retail employees in Mr. Browning s lIr!OlI who

tes,ified regarding instructilJns he had given them which were inconsist.!Ont with those Mr Shelley allegedly

received (Lindsey 16182- 8;' . Beckman Uj:H2, Taylor 16218 , Klueh 1627 76). Aller considering t.his testimony and

the fact that it is ilighly unlikely that a vice president would issue dircctives so widely divergent from the
instructions he was given by the Home Offce (which he knew were given t" the branch officcfi by the Home Offce),
it is found that Mr. Shelley s testimony was effectively rebutled on this critical issue. His t,, timony is, therefore

not relicd On.
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been refused, he was referred to the insurance companies (Tr. 3389).
He contacted the insurance companies and was told he would have to
receive the information from Retail (Tr. 3390-91). The consumer
returned to Retail and had a second disclosure similar to the first
(Tr. 3391-92). He again contacted one of the insurance companies
about his refusaL The insurance representative finally told him that
the Retail report indicated that he had a drinking problem (Tr. 3392-
93). Since no information regarding drinking had been disclosed to
him by Retail, he returned for a third disclosure, in which the
drinking information was again not mentioned (Tr. 3393 94). The
consumer asked about any drinking information, and the branch
manager stated, .. ' I didn t feel that it was important' " (Tr. 3394).'''
Among other items not disclosed to the consumer were that he was
said to be a fast and careless driver;"2oo that he was "said to be an

unstable type of person, not regarded well;" that his mother had
been in a mental institution and was poorly regarded , and that he
had a girlfriend who drove his car (Tr. 3397-3401 , 3384-85; CX 343H-
I). (192)
544. Consumer Grabher contacted the Denver branch offce after

she received an insurance cancellation (Tr. 3410). She received
disclosure but was not told the report' s statement of her estimated
income and net worth (Tr. 3412- 13; CX 1l3A).
545. In 1972, two consumers, father and son, visited the Dayton

branch office for disclosure after an insurance company had refused
the addition of the son to the father s automobile insurance policy
(Tr. 960-62). Information suggesting the son had been invofved with
drugs and unfavorable details of his having been terminated from a
teaching position were not revealed (Tr. 964, 967). The remaining
information , which was disclosed, was basically favorable (Tr. 978
982-84). Afterwards, the father wrote the insurance company
involved, asking whether the denial was based on additional
information since the Retail report was favorable. The son thereafter
received a telephone call from the Dayton branch manager, who
stated that the employee who had conducted the disclosure, had
overlooked one page of the report. He then disclosed to the son the

", The information which the Retail representative did not consider ;mportaot was: the COnSUmer had been
seen "dnmk severa! tim' s since he was discharged from the military- One source stated that prinr to service , the
subject was arrested for driving his car with some of the tin's on the sidewa k down the middle of the town" (CX
.;:JI

,.. This item app ars to have been disclosed in the second disclosure session (1'r. 3400)
'OL Ms Grabher 5 testimuny was more persua8ive than th,,t of the rebuttal witness who t stified regarding the

disclosure procedure he generally followed
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drug information and unfavorable details of his dismissal from the
teaching position(Tr. 965- , 979-81; CX 98). '" (193)

546. Consumer Smith twice received disclosure in 1973 from the
Manchester branch offce of a report which was the basis of his
failure to receive an insurance agency appointment (Tr. 927-32; CX
258). These disclosures did not include unfavorable information in
the report concerning previous employment (Tr. 930-32). While the
information in question was later deleted from the report and a
notice of the deletion sent to the company who had received the
report (CX 255A- , 257; Tr. 952- , 8461-62), this action was taken
without Mr. Smith's knowing the information was in the report. 203

(194)
547. Another consumer received disclosure in 1972 from the

Oxon Hil, Maryland offce after she received an insurance cancella-
tion (Tr. 1792-94). Items from a report dated December 15, 1971 (CX
151) were revealed, but the disclosure did not include information in

another report, dated December 27 1971 (CX 152), that the consumer
had run off with a truck driver; that her morals were questioned;
and that she was regarded as " trying to take (her husband) for his
money. " (Tr. 1794-96; CX 151A- , 152A-B).
548. Consumer Dayton contacted Retail's Phoenix offce in 1973

after her automobile insurance was cancelled (Tr. 3531-32; CX
1469B). She received disclosure of some information, including

information that she was living with a man to whom she was not
married (Tr. 3533-34). She was not told, however, that the man
living with her had caused trouble in the neighborhood (Tr. 3534).
Also, her estimated income and worth were not revealed (Tr. 3534-

,", The sons testimony that, following his disclosurc, he n ceived a call from Retail and was told that during
the disclosure, one page of the fie had not been disclused to him , was Un rebutted- This fact. together with the
branch manager s testimony that the employee who made the disclosure "was not sure" he had disclosed the items
in question ('1r- ;4899), gives crooeJJce to the cunsumers ' testimony. despite the testimony ofrebutb,l witne&ses

'" Consumer Smith's testimony that unfavorable employment information wa. Dot disclosed to him is found
dible, despite rebuttal testimony of the Retail employee who gave the disclcsure. The rebuttal witness testified

that the items were disclosed and displ1ted (Tr. IOH90), and that a reiovest.gation was conduded (Tr. 10891-
10897) However, Mr Smith appeared to have a clear recollection of what was disclosed to him . IIis rewl!ection
was particu\arly convincing because he had discussed with Retail in HHi8 , the suhject information and was under
the impression the material had , at that time, been deh ted from his records (Tr. 918- 27). That Mr. Smith would
have remembered if this information was mentioned sP.ms certain. Furt.hermore, the visit of Mr. Yox, the bnlnch
manager , to Mr. Smith's office to Rive another disclosure (Tr. 942- , 8457 - (0) tends tv corroborate Mr. Smith'
testimony th!!!. the first disclosures were incomplete. During disclosure by Yox , the then-deleted inform3tion was
disclosed to Mr. Smith. Mr. Yox told Mr . Smith that the information had been induded in the report because the
wrong report had been sent to the C\l5tomer and that during t.he previous disclosures, the wrong report was re3d
(Tr. 945-46)

'0' Respondent's suggestion th3t there need be evidence that the second report , a prior address report, was
!lctually in respondent's file at the time the con umer received disclosure , is without merit (RP ' 817). Respondent
had a duty to give disclosure of uU reports in Il consumer s fie. When all reports were not disclosed, it was
incumbent upon respondent to show that the reports not disclosed were not in the fie. Here, nO such showing was
atlempte.
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35; CX 78A-B). Ms. Dayton would have disputed these items if they
had been disclosed (Tr. 3534-35).
549. In 1972, a consumer was given disciosure by Retail's San

Francisco office of reports prepared in connection with his applica-
tion for life insurance made at the request of the bank from which he
and his partner in business had a loan (Tr. 3711- , 3725). (l95)One
item was withheld. He was not told that his file contained a
statement that he used "his hands in an effeminate manner, also
talks in an effeminate manner. " (Tr. 3720; CX 218).

550. When consumer Phares (Finding 529) received disclosure of
his report, he asked what companies had recently received the
information disclosed. He was t.old this information would not be
divulged (Tr. 777 , 787-88).

551. In other instances, while not completely omitting items from
the reports, Retail representatives "paraphrased" or "summarized"
the items in such a way that the full meaning, and in some cases, the
derogatory tone of the report, was not conveyed to the consumer.

552. Another consumer contacted Retail' s Canton , Ohio office in
1972 , and asked why her policy had been cancelled. She was told that
her report indicated she had an unstable marriage (Tr. 3593-94). The
report actually stated she had been separated several times from her
husband and that two sources " indicated that (her husband) had a
desire for other women and they also stated that. . your insured
had a desire for other men and between the two this caused friction
in the marriage. Stated were fighting constantly. " (CX 169B). '" (196)

553. Another consumer was told that her report indicated she
had recently had a run- in with (her) former husband, a severe one.

(Tr. 1794). The report actually stated t.hat she had been assaulted by
her husband and incurred 22 stab wounds as a result (CX ISlA).
554. When consumer Stanley received disclosure from the Wilm-

ington , North Carolina branch office after having his insurance
cancelled (Tr. 220-26), the file information was presented in a far
less inflammat.ory manner than in t.he report. Mr. Stanley was
told the report indicated he made it a point to be well aware of the

m Ms- Doyton s testimony was more convincing tnan t.nat of tlw rd",Ual witness who t€5tifid regarding only
t.lwusualproccduresfo!lowcd

",. TIll' C0'15UmCr S testimony was "ot I'ebuttcd. It is respondent. s posit.ion t.h"t disclo5ur" tu the consumer WfL"
not. required under FCRA causc thO' report prepan,d was not c: COnSUmer report (RPF' H1R) However , Section f)08
of FCRA requires disdos'lre of aU file infonnati"n on a C(JiSUmCr (cxcept medical information), not just consumer

p"rt (see FiIJding .S!)!) infra pertaining to claim files).
", Mr. Phares ' tcstimorlY tnat nc wco told the rccpnt. recipie'1L- ofnis report would not b divulged to him wa

unrcbut.ed Confusion in periphcrcol areas of his tc t.imony do(' not detract from tJl( w,.ig to be given to this
un."bnttedtestimo"y

'"' This consumer s di..c!osure was ",Iso incomplet.e in th"t. she was told information oniy in re ponse to specific
questions she asked. Afler being told t.hl. reaSOn for t.he cancellation , she "sked wnethcr the report show"d shp ww;
married. at'd where it :ndicated he worked (fr- 3594). She was given this inforc,,,tiOrJ, but only l!ft"r sh", ;-sked
specifically (T - 35f)l- );))- No witness w,," called to rebut the witness' testimoIl
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benefits to which he was entitled under insurance policies (Coulter
8198 99), whereas the report actually stated:

. . . Special attention has been given to past losses due to subject being well-known in
this area, as being extremely "claim conscious" and has submitted several minor
claims with several different insurance companies. We did develop through outside
sources that the subject has had his insurance cancelled on several occasions due to

excessive claims. Subject is known to be the type person that will submit any claim
and usualJy has a full knowledge of what is covered and what is not. This information
was verified through outside sources as well as the Jocal claims adjuster who has
worked with the subject in settling several claims.
(CX 271A B.)

In addition, the report stated:

. . . The subject himself is favorably regarded but his general financial reputation is
not good , ,sources report that he has the ability to pay but general nature is to be slow
making payments. We developed a past-due account with the local hardware store
over two years past-due and also a past-due account with a local carpet- laying firm
over a year past-due with no attempt made to pay.
(CX 271B) (197)

On this subject, Mr. Stanley was told only of the specific past due
accounts and that his reputation for bill paying suffered because of
them (Coulter 8200-01).
555. Respondent's field personnel failed to give the nature and

substance of the information in its files in a substantial number of
disclosures, by either omitting pertinent information or summariz-
ing and paraphrasing to the extent that the information disclosed
did not reflect the full import of the information in the reports
(Findings 543-54).
556. In June 1974 , respondent instituted "visual disclosure" for

consumers visiting an office for disclosure (RX 576A E). This

procedure was developed because "it became apparent over the years
that no matter whether or not our manager, or when our manager
read a case verbatim across the desk, some of our consumers did not
feel that he was doing so." (Jenkins 5763 94). Under the nev
procedure, the conSumer could actually see his report and review i
with the Retail representative.

557. In 1976, Retail again revised its disclosure procedure. As (

October 1 , 1976, a consumer who visits the office for disclosure is 1
be given a copy of his report after visual disclosure is given (or in H
case of telephone disclosure, on a subsequent visit to the offce) (R
122A, C-E).

'"' Mr. Coulter, who made the disclosure , testified in connEition with Mr. Stanley. M,.. Coulter s stakml
themselves form the basis of this finding
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Disclosure of Claim Reports

558. It is respondent's position that claim reports are not

consumer reports under the Act and therefore not subject to its
disclosure requirements. However, on some occasions, in order to
accommodate consumers, claim (198)reports have been disclosed.
(RPF 810(a)). '" This policy was communicated to the field. s one of
respondent' s offcials explained, he felt no "corporate obligation" to

disclose claim reports. "The company policy was that claims versions
were not part of the Fair Credit Reporting Act but on each and
everyone you had to handle it individually on how you saw-how-
you wanted to disclose part of it. If you saw it feasible to do so then
you could do so but it is a matter of convenience to the consumer
more so than company policy in that particular aspect... (Piercey
8323).
559. Respondent's position that claim reports need not be dis-

closed and the ad hoc position with respect to disclosure taken in the

field'" compels the inference that many claim reports were not
disclosed. Such failure to disclose claim reports violated Section 609
of FCRA requiring disclosure as to "all information (except medical
information)" on the consumer in the files of a consumer reporting
agency at the time of the request. (199)

xv. TELEPHONE AND SUHOFFICE

THE COMPLAINT)

DISCLOSURE (PARAGRAPHS 24-25 OF

Telephone Disclosure

560. Respondent's instructions regarding telephone disclosure
;tated that even though the FCRA authorized Retail to require a
'fritten request prior to telephone disclosure , no such requirement
vas imposed by the Company (Burge 5006-07). Rather, the Retail
epresentative was required to make certain he was speaking with
he proper person (CX 675W). Telephone disclosure was encouraged
t least indirectly, by respondent' s statement to branch management
mt as many routine situations as possible should be handled by
05. The n l:ord irJdicl\t. that , as of ,Jun" 18, 1971 , respondent did re(ognize that Section 609 covered not soldy
,sumer rep'1rts, b\lt " aU of the information about the consumer " (except medical information) in the files (CX

21). However, to the eKtent of any conflict between this document and respondent' s proposed finding,

Jondent' s finding is relied on as to the procedure actually followed-

'" 

E.g. whcfJ Of1s\jmer McCreary requested disclosure of his claim report from the Miamt branch offke , he
'Ived disclosure only or the portion orthe report called the "claimant interview " rather than of the entire report
h included Information from other sources (Tr- 831'7; RX 449B- C). Consumer Heres!' received disclosure of
n information a week after he original!y requested it(Tr. lHJ M) The di closure occurred only "ft(!r Mr. llTfsh
'd the branch offce oumerous time find Retail's legal departmeot (whom the bnmch manager had contacted
he felt claim reports were not covoored by FCRA), told the branch trmnager to " go ahead and disclose

man 11086- 11092-94)
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telephone (RX 564S). In addition , branch managers were urged to
make every effort to make good" with a consumer on the first

contact and told that "delay irritates. " (RX 1012-187).
561. Field personnel were instructed that if a consumer tele-

phoned for disclosure , properly identified himself and the pertinent
fie contained no protective or decline information that was subjec-

tive or highly critical, the written request was to be waived (CX
675Z-31). Otherwise, the branch management was to suggest the
consumer come by the office for disclosure or send a written request
for telephone disclosure (CX 675Z-32). If a consumer wrote to Retail
requesting disclosure, he was to be advised by mail that he could

telephone for disclosure, but if the report was highly sensitive, it was
suggested that the letter "be pitched toward a private , face-to-face
disclosure" (CX 675T). It was felt by respondent that while telephone
disclosure saved tim for all parties involved and even sensitive
material could be handled by telephone, there was "no substitute for
a face-to-face discussion (RX 108B). Similarly, Mr. Hakey testified
that if the information in a consumer s file were not "minor " he
wanted the person to visit the office to ascertain identity (Tr. 1661-
62).
562. Respondent's instructions regarding telephone disclosure

were not foilowed in all the branch offces. (200)
563. It was the policy in the Denver branch offce for the

receptionist, Ms. Dukes,212 to advise consumers who telephoned in for
disclosure that the information requested was confidential and could
not be disclosed by telephone. Callers were advised of their right
under FCRA to in-person disclosure, but no mention was made of
their right to telephone disclosure if a written request were fied. On
the "rare" occasion when a consumer stated he was unable to come
to the offce, Ms. Dukes referred the cail to the branch manager or
assistant manager (Tr. 12739). Ms. Dukes received her instructions
on what to say to consumers from the branch manager (Tr. 12740

12739 12741). '" Consumers Bendelow (Tr. 3452- 53), Coons (Tr. 3578),
Comerata (Tr. 3218), Goddard (Tr. 3156-57), Moser (Tr. 3561-62) and
Van Sickle (Tr. 3823-24) were refused telephone disclosure by the
Denver offce through implementation of this policy. Consumer
Grabher, who asked to and did speak with the manager when she
called, was asked by him to come in person in order to obtain

'" Ms. Dukes was receptionist in the Denver offce from 1970 until January 1976 (Tr. 12733 . 12738).
'" Mr. Hendon , the branch manager. testified and did not dirtJctly dispute Ms Dukes' testimony regarding her

instructions or the procedum she described. He testified that telephone disclosure was given by the Denver office
when a consumer sent a written request (Tr. 11899-90D) and that, On occasion , when he felt identification had been
properly demonstrated , he gave disclosure when there was no written request (Tr. 11900) In addition , RX 519
520A- , 521 , 522 , ,':;24, 525A- , 526A 13 , :;30-543 indicate that some te!ephontJ disclosures weT" made by the Denver
otlice
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disclosure. Only after tellng the manager she was at work, could not
come in and wanted to know immediately why her insurance was
cancelled, was she givon disclosure by telephone from the Denver
offce (Tr. 3410- 11). (201)

564. The manager of the Wichita branch office told consumer
McCune that the only way disclosure could be given was in person
(C. McCune 4366). Consumer Mumford was told by respondent'
Rocky Mount, North Carolina offce representative that disclosure
could not be given by telephone (Tr. 1146).
565. Respondent has told consumers that disclosure could not be

given by telephone without mentioning that, with a written request
consumers have a right to telephone disclosure (Findings 563-64).

Thus, as to these consumers , respondent eliminated, as a practical
matter, the option for telephone disclosure which the FCRA sets
forth and have violated Section 610 of FCRA.
566. In the Brockton, Massachusetts and Lincoln, Nebraska

branch offices , respondent advised consumers who contacted Retail
requesting copies of their reports that, while no copies could be sent
to them, they could receive disclosure of their files at the branch
offices (202J(Humble 3481- '" Reinhardt; RX 468J; CX 243J"'). No
mention was made of the consumers' rights to have disclosures by
telephone.
567. Thus, respondent advised consumers obviously interested in

learning what was in their fies that disclosure was available in a
Retail office without mentioning the possibilty of telephone disclo-
sure (Finding 566). Even though telephone disclosure was not
specifically requested in these instances, respondent, by undertaking
to advise consumers of their rights regarding disclosure and only
partially advising them as to their rights has, in a practical sense,
made telephone disclosure unavailable to them in violation of
Section 610 of FCRA.

Suboffce Disclosure

'" While Mr MumFord"s testimony on the actual disclosure given him 10md the subsequent. reinvestigation was
too confused to ascertain prtccistdy what disclosure '1115 given , his unrebuttcd testimouy was clear that he called the
Rl\Cky Mount offce and was told that disclosure' could not be given by telephone. As ,espemden!. point.ed out (RPF
949f), Mr. Mumford was told that the reason telephone disclosure couldn t be given related to inadequate

identification by telephone (1'r. 1159- (0). Neverthele8 , he was app,uenUy not told that he CQuld receive disdo llr"

with proper identification or a writtlm request (see 1'r. 1146) Mr. Mumford was given sume information fram his
file by tc1ephone regarding maritH.1 discord (1'r 1146 , 11(0), but he received no di closure of tllC specifics of the
report until he later visited the Rocky Mount offce rfr. 1.147 50) located 40 miles from his home (1'r. 1145)

,,, Ms. Humble H testimony was not discredited by the rebuttal witnesses' general te tlmuny to the effect. that
75 to 8.5 p.'rcent of the disclosures from that uffce were by telephone (Tr. 834.1).

", In the casp of con umer Reinhardt , it should be noted that the response she received from Retail was less
informative than that given hy Retail to a friend of her in response to a simibr request. Her friend had indicated
in hi n::quest for a copy of hi report , that he had some knowk"dge of the FCRA. (Comp..re RX 461\1 and ex 244

with RX 468. and ex 24:!).
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568. When respondent established its disclosure procedures after
passage of FCRA, a corporate policy decision was made that there
would be no "systematic disclosure" from the subofIees because the
suboffces were not adequately staffed for this function (Burge 5008-
09). '" (203)

569. A suboffiee is generally removed from the metropolitan
area, located in a small city or town (Case 5362). It is staffed by one
or more field representatives , and , in the case of those having more
than one field representative, one of them is designated as the
supervisor. There mayor may not be part-time or full-time clerical
personnel (e.

g., 

Jegley 70,')7- 58). In some cases, the suboffce is
located in the field representative s home, and the Company pays
hirn for his telephone expense and rent on the space used (Brothers
7358). The number of suboffices also varies from time to time (R.
Jones 5218). No fies are maintained in suboffices (Burge 5010).

570. The suboffce personnel were instructed that when they
were visited by inquiring consumers, they were to secure informa-
tion on consumer forms and advise the consumers that either the
branch manager or the suhoffce representative would be in touch
with them (RX 564T).

571. After a consumer s visit to a suboffice, 8. memorandum
relating the contact and information obtained was to be sent to the
branch manager for his handling (RX 564T). Some suboffce disclo-
sure was apparently anticipated as instructions stated that the
branch manager would decide whether to contact the consumer or
send the consumer s file to the suboffice with instructions regarding
disclosure to the suboffce personnel (RX 564U; CX 675Z-64). If a
consumer telephoned a suboffce for disclosure, the Retail employee
was to suggest he phone or write the branch office manager and to
supply information facilitating such contact (CX 675Z- , 64). The
branch offce manager had discretion regarding whether to havE
disclosureE given in the suboffices (Jenkins 5771).

572. In accordance with this policy, respondent admitted that, or
occasion, it did not make discJosures at suboffices (Answer, Par
24).'" (204)
573. Respondent's failure to provide disclosure at suboffces dOE

not violate Section 610 of FCRA.

,,, The r"a on for lhis decisiun war; stated to Ix. that .' there is not persOlmel present in the sub.offce, ccrk'1i
not in the smaller 5ub.offces , at al! times or even in the working hours , became they muy we!! be gonc from
Dr!)Ce during the working hours. More likely. they would be there in off-hours rather than in working huurs- Se
decided at the outset we wOlJld notdisc!osfJ in sub-offce points. " (Bur gfJ5(09)

m When consumt!r Roberts requested disc!oslJn, from the Id,-ho FaHs subof'fice . he was referred to the IJ
branch office (Tr 3358- 12661- (2)
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XVI. REINVESTIGATIONS (PARAGRAPHS 26-27 OF THE COMPLAINT)

57 4. Field management was instructed that during disclosure
the Retail representative was to note the items the consumer
disputed (RX 556L). If the dispute was of a minor point, such as a
street address, exact amount of income, dates, or numbers of
children, and the item had "no adverse effect on the transaction
the report was to be corrected accordingly, and if the consumer
requested, a copy of the correction was to be sent to the recipient
company (RX 556F -G). In all other cases of dispute, the Retail
representative was to take down the "consumer s side of the
situation" on a Consumer s Statement form (CX 675Z-22), and there
was to be a reinvestigation (CX 675X). If the consumer disputed
information in his fie but stated that he did not want a reinvestiga-
tion, he was to be told that the law required there be a reinvestiga-
tion. If he remained adamant in his position, the Retail representa-
tive was to get a written statement of his dispute and a written
statement from the consumer that he requested there be no

reinvestigation (CX 675Z-36).
575. When a reinvestigation was conducted and the original

report information confirmed , the Consumer s Statement was to be
sent to the recipient company upon the consumer s request (and the
Retail representative was required to advise the consumer of his
right to so request). The Consumer s Statement was made a part of
the consumer s file (RX 556M).

576. If the reinvestigation did not verify the original report, the
information was to be deleted or corrected, and the amendments sent
to the recipient company. This procedure was not to be followed,
b.owever, if respondent felt that the consumer had exerted pressure
m sources and, as a result, they would no longer discuss the matter
vith Retail, thus precluding verification. (205)In that case, the
ustomer would be advised of the dispute, the circumstances of why
b.e information could not be verified, and a copy of the Consumer
tatement would be sent to the consumer (RX 564EE).
577. These explicit instructions, when implemented by respon-
mt' s field personnel , resulted in situations where no reinvestiga-
ms were conducted though consumers clearly disputed information
,en them during disclosure.
578. One consumer received disclosure from the Baltimore
mch office in 1972, after she was denied automobile insurance (Tr.
)6). She disputed much of the information contained in the report,
, that her house had constant traffic of people and was thought to
1 "house of ill repute;" and that her babysitter had taken drugs as
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a result of the consumer s influence (CX 280B; Tr. 1530). The
consumer s statements of dispute were recorded in a memorandum
prepared by Retail after the disclosure (RX 477 A-B), and she was
told there would be a reinvestigation (Tr. 1505-06). There is no
evidence in the record that a reinvestigation was conducted or that
the insurance company involved was ever notified that the consumer
disputed anything in the report. The fact that the consumer was

invited by the insurance company some ) years later to reapply for
insurance is not relevant. 219

579. Another consumer visited the Boise offce and received

disclosure of a report prepared on him which was the basis of a
health insurance denial (Tr. 4284-87). The report contained many
items of an adverse nature, 

g.. 

that his restaurant was closed

because he put dog food in his tacos; that he and his wife were
arrested in a drug raid and "continued to have i\egal drug habits;
that he had been charged with several other crimes; and that he
grew marijuana in his backyard (206)(CX 1484A-B). During and
after the disclosure, the consumer indicated that the report was

inaccurate (Tr. 4289-96). He was told that he could dispute specific
items and that a reinvestigation of the information he disputed
would be conducted (Tr. 4296). While he declined to go over the
report stating exactly which items were inaccurate, he stated that
everything below his name and address was incorrect (Tr. 4296), and
made it known that he strongly disagreed with the report.'" At one
point, he suggested that the discloser ascertain that his restaurant
had never been closed on a dog food charge by simply callng the
county health department (Tr. 4316-17). In addition, the consumer
mentioned suing Retail (Tr. 4310). The next day, the consumer
brought his lawyer with him to Retail, received another disclosure
(Tr. 4287, 4312) and was again told he could have a reinvestigation
conducted if he would specify the items with which he disagreed (Tr.
4313- 15). The consumer later wrote a letter to Rctail requesting a
copy of his report (CX 1485). He received a letter in reply, stating
that a copy could not be sent but a reinvestigation would be
conducted "(i)f you consider any of the information which has been
disclosed to you to be incorrect." (CX 1486). The consumer did not
respond to the letter, but turned the matter over to his lawyer (Tr.
4298-99). Mr. Miley, who gave the disclosure, did not order a

'" 

The branch manager of the Baltimore branch offce testified in rebuttal tu this consumer. However. he did
not dispute theevidencl' reJied OD i this finding regarding reinvesbgatioo

,,, Typical of the consumer s statemenL of disputn during the disclosure were, " to!'; him it w"s incorrecl"
(Tr. 428\1); ." told him it was completely wrong '. (Tr 4290); "' I told him it was a blatant lie" (Tr. 4291); " I said again

tho e wer" blatl'nt lies err. 42!J3); " I told him it was the most ridiculous thing' had ever hea,doP' ('fr. 42!J4)

While the discloser statRd that Rf'tail would reinwmtigate if the consumcr would state specific"lly what he objected
, thf' consumer felt "'he wasn t listening to wh"t I was saying. Iff call somelhing a Ii" . I'm disputing it" ('fr. 4:J14).

335- 34S Q - 81 - 53
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reinvestigation (Tr. 11142). It was his practice that when a consumer
simply stated an item was inaccurate and refused to go further, he
did not order a reinvestigation (Tr. 11143). Mr. Miley referred the
matter to (207)respondent's legal department (RX 807C-D) in
compliance with respondent' s instructions to do so when a consumer
threatened suit (fr. 11142). Failure to order a reinvestigation after
the consumer disputed information in his report violated Section 611
of the Act. '"
580. After consumer Kasdorf received disclosure from the Albu-

querque branch office, a consumer statement was written showing
that he disputed certain items disclosed to him, that he was a slow
payer of bils and had left a former residence owing rent (Tr. 12254-.
55; CX 138A; RX 440E). Mr. Kasdorf assumed the information would
be corrected (Tr. 3144). No reinvestigation was conducted (Tr. 11860-
62), and there is no evidence that the consumer s statement was sent
to the requesting company.
581. Consumer Wisniewski received disclosure from the Cleve-

land branch office of information in his report prepared for an

automobile insurer that he made fast stops and starts, peeled rubber
on his tires, and , therefore, his driving reputation was poor (Tr. 1454;
CX 332A-C). Mr. Wisniewski denied that he "peeled rubber
although he explained that fast stops were appropriate in some

circumstances (Tr. 1454, 1459-60). He fil1ed out a consumer state-
ment denying the peeling of rubber and the fast stops and starts (RX
494C). He provided the names of three people who he said could

speak regarding his driving. No reinvestigation was conducted.
Retail advised the insurance company involved that Mr. Wisniewski
had received disclosure, (208)had "admitted that our report was
correct " but had stated that the information regarding his driving
did not constitute bad driving (CX 334). '"
582. After consumer Bitney s automobile insurance was can-

celled, she contacted the Seattle offce and received disclosure ('fr.
3791). She disputed the accuracy or basis of several adverse items in

", The record is ambirilwu. refiarding whether d reinvestigation was later conducted and what it included.
Respondenl dOOs not allege there was a r"inve5tigatil'fl (HP ' %ad), hut a letter to the insumnce company 2 months
after the consumer s visits states there was;) reinvestigTltion and ment,ofls two oCthe item the consumer disputed
(CX 1;,88) Evp.n ira complete reinvestiriation waS conducl"d, it was nol timdy miJd" and di,\ not cover aHllle ile:ns
disputed or adequately sdrorththe "xlEmt,)fIn,,dispLJte(see CXI 488)

m The discl() , Mr- Cr1Jwford , teslir,,,d t.hat thf' consumer st. tem""t and names of references were submitted
at a suhseCjl\ed visit of Mr- Wi niewsKi aher he held consulted Wit.1 his in3unmce agent (Tr. !)ii34). Even if this fact
is true , respondent failed to adequately advise the insurance company of Mr. Wisniewski' initial dispute of t.he
re"Jing rubber it"1l dfllthe obvious di pute of II flour driving rcputatiun Th" letl",- to In" insurance cO!1\p"ny
states that Mr. Wisniewski agT"ed witb everything in the report (CX : 34)- While the exist(mce ofa dispute may 110t.

have bl'en dear at the first meeting, the consumer statement which Mr. Wisniewski Liter bro'lght to the offce and
he brinfiing of refereoces de3r1y demcHlst.mted that Me. Wisniews!ti disp,ned his n,port and desired a

reinvestigation. Thus, even if a ,e:nvestig-atiOl,wusnutcleurlycatled I'nrafterthc firstmc""ting, thc requirement

foru!1l1wasdearalterthesp.cOtul uweling
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the report relating to her children s behavior and reputation and to
her reputation and supervision of her children (Tr. 3792- , ;3806; CX

41A- , 42A B). She was told that nothing could be deleted from the
report (Tr. 3796, 3807), but that she could fie a statement adding to
the information (Tr. 3796, 3807). She indicated that she felt the
report contained assumptions with no verification and that she
would follow up researching herself things that were mentioned in
the report

g., 

the police s having been called to her apartment, and
that she would try to get a statement from the manager of the
apartment, the scene of many of the adverse items (Tr. 3806 07).'''

She was not told that she could (209)have a reinvestigation (Tr. 3796;
RX 404A-B). '" While Retail advised the insurance company of the
disclosure and clarified two points in the report (CX 43), no
reinvestigation was conducted and no mention was made in the
notice to the insurance company that she disputed many more of the
items in the report.
583. After another consumer received an automobile insurance

cancellation based on a Retail report, she contacted the Fresno
branch office (Tr. 4121;-27). She was told that "based on the
information that was turned over by the investigator that they
wouldn t insure us because my daughter had been involved in a
bomb threat and I (had been) in a mental institution for a year. " (Tr.
4128). The consumer disputed these two items and requested a
reinvestigation (Tr. 4128-29). A reinvestigation was conducted and
the item involving the daughter was found to be in error (RX 451H-
I). The reinvestigation did not verify that the consumer had been in a
mental institution; however, the sources interviewed for the reinves-
tigation indicated that she may have had some medicaf problems in
the past (RX 451H-I). The summary of the reinvestigation states,
Unable to develop further health history on wife, however, if
desired maybe should obtain release to obtain her physician

records. " (RX 451I). Retail' s handling of the reinvestigation regard-
ing the consumer s heaJth was not adequate. Either the reinvestiga-
tion summary should have stated that the information was not
confirmed and, therefore, shouJd be deleted or Retail should have
attempted to obtain a medical authorization from the consumer to

." A letter WrlS later n"ceived by Retail from personnel of the apartment (CX 4I\B).

", Mr. Rest. the disdoser. stat.ed that wh.m "consum!'r did not really dispute the informatiofl, hut only added
to it, he did flot order a reinvestigation (Tr. 11672). While Mr. Best testified that Ms. Bitney did not dispute the
information , it is unclea.r whether he actually refutc Ms. Bitney s recolleclion of the disclosure or merely had a

different definition of "dispute," Mr. Best testified that Ms. Bitney visited Retail after her first disclosure tu mview
the f !e again a!1d express!'d the dp.sire to fie a statem(mt. This testirno!1Y is consistent with Ms Bitney s testimony

that she disputed the report. Her testimo!1Y is given more weight than Mr. Best's memorandum, after Ms. Bitney
!In\t visit , which states that Ms. Bitney indicated that " the report was subst.antially correct." (RX 404A)
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further investigate this matter. Under the circumstances, failure to
delete the information violated Section 611 of the Act. (210)

584. Respondent has failed, in certain instances, to provide
reinvestigations required by Section 611 of the FCRA when consum-
ers disputed their reports (Findings 578 82). In certain instances

respondent compounded the effects of its failure to reinvestigate by
providing notification to the recipient companies which inaccurately
or incompletely set forth the disputes by the consumers (Findings
581 , 582).

585. When consumer Mattos requested her reinvestigation , she
was told by the Fresno offce that there was a charge of $5.25 (Tr.
4129, 4132-33). The request for reinvestigation came within 30 days
of the Mattoses ' receipt of an insurance denial (RPF 971c). Imposing
the condition of a charge on reinvestigation could discourage
reinvestigation and is an unlawful condition, even though the money
Mrs. Mattos paid was later returned to her (Tr. 4129). '" By imposing
a condition on reinvestigation, which was not authorized by ' the
FCRA , respondent violated the Act.

586. In the case of another consumer, Retail prepared a report on
her in January of 1973, in connection with automobile insurance (CX
114A-B), in which it stated that she lived with a man. Later in the
month, Retail handled a reopen requested by the insurance company
regarding this item. As a result of the reopen , Retail advised the
insurance company that "We reinvestigated and conflrmed that
subject is living with this man. . Information fully confirmed in
both investigations." (CX 146). After the consumer s automobile
insurance was cancelled, she received disclosure from Retail'
Portland office (Tr. 4479-80). At that time, she disputed the fact that
she lived with a man and gave the (21l)names of several people who
knew she was not living with a man (Tr. 4481). Retail reinvestigated
this point and interviewed Mrs. Wiliams , the wife of the assistant
manager of the apartments the consumer lived in, who stated that
the consumer was not living with a man (Tr. 4497-98). Retail
prepared a new report which eliminated the reference to her living
,.ith a man and sent it to the insurance company (CX 148A B).
\ccompanying the report, however, was a letter to the insurance
:Qmpany which stated:

l'he consumerJ disputed the fact that she had a man residing with her , admitted to us

'" s.., Finding r,27 for respondent' policy regarding reinvestigation charge,'. Apparently, respondent hajj
lcrpreted the bngu;ige of Section 612 of FCRA, which speifically authorize charges for disclosure and
tification ;ls ioc!uding reinvestigat.ion chargps !wder t.he same conditions. Such an interpretation has not beet)
allenged il1 this proceeding ,H1d is not here d",cided , as rf'Rpcmdent admit. that th., charge imposed in the case of
s. Mattos was 11 violation of Company procedure estabJi hed to ensure c'Jmplbncc with the Act
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that he is a frequent visitor at her home, stays quite late in the evening and 
occasion will have breakfast there , arriving sometimes as early as 6 a. il.
We have rehandled this case in its entirety, contacting original and alternate sources
and at this time we arc unable to obtain any source who will even admit knowledge of
any friends or acquaintances of (the consumerJ.
Therefore, would you please use the attached report to replace any previous reports on
this individual and make any further evaluation of the risk you feel necessary.
(CXI47.

No mention was made of Mrs. Wiliams ' statement. By sending this
letter with the notice of deletion, respondent effectively negated the
deletion, particularly in light of the fact that a confirmation had
recently been sent to the company on the item in question. In so
doing, respondent constructively failed to delete the item in question
and violated Section 611 of FCRA, which requires deletion of items
which are not verified on reinvestigation.'" (212)
587. Respondent has failed to delete information that was

disputed by consumers and which was not verified on reinvestigation
(Findings 583 , 586).

XVII. INTERCHANGE OF INFORMTiON BETWEEN CLAIM

REPORTS (PARGRAHS 2829 OF THE COMPLAINT)

AN CONSUMER

588. Prior to May 1974 , respondent's claim reports were filed in
the same reference files as its underwriting reports (Burge 5041

Jenkins 5798). When an investigator received a request for a current
report, he also received a reference file showing previous reports on
the consumer. "He should peruse the fie, garnering out of the file
what would be pertinent to the thrust of his upcoming investiga-
tion." (Bresnahan 601).

589. If an underwriting report was requested on someone on

whom a claim report had prevIously been prepared, the claim report
was provided to the field representative along with consumer reports
previously prepared on the same person (Trotochaud 6437 , Burge
5097 -98). It was permissible for the field representative to state in
the consumer report that a prior claim report had been prepared
(and the customer and date) and to state the doctor, hospital dates of
confinement, and the cause (Finding 241). In addition, the field
representative could use the medical information in the claim report
as a tip or lead in conducting his investigation for the consumer
report (Finding 241).

590. Actual use of claim report information went beyond respon-

'" Respondent stated that the record is unclear as t.) whether Mrs. WilJiams was il1t, rvjewed in cOlHwctim

with this reir1Vestigation or at the time of the reopen (RPF 97Jb). ln either event, however, notice to the ;ns\lranci

company following contact with Mrs. Williams was il1ulequate
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dent' s instructions. One field representative testified that when he
had recently prepared a claim report on someone he was currently
preparing a consumer report on, he quoted freely from the claim
report (Tr. 4032). Two other field representatives testified that they
asked leading questions to confirm medical information obtained

from claim reports

g., 

Has he recovered from his heart attack?"
(Tr. 379) or " I understand he had a heart attack last summer. " (Tr.
2888). (213)

591. Respondent used information from its claim reports in
consumer reports (Findings 588-90). Respondent did not consider
claim reports to be subject to FCRA and did not observe certain
provisions of FCRA with respect to them (Respondent' s Response to
Complaint Counsel's Request for Admissions of Fact, dated May 10
1974, No. 66).
592. Similarly, information in previous conSUlner reports was

referred to in connection with the preparation of current claim

reports. Prior to October 12, 1972, it was permissible to use record
information from a previously prepared consumer report in a
current claim report. Other information from a consumer report was
to be reconfirmed before it could he used in a claim report
(Trotochaud 6416). After the fall of 1972, field representatives were
prohibited from directly quoting in claim reports, information from
consumer reports, but the information could be used as a tip (see RX
658 659; Trotochaud 6415 18).
593. Respondent used consumer report information in its claim

reports (Finding 592). Such use violated Section 604 of FCRA, which
specifies the permissible purposes for which consumer reports may
be furnished.
594. In May 1974 , respondent directed all branch offices to

change their filing systems and to immediately begin filing claim
reports in separate fies from those of underwriting reports (see
Finding 243). A directive setting forth a program to separate all
existing claim files from the underwriting files was sent to the
branches in June (RX 6fiOA-H; Trotochaud 6428-.29). It was antici-
pated that completion of the process would take a year (RX 660A
637 A). In fact, by July 30, 1975, all offices had completed the
separation process (Tr. 6598).
595. Since separation of the claim and underwriting reports,

claim reports have not been available to field representatives
preparing consumer reports for tips or any other use (Cooke 10006-

, Baranek 9700--01).
596. With the initiation of the file separation in May 1974, field

representatives were instructed that "no use should be made of non-
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claim files on current claim reports or vice versa. " (RX 637 A , see also

637B-C; Trotochaud 6425-28). (214)

DISCUSSION

This is a proceeding brought under the Federal Trade Commission
(FTCA) and Fair Credit Reporting Acts (FCRA). The allegations of
the complaint have been summarized above and that summary need
not be repeated here (see pp. 2- supra). A discussion of the more
significant factual and legal issues follows. It may be noted that
there have been numerous court decisions construing FCRA in the
course of ruling on disputes between individual members of the
public and consumer or credit reporting companies. This case,
however, is the first case raising important questions concerning
administrative enforcement of compliance of FCRA by the Federal
Trade Commission and the interrelation of enforcement between
FCRA and the FTCA.

Allegations that Respondent's Employees Have Misrepresented
Their Identity (Paragraphs 5-6 of the Complaint)

Paragraphs 5 and 6 of the complaint allege essentially that
respondent' s investigative personnel have, in certain instances,
misrepresented to consumers that they are agents or employees of

the companies to which the consumers have applied for benefits such
as an insurance company and/or that the information furnished by
consumers or others during the course of interviews will be used
exclusively hy the companies to which the consumers have applied
for benefits. It is further alleged that certain consumers interviewed
would have chosen to provide the information directly to the
company from which benefits were sought rather than to respondent
had they known the true identity of respondent's employees or had
they known that such data would be added to respondent' s files for
future reference. (215)

The record shows that certain field representatives, who did not
identify themselves as employees of respondent, used introductions
such as that they were "from

, "

with" or callng "for" the company
to which the consumer was applying for a benefit. Such introduc-
tions had the capacity and tendency to mislead consumers into the
belief that the field representatives in question were employees or
agents of the company to which application had been made for a
benefit or an insurance policy (Findings 162 , 163). Such misrepresen-
tations are material to consumers contacted by respondent' s investi-
gators (Finding 164).
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The record fails to show that respondent affrmati vely misrepre-
sented that it did not keep file copies of the reports or that
information furnished during an interview would be used exclusively

by the company to which the consumer had applied for a benefit
such as insurance. However, where the introduction misled consurn
ers into believing that they were talking to an employee or agent of
an insurance company, it also had the capacity to rnislead consumers
to the belief that the information obtained would be used exclusively
by the requesting company. In that context, the failure to disclose
that a third party would retain files which might be used in
connection with other transactions constituted the failure to state a
material fact and was misleading (Finding 165).

A simple prohibition against the direct or indirect representation
that respondent's investigative personnel are agents or employees of
the company to which tbe consumer has applied for a benefit will
adequately prevent recurrence of the violations demonstrated in the
record. The evidence in this record permits no findings as to
consumer beliefs with respect to the retention and use of information
secured by consumer reporting agencies in those instances where
proper identification was made. Accordingly, the record wil not
support the imposition of an order requiring affirmative disclosure

that a copy of the information will be retained in respondent's fies
for future reference. (216)

Complaint counsel propose requiring a written disclosure which
the consumer may keep, stating the field representative s name, that
he is an employee of respondent, the purpose of the investigation, the
person ordering the investigation and that a copy of the information
will be retained in respondent' s fies for future reference (CB App. C,
pp. 2-3). The law violations demonstrated by the record with respect
to introductions on the part of certain of respondent's employees do
not demonstrate so flagrant or engrained a pattern of deception as to
justify this provision. It will not be adopted.

Respondent argues that the procedures employed by consumer
reporting agencies have been sanctioned by FCRA and that, as a
result, absent affirmative misrepresentation. no order can issue (RB
10- 11). Affirmative misrepresentation is not prerequisite to an order
directed to these practices. FCRA does not sanction interview
practices which have the capacity to deceive.

In determining the meaning of advertisements or other represen-
'" To a considerabJe degree. thf' f"i!ure by re pondent.s personnel tu identify themselves was occasioned by

the cunfus;on engendered by the name Retail Credit when the interview was in cnnnection with an insurance

investigation not invol'ling credit

g.. 

insurance. To avuid the requisite ex"lanatiOf1S, respomJcnt' s field

cprm\cntatives wuuld omit the rm\1coftheir empJoyer. The incentive to cngnge in sllch practices has been n?duced
1Y resprmdcnt s name change to Equifi1x (Findings 160- 11\)
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tations, the important criterion is the net impression that is likely to
be created on the general populace. National Bakers Services, Inc. 

FTC. 329 F.2d 365, 367 (7th Cir. 1964). In ascertaining the impression
created, the Commission need not look to the technical interpreta-
tion of each phrase; it may look to the overall impression likely to be
made. Murray Space Shoe Corporation v. FTC, 304 F. 2d 270, 272 (2nd
Cir. 1962). A statement may be deceptive even if the constituent
words may be literally or technically (217)construed so as not 
constitute a misrepresentation. FTC v. Sterling Drug Inc., 317 F.
669, 674-75 (2nd Cir. 1963). And, representations capable of two
meanings, one of which is false, are misleading. Rhodes Pharmacal
Co., v. FTC. 208 F.2d 382, 387 (7th Cir. 1953), modified on other

grounds, 348 U. S. 940 (1955).
The identification by a field representative such as that he appears

from" or "for" an insurance company may be literally true in the
sense that the interview is made at the request of respondent'

customers. However, such an identification coupled with the failure
of the field representative to identify himself as one of respondent'
employees had the capacity to create the misleading impression that
he was an agent or employee of the insurer. Under those circum-
stances, there is no need to find that there has been affrmative
misrepresentation concerning respondent's retention and use of the
information obtained. The Commission may, where ambiguous
introductions have the capacity to mislead, ban such practices.
Misleading and confusing interview techniques are not authorized by
FCRA.
Requiring respondent to cease using misleading or ambiguous

introductions will in no way preclude respondent from engaging in
any of the activities permitted by FCRA. Such a prohibition wil not
preclude respondent from maintaining files as authorized by the Act.
Nor will it impede the free flow of commercial information. It wil
merely ensure that consumers giving information do so with
knowledge that they are dealing with a third party consumer

reporting agency.

Applicability of the McCarran-Ferguson Act
Practices Challenged Under Paragraphs 7-
Complaint

Exemption to the
and 11-13 of the

Paragraphs 7 and 8 of the complaint allege essentially that
respondent' s investigative personnel have misrepresented the pur-
pose of interviews by representations such as that a credit check was
being conducted when , in fact, in certain instances, the purpose was
to evaluate a consumer s claim for loss (218)or injury under an
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insurance policy and the prjmary object of the interview was to
observe the consumer s appearance and his mental or physical

capacity in connection with such claim.
Paragraphs 11 , 12 and 13 of the complaint allege essentially that

respondent, through the use of certain medical authorizations
obtained from insurance companies, represented directly or by

implication to medical personnel that the data sought pursuant to
such authorizations '"as for the exclusive use of such insurance

companies. The complaint also afleges that consumers executed such
authorizations on the basis of that belief. The complaint further
alleges that, in truth and in fact, the information was not obtained
for the exclusive use of the insurance companies to which the
authorizations were executed but that it was also retained by

respondent and, in certain instances, utilized in the preparation of
subsequent reports for different custon1ers of respondent. The
complaint alleges that some customers would not have authorized
the release of such confidential information had they known it would
he utilized by a third party.

Respondent' s claim interview procedures and utilization of autho-
rizations to secure medical information violated Section 5, FTCA
(Findings 180. 252 55). Respondent's decisions to eliminate the

retention of its underwriting medical history reports in November
1978, and to eliminate the retention of claim medical reports in
Decen1ber 1975 (Findings 289, 244 , 256) appear to give effective
assurance of cessation of the acts charged under paragraphs 11- 13 of
the complaint. The threshhold question , hcwever, is whether the
Commission has jurisdiction to challenge such practices.

Respondent asserts tbe Com:mission has no jurisdiction to issue an
order in the case of these practices because of the provisions of the

McCarran-Ferguson Act (15 U. c. 102(b)) exempting insurers from
regulation under the Federal Trade Commission Act. (219)

For the exemption to become operative, there must be findings (1)
that the business is that of insurance , namcly, that the industry acts
as a risk bearer for a premium; (2) that the chanenged activities
relate to the act of risk-bearing; (3) that the states have regulatory
authority to govern the challenged activity; and (4) that st.ate
regulation is adequate. American General Insurance Company, 81

FTC. 1052 , 1056 (1972). The primary quedion in determining the
applicabiliy of the exemption is whether t.he particular practice
concerns the business of insurance. Proctor v. State Farm Mutual
Auto Insurance Co., 406 F. Supp. 27, 29 (D. C. 1975), affirmed, 

CCH Trade Reg. Rep. 61.481 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
The prime issue in this case is whether respondent's claim
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investigations and the introductions made pursuant thereto and its
activities in securing medical information for insurance companies
are the business of insurance. Complaint counsel strongly contend
that these activities are not the business of insurance but apparently
do not put in issue respondent's contention that there is state
regulatory authority to govern the challenged practices and that
such state regulation is adequate. The discussion herein is, therefore,
confined to the question of whether respondent' s activities are the
business of insurance.

It is clear that respondent's claim investigations are part of the
business of insurance. The determination of whether a claim under
an insurance policy should be paid is central to the insurance
business, directly affecting the contractual relationship between the
insurance company and its policyholder even in those instances
where the claimant is a third party. As a result, respondent'
activities are subject to state regulation when it conducts claim
investigations. This includes the introduction utilized by respondent
in claim investigations; namely, the so-called indirect interview. See
Proctor v. State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance Company, supra,
holding that the adjustment and settlement of insurance claims is
the business of insurance. Claim investigations are an integral part

of that process. (220)

Respondent' s acquisition of medical information through the
presentation of authorizations secured from insurance companies
also constitutes the business of insurance. Obtaining information by
insurance companies to investigate the risk of loss prior to deciding
whether to accept the risk is a part of the business of insurance.
Schwartz v. Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company, 374 F.
Supp. 564 , 574 (E. D. Pa. 1974).

It is immaterial that respondent itself is not an insurer as long as
its activities constitute the business of insurance. The McCarran-
Ferguson exemption is "not strictly limited to insurance companies
. . . it is the 'business of insurance ' with which the Act is
concerned. Royal Drug Co. v. Groap Life and Health Ins. Co.. 415 F.
Supp. 343, 350 (W.D. Texas 1976). In performing this service,
respondent has become an integral part of the overall scheme of
insurance coverage which is regulated by state law. Cf. Royal Drug
Co. , supra. Under the circumstances, it is immaterial that respon.
dent is selling the information under consideration to insurers.

Complaint counsel also argue that respondent's retention of the
medical information and use thereof as leads or otherwise in the
preparation of other reports cannot be considered the business of

insurance. There is no precedent directly in point. However, it is
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apparent that securing such information initially is part of the
business of insurance. In many instances, insurance companies
perform such functions themselves. Respondent's practices in con

nection with the retention of medical information and the uses

thereof which might otherwise violate the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act arise directly out oftransactions subject to state regulation
as the business of insurance. As best, it may be said that the
activities here complained of are abuses by respondent in participat-
ing in the business of insurance. Such activities being subject to state
regulation are exempt from the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade
Commission to the extent regulated by state law. (221)

Allegations as to Misrepresentations of the Manner in Which Report
Were Prepared (Paragraphs 9-10 of the Complaint)

The complaint aUeges that respondent has represented that its
interviews were conducted in person rather than on the telephone

that direct observation of the consumers ' environment was conduct-
ed, and that aU sources of information listed were seen. The
complaint charges that, in certain instances, interviews were
conducted on the telephone rather than in person , that consumers
environments were not directly observed , and that the sources listed
on the consumer report were not interviewed in person or on the
telephone. The complaint aUeges that users of respondent' s reports
would not have given as much weight to the information in such
reports had the manner in which they were prepared been truthfully
and factually represented.

Respondent, through its brochures, has represented that its
reports, as a matter of standard or normal procedure, are compiled
through face- to-face interviews of the sources listed and upon the
basis of the direct observation of the field representative making the
report (Findings 199-200). "" The record further demonstrates that
such representations are also apparent on the face of respondent'
reports (Finding 201).

The telephone was used to some extent in the majority of
respondent' s reports including life and health reports, regular
automobile reports and most personnel reports (Finding 185).
Normally, use of the telephone was not noted on the copies of
underwriting reports going to customers (Finding 194). (222)

In certain instances, reports concerning a consumer s appearance
and physical environment or home surroundings were submitted
although no direct observation had been undertaken by the field

'" Certain of respondent's reports are sold as exctusivP.Y;1 te!ephone service (t' inding 11:3). No violation is
found in connection with such reports
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representative making the report (Finding 211). The record further
shows that, in certain instances, reports were submitted listing
sources not seen or interviewed by the field representative preparing
that report (Finding 405).

Respondent urges that no finding of deception should be made and
no order entered in view of the sophistication of the audience to
which the representations were directed; namely, the insurance
company underwriters. Insurance company underwriters were
aware of the fact that sometimes the telephone was utilized in the
preparation of such reports (Finding 198; see also Finding 208).
The Commission , in evaluating promotional literature may draw

its own inferences from a reading of the advertisement. In making
such findings, it need not depend on testimony or exhibits aside from
the advertisements themselves. Carter Products. Inc. v. FTC, 323

2d 523 , 528 (5th Cir. 1963); FTC v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 380 U.
374 391- 92 (1965); Royal Oil Corp. v. FTC, 262 F.2d 741 , 745 (4th Cir.
1959). Respondent' s brochures present no unusual problems of
construction. The meaning of statements such as "You see your
applicants even though you aren t able to visit each one yourself'
(CX 384B) can be determined solely from the exhibits.

Insurance company underwriters may be a sophisticated audience
in terms of understanding the nature of respondent's operation;

namely, the telephone is sometimes used in the preparation of

reports. They would not know , however, absent a disclosure on the
report, whether, in a particular case, a face-to-face interview had
been conducted or whether the interview had been conducted by

telephone. Whether or not a face-to-face interview had been conduct-
ed or direct observation made was a significant factor in the weight
to be accorded to the information in such reports, particularly where
items such as physical appearance were concerned (Finding 213).
(223)In view of the fact that respondent represented that face-to-face
interviews and direct observation were the standard or normal
procedure , the failure to give notification that they were not used in
the case of individual reports , was misleading. Such disclosure wil
be required.

Cases such as Waltham Precision Instrument Company, Inc., 61
C. 1027, 1049 (1962 afrd., 327 F.2d 427 (7th Cir. 1964) and

Sheffield Silver Co. v. FTC, 98 F.2d 676, 678 (2nd Cir. 1938),
indicating that advertisements are to be considered in light of the
sophistication of the audience to whom the representations are
addressed do not dictate a different result. The issue is not whether
insurance companies or other report users have been misled into
buying the service. Rather, the question is whether the failure to
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note telephone use or lack of direct observation is a material fact
which should be disclosed because of its potential for affecting the
evaluation of individual reports. As a result, the sophistication of the
underwriting industry as to how reports are prepared is not a bar to
the entry of an order. In fairness to consumers , the material facts
pertaining to how the individual reports were prepared or interviews
conducted should be disclosed.

Allegations That Respondent Has Furnished Consumer Reports to
Persons Which It Has No Reason to Believe Intend To Use Such
Data for One of the Permissible Purposes Set Forth in Section 604

FCRA (Paragraphs 16- 17 ofthe Complaint).

The complaint in paragraphs 16 and 17 alleges that respondent
has furnished consumer reports to persons it had no reason to
believe intended to use such data for one of the permissible purposes
set out in Section 604 of FCRA. The proof pertaining to these
allegations is concerned with respondent's Voluntary Follow-
E.'-vice and its Monetary Savings Program. (224)
In the case of the Voluntary Follow-up Service respondent

transmitted to certain customers to whom a prior consumer report
had been furnished, additional adverse information on the individual
who was the subject of the report. Voluntary information generally
consisted of public information found in newspapers or public
records; it could also include information secured by the field
representatives in subsequent investigations and during the course
of preparing different reports (Findings 258-59, 261).

Under the Monetary Savings Program , respondent also, in certain
instances, transmitted to its sales force information about subjects of
previously prepared reports. This was done if it was discovered that
an event had occurred which would cause an insurance company a
loss, if such insurance company had earlier been furnished with one
of respondent's reports which would have allowed it to identify such
risk and to rate or decline the application of the subject of the report
(Finding 264).

The Monetary Savings Program and the Voluntary Follow-
Service differed in that the initial report preceding the voluntary
follow-up did not identify a risk or hazard (Finding 264 n. 87).
Information under the Monetary Savings Program consisted primar-
ily of information of a public nature such as newspaper clippings as
well as police and court records; it could also be derived from
subsequent investigations conducted by respondent (Finding 266).

The record further shows that respondent knew or should have
known that information furnished under the Voiuntary Follow-
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Service and Monetary Savings Program was sometimes furnished to
insurance companies who had no insurance policy on the individual
involved and who were not at that time considering an insurance
application on the individual (Finding 268).

The Voluntary Follow-up Service

Respondent contends that the Voluntary Follow-up Service was
part of the same package as the original investigation and that it is
unrealistic to contend that the follow-up portion of the service served
an impermissible purpose (RB 57-58). (225)
Respondent further contends that the Voluntary Follow-up Ser-

vice has been held valid by judicial precedent citing Middlebrooks 

Retail Credit Co., 416 F. Supp. 1013 (N.D. Georgia 1976). In that
decision, the court expressly noted that there was an ongoing
relationship between the subject of the Voluntary Follow-up Service
and the insurance company to which this information was transmit-
ted. This case is not controlling here.

Respondent contends that there is no violation of the statute in the
instance of the Voluntary Follow-up Service, because Section 604
does not require absolute certainty on the part of the consumer
reporting agency that the person to whom the information is
transmitted has a permissible purpose for such data. The statutory

standard is that before such data is transmitted, the person
transmitting it must have "reason to believe" that the information
will be used in accordance with the criteria set forth therein.

The record shows that insurance companies to whom voluntary
information was transmitted sometimes had a policy in force in
connection with the individual who was the subject of the service
and at other times did not (Finding 263). Under the circumstances
the transmittal of such information without a specific request
therefore, does not meet the requirement that respondent had
reason to believe that it would be used for a permissible purpose.

Finally, respondent argues that the Voluntary Follow-up Service
was discontinued as of April 29, 1974 , and, as a result , no order
should issue. The argument is rejected. Discontinuance does not
necessarily preclude the issuance of a cease and desist order. An
order to desist from an abandoned practice is in the nature of a
safeguard for the future. Clinton Watch Company v. FTC, 291 F.
838 , 841 (7th Cir. i961), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 952 (1962). See also
Spencer Gifts. Inc. v. FTC, 302 F. 2d 267 (3rd Cir. 1962). An order
prohibiting this practice will issue. (226)

Monetary Savings Program
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Respondent argues that its Monetary Savings Program is not
within the scope of Section 604 since the information furnished to its
custorners thereunder is transmitted solely as a promotional device
to illustrate the value of respondent' s services. Respondent contends
that the information furnished under the Monetary Savings Pro-
gram cannot be considered a consumer report because it is not
transmitted in connection with a determination of a consumer

eligibility for benefits. It argues that FCRA does not forbid a
consumer reporting agency to disseminate information which does
not constitute a consumer report.

It should be noted at the outset that the information submitted
under the Monetary Savings Program is furnished only on consum-
ers with respect to whom a report has previously been submitted.
Where respondent submitted additional information to show that its
first consumer report had been of value, the second submittal is
necessarily relevant to the first transaction. Accordingly, respon-

dent' s promotional purpose in disseminating such material is not
inconsistent with the finding that they are consumer reports
although submitted for impermissible purposes.229 In this connection
it is significant that neither the Voluntary Follow-up Service nor the
Monetary Savings Program are confined to newsclippings or infor-
mation from the public records. Information developed in subse-
quent investigations and consumer reports can also be used for such
purposes (Findings 261 , 266).

In the case of the Monetary Savings Program , prior to submitting
such data, respondent had already submitted an unfavorable report
on the individual. As a result, it was on notice that the subject of the
report may already have been denied the policy appiied for. It was
therefore, also on notice that the insurance companies to which the
monetary savings information was submitted may not have had a
permissible use for the information volunteered as a promotional
device. (227)

Respondent urges that complaint counsel have failed to show both
in the case of the Voluntary Follow-up Service and the Monetary
Savings Program that harm to the consumer has resulted from
operation of the service. The contention is not relevant. The statute
unconditionally prohibits the transmission of consumer reports
except for the purposes specified in Section 604. There is a
presumption of harm if the statute is violated.

Respondent also urges that the information transmitted under the
Monetary Savings Program is commercial speech protected by the

'" Dissemination of consumcr rcport informaCion for promotional purposes is not. one of the purp"sps
sanctiollcd by Section 604
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First Amendment and that an order may not be issued for that
reason. The First Amendment argument, to a considerable degree,
rests on the assertion that respondent, under the Monetary Savings
Program , does no more than transmit public record information.
This is not necessarily the case. As already noted, information

secured during subsequent investigations on the subject of the
original report and set forth in additional consumer reports are also
within the scope of the program. The argument that respondent does
no more than transmit information in the public domain is
therefore , not dispositive of the issue.

The Act's Statement of Finding and Purpose expressly notes that
there is a need to ensure a respect by consumer reporting agencies
for the consumer s right to privacy (Section 602(a)(4)).'" Clearly,

Section 604's limitations on the dissemination of consumer report
information are designed to protect that right. (228)

As respondent states, commercial speech, like other speech, is

protected by the First Amendment. Virginia State Board of Pharma-
cy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.s. 748 , 770-
(1976). However, this does not mean that commercial speech can
never be regulated (ibid). '" " (BJecause of the ' commonsense differ-
ences ' between commercial speech and other varieties, even commer-
cial speech subject to First Amendment protections may nonetheless
enjoy a 'different degree of protection ' than that normally accorded
under the First Amendment. Warner-Lambert Co. v. FTC, Slip Op.

p. 2 (D.C. Cir. Sept. 14, 1977) (11 c.D. 601; 562 F.2nd 749 (1977); cert.
denied, Apr. 3, 1978J.

FCRA "supports and protects a significant personal right, the
right to privacy. Millstone v. Hanlon Reports, Inc., 528 F. 2d 829,
833 (8th Cir. 1976). In enacting Section 604's requirement that
consumer reports be furnished for a permissible purpose, Congress
struck a balance between the individual's right to privacy and the
consumer reporting agency s freedom to disseminate information.
Congress had the power to strike that balance. As the 8th Circuit
noted

, "

consumer credit reports are not protected speech for which
under the First Amendment 'Congress shall make no law.' .. ThE
First Amendment does not bar the issuance of an order in connectior
with respondent's challenged practices under the Monetary Saving
Program.

The Order will prohibit respondent from submitting consume

'" See also Senate Report No. 915l7 (!Jht Congo 1 169 , p. I), stating .' (tJhe h,!! also sef'ks to prevent an und
invasionofthejndividu"I' srightofprivll y in the coilcction and di""cmination of credit information.

,,, The court. in Virginia Slale Board u( Phormr;",y. noted that the attributes of commercia! speech , incll.d
swoh charadl'ristics as greater hardiness and objectivity may also make inapp!icflble the prohibition against pI
restraint.s (425 U.s. su-pra at 771 n. 24)
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reports to persons who it has no reason to believe intend to use the
information for a permissible purpose as set forth in Section 604 of
the Act. The Order will further prohibit respondent from disseminat-
ing consumer report information unless there is a specific request
therefor. (229)

Allegations That Respondent Has Reported the Existence of Adverse
Information in Violation of Section 605, F'CRA (Paragraphs 18- 19 of
the Complaint)

The allegations that respondent has reported obsolete information
violat;ve of Section 605 pertain to respondent's employment and
motor vehicle reports.

In connection with the employment reports, the parties have
stipulated as follows:

When respondent is requested to prepare employment reports covering employ-
ment experience for more than seven years and when respondent obtains adverse
information more than S8ven years old from a former employer, as a matter of
established procedure or usual and customary practice, respondent states in the

reports " In compliance wit.h the FCRA, no additional information can be reported
from this former employer covering employment. experience prior to seven years ago
or otherwise indicat.es t.hat the Fair Credit Reporting Act does not permit the
reporting of such information.
(CX 1445D.

The sentence "In compliance with the FCRA, no additional
information can be reported from this former employer covering

mployment experience prior to seven years ago" is used only 

onnection with reports containing adverse information. This com-

,els the inference that it is used to signal the existence of adverse
nformation in violation of Section 605, FCRA (Finding 272).
Respondent attempts to justify the use of the stock sentence in

uestion. It asserts that " ( r Jespondent cannot be expected to lie by
dvising the customer that all the information developed was

lvorabll" nor to write artfully ambiguous reports that seek to
'nceal the existence of unfavorable data , in the case of those (230)
ports where employers have requested a report exceeding 7 years
B 68). A prohibition on this practice, however, would not, as
3pondent asserts, require it to issue deceptive or misleading
Dorts. To prevent misunderstanding, respondent could simply
tify tbe users of such reports of the limitations imposed by the Act
the reporting of obsolete information. The record demonstrates no
,d to disclose those limitations only in the case of those reports
ere adverse information over 7 years old has been developed.
he use of the stock sentence does disclose an item of adverse
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information although the details are not set forth. The subject of a
report where such a stock sentence is included, moreover, might well
be in a worse position than a consumer with respect to whom a
report spells out the details of the adverse information reported. In
that case, at least the consumer is in a position to take advantage of
the disclosure requirements of the Act and to dispute the items in
question where appropriate. Such remedies are not available to the
cOnsumer when boilerplate language is used to signal the existence
of adverse information, but the details are not disclosed.

The fact that complaint counsel has failed to introduce evidence of
injury to consumers in specific instances is irrelevant. The practices
under consideration violate the statute. Congress, in enacting
Section 605, determined that reporting of obsolete information is

harmful to the consumer. There is no need to duplicate the
legislative finding on that score in an adjudicative proceeding.

Respondent objects that there has been a failure of proof. It asserts
complaint counsel failed to show that any single employment report
forwarded by respondent containing the stock sentence in question
was transmitted in connection with an individual considered for a
job at (231)an annual salary below $20 000.

The argument is without merit. The parties have stipulated that
the stock sentence in question is used as a matter of established
procedure. It would have made no sense for respondent to establish
the procedure; namely, to issue such warnings to users of reports, in
connection with employment reports for jobs involving salaries at or
greater than the $20 000 level. In the case of those reports

respondent is at liberty to report adverse information more than
'" Employment report concerning prospccm fOr jobs for $20 000 or more a yell!" are exempt from t,

requirements of Section 605(b) prohibiting the ' reporting of ccrtOlin items of obsolete information . The section
provides in relevant part.

(a) Except 3S authori?.ed under ubsection (b), no consumer reporting agency may make any consumer report
containing any of the following items of information

(I) Bankruptcies which , frum dat.e of adjudicatioll of t.h" most recent bankruptcy, antedate tht report by more
than fourteen years.

(2) Suit. and judgments which , from daLe of entry. :mtedat.e the report by mure than seven years or unti the
guverning statute of!imitations has expired , which eVl'r i the longer period

3) Paid tax liens which , from date of payment , antedat.e the report by wore than seven Yi IHS
(4) Accoul1ts plaCi'd f()rcol!ection Or charged to profit and !os., which antedate the repurt by more than seven

years
(5) Records of arrest, indictment , or conviction of crime which , from date uf disposition , release. or pamle

antedat" t.he report by mOre than seven years
(6) Any other adverse item of information whi, h anledates the report by more than seven years
(b) The provisimlsofsubsection (a) are not app!icable in thf.case ofanyccmsumercredit report to be used in

connection with-

(:!) The employment of any individual at. an mmua! salary which equa!.s, or which may reasonably be expecte'
to equal $20 000, Or more
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seven years old. Under the circumstances , the inference is inescap-
able that the procedure was intended to apply in the case of

employment reports not within the exemption of Section 605(b)3.
Complaint counsel were not required to prove such occurrences in
specific instances. It is the function of stipulations between the
parties to eliminate the need for such proof.

The Order wil prohibit the practice. (232)
Complaint counsel' s allegations that by masking out obsolete

information on motor vehicle reports, respondent has reported
obsolete information contrary to the provisions of Section 605 has

not been sustained. The evidence indicates that to the extent that
this practice occurred, it was because certain State Motor Vehic\e
Departments continued to report such information despite the

provisions of FCHA. The evidence further indicates that respondent
attempted to persuade the state authorities to modify their practices
in this respect (Findings 274-79).
The record demonstrates that with respect to the motor vehicle

reports, there was no reasonable alternative to the practices followed

by respondent in masking out the old information (Finding 279).

Under the circumstances, respondent' s practices in connection with
motor vehicle reports are not considered violations of the statute
justifying the issuance of an order. (233)

The Reasonable

Complaint)

The allegations that respondent has failed to conform to the
requirements of Section G07(b) of FCRA, providing that a consumer
agency, whenever it prepares a report, shall follow reasonable

procedures to assure maximum possible accuracy are central to this
proceeding. A major part of the effort of litigating the case has been
devoted to those charges. 233

Complaint counsel has attempted to prove these aflegations by
showing that the interaction of production requirements, compensa-
tion system, time pressures on field representatives, the require-
ments for production of adverse (protective/declinable) information
lnd financial pressures or, branch offices may result in the produc-
,ion of inaccurate reports. This phase of the Commission s case relies
Jrimarily on the testimony of a number of ex-employees and
nternal Company documents. The proof on the reasonable proce-
ures issue relies essentially on evjdence pertaining to respondent'

Procedures Allegations (Paragraphs 20-21 of the

"" ,,

liiJn fiI7(b) provides ' (wJhellcvt'r a onsuml'r reporting l1gl:ncy pwpares 11 COIlS'JJlwr rpporl it sha11

low reasocwbl.. procedures to assure maxiIT.um p08sib!e accurar.y of the inl ormaUon concerning thc indiVid'-lal

OlJtwnomtherepGrlreJat.,s
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general procedures. It is, therefore, necessary to look at respondent'
system as a whole.
The record shows that a substantial number of respondent'

employees were unable to meet their production requirements of
completed cases within a normal day or workweek in compliance
with Company procedures. As a result, some resorted to shortcutting
techniques with the result that inaccurate reports were produced.

Such practices were principally the listing in reports of sources not
actually contacted by respondent' s field representatives, falsification
of the time coverage/ the failure to see logical sources, that is

sources that are in a logical position to give the information desired
and failing to ask a full range (234)of questions. Other field
representatives have found it necessary to put in large amounts of
overtime.

The record also shows that many and perhaps the majority of
respondent' s field representatives are able to produce the number of
cases required in accord with Company procedures. That, however
does not demonstrate the reasonableness of the system where it is
apparent that a substantial minority cannot cope.

In some instances, respondent has attempted to demonstrate that
the field representatives testifying in the Commission s case were too
disorganized or for other reasons were unsuitable to do the work.
Even if this were the case , that would constitute no defense to the
charges. If such persons are employed, then the system is simply not
designed to produce maximum possible accuracy. If, as the record
indicates , respondent employs substantial numbers of field represen-
tatives who cannot cope with the system as it exists, then such
procedures are unreasonable for that reason alone.

The second major aspect of the Commission s case on reasonable
procedures is the allegation that respondent imposed quotas for the
production of adverse or protective/declinable information. 235

Respondent urges that its system of home office audits measuring
the development of adverse information by branch offces was an
educational or training tool to improve report quality and was not
used for policing purposes (RRB 69). The quality audits were used as
a departure point for determining whether field representatives in a
particular unit were employing proper investigative techniques such
as asking the proper range of questions, getting a sufficient number
of direct interviews with the subjects of reports , and seeing appropri-
ate sources. It is also true that if a field representative consistently
failed to develop any adverse information , (2:5)there could be a

,,, 

Thetim..th!\taSOljr e h3S k!1oWI1 the subject of the report
'"' For defil1itiolJ of protective/declinable information , see Findings 231-
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legitimate question as to his performance on the job. Nevertheless, in
practice, the system of homco office audits was not a reasonable
procedure designed to assure maximum possible accuracy. Scoring
well in the audits becan18 an end , in and of itself, as. is made evident
by respondent' s internal memoranda.

Respondent' s employees have been told, in connection with such
audits, that it is the production of protective/declinable data which
keeps respondent in business (Finding 309) and respondent' s employ-
ees in the field are extremely sensitive to the analysis results, good
or bad, which "have a definite effect on the Manager s morale , the
Manager s individual bonus, and the morale of the (employees)." (CX
766; Finding 310). And officials sought the right wording to get the
decline across when such audits were made (CX 775). Moreover
offices and regions competed with each other with respect to the
ranking in such audits (Finding 311).

The fact that review of branch offce performance with respect to
production of adverse information was not quality control unalloyed
is evidenced by the following:

. the service is quite marketable that you are producing although we want to
consistently look (or ways and means of getting more and more declinable information
into our reports and you are well aware of this. (Regional Vice President to manager
Miami office, February 17 , 1972 , subsequent to review of cases in an offce visit, ex
494A).

The record shows that in the relevant period, respondent' s branch
offices were under systematic scrutiny concerning their performance
in the production of adverse protective/declinable information
through the home office audit procedure. The record shows that
branch offices were ranked in thirds against companywide 'averages
for the preceding year relating to the production of such information
and that branch management was under considerable pressure to
score well in (236)those rankings. Field representatives were also

pressured to produce protective/declinable information so that their

offices would score well. 236

The quality audit system ranking a branch office s performance in
the production of protective/declinable information against all other
offices in terms of upper, middle and lower thirds computed on the
basis of organizationwide figures for the preceding year, impliedly
set quotas for the production of such information (Finding 343).

Pressure on field representatives to produce protective/declinable

.. 

EfJ., i1 field reprf' ent.alive wilh a poor showing i producing adverse information was told t.hat with such a
perfonn"nc!' in l1w next audit. he "would actually pull the offce down in5tead ofhelpiug it" (CX 1199 , Fioding
;j19j And , bnl!ch offces with co lower third mnking have been t.old that. they were IHll1ing the region s percentages
down considerably (CX 1222A; Vinding ::18)
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information took diverse forms, respondent's branch managers

having considerable discretion in running their offices. For example,
one branch manager threatened to withhold raises; in two offices,
charts of individual field representatives' production of protec-

tive/declinable information were kept. In another office, field

representatives received monthly sheets frorn the branch manager
indicating whether their production of protective/declinable infor-
mation was at an appropriate level (Findings 319 , 321).

There is persuasive evidence of significant pressure on. field
representatives to meet certain minimums in the production of
protective/declinable information (see generally, Finding in9). Con-

sider the following communications: (237)

OECLINES; Rome of our folks were on the lower ' rung" and are improving, We have no
one below 6.6% in Decline in Life 01' 6. 7% in Auto. CvngratuJations to Coble , Cundey,
Landwehr, and Ursish for over 10% decline Life and to the majority cf OUT people for
ove-r 10% decline in Auto. Attached are the statistics fOi" your review.

(Manager, Dayton branch office in Monthly Newsletter to suboffces,
February 1974, CX 742B).

* * *

Phil OUT objective on protectjve is 21 % and our objective on dt;dinab:s is 5%

(Manager, St. Paul office to
1200).

field representative, April 4 , 1973, ex

;J * '"

. . . It is very gratifying to see the increase of your declinable cases and I am
extremely pleased- with the Special Life feature of H% declinable. The Narratiw
declinable of 4% has just met company objectives and I would like to see thi:
increased , if at all possible in the coming months.

(Supervisor, San Mateo office to field representative , May 9, 197C

CX 1246A).
Communications of this nature make clear the percentagE

constituting acceptable objectives or levels of performance. Morl
over, such memoranda within a year of each other from separate ar
geographically dispersed offces compel the inference that tJ
practice was substantial.

Such evidence is not vitiated by general testimony that no quat
were in effect. It may be that some field representatives were or
told they should obtain "some , and not specific percentages, of su
information. However, the contemporaneous documents show tl
instances did occur where specific percentages were directly
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impliedly set. The fact that such pressure may not have (238)been
put on all field representatives does not insulate the practice from
remedial action.

The record does not demonstrate an overall pattern of overt
sanctions such as firings or the withholding of salary increases or

promotions as penalties for the failure to achieve specific levels of
protective/declinable information. 237 The pressures as far as can be
datecmined from this record, were generally more subtle: for
example, achievement in production of protective/declinable infor-
mation as measured by the audits was one factor considered in
connection with managerial incentive bonuses and field representa-
tives put down the objective of achieving particular percentages of
protective/declinable information on their personal appraisal forms
(Findings 310 , 320, n. 1(6). And, field representatives ' performance
on t.hc quality audits was one factor among several to be considered
in salary recommendations by the branch manager (Finding 313).
The following statement by one of respondent's ex-employees

appears to give a fair summary of what frequently occurred: (239)

At the end of every month , I was reminded that I didn t have the offce objective of
percentage of protective information by the supervisor and that I really ought to try a
little harder to gtt it. There was always implicatiun that there would be some
consequences, but there were never any consequences. 1 have no idea what the

consequences would have been.

(Farra 754. )238

Although the pressure on many individual field representatives may
have been informal, such procedures are not reasonably designed to
achieve maximum possible accuracy.

Branch offces were scored on audit samplings too small to be a
fair test of their performance, and they were competitively ranked
against companywide averages for the preceding year with 

,howing that such yardsticks could be validly applied to all the
)ffices measured, and praise and blame accurately apportioned on
he basis of such audits. Such practices have the potential for
naccurate reporting (Findings 340-41).
The potential of the quality audit system to adversely influence

" The re\'on1 is mixed. There is evidence that one supprvisor w"s demoted when his unit did n()t pass an audit
''peau 176;'- 6(j), t.hat another was put un probation for imilar n;"';orm (RX 446) and that;n the Newark "trce
Id representatives were told that Ra1ary increa €s would im withheld until declinable obj ctives wert' met (CX
\;iA) On the other hand , the S\1pprvisor who was put on probation , RX 44G supm was g:iven a bonus to which he
J IlIlt mC1t!wmaticaUy ent.itled although his unit did not m d the eorporat.e average vI' 4: percent of such
)rmatioY1 on a consistent basis (Eldred 11261- , 11327). And , managers who e offces were ranked in t.he lower
don horneof'ficequalityaudils ha\ic ncv",rtheles5 , bBen promot.ed (eg.. Foley 11510).

'" This field repres,;ntativ", testified that s\1r.h pressure hijd no effect Oil the manner in which he prBpar",d
)rt.(Tr. 75;,)
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report writing is perhaps best set forth in some of respondent'

internal memoranda:

We did have cases in the analysis which would have been graded decline , except for a

slight change in the terminology the field representative used.

(CX 77 5. ) (240)

Another memorandum noted, "We notice a continued tendency to
use the phrases

, '

it is believed' , or ' sources believe.' Try to eliminate
this and just give the specific information without these comments,
which tend to disturb the confidence of the underwriter in our
report. " (CX 15G5A). In another memorandum , a branch manager
was disturbed because field representatives stopped short of answer-
ing the final question or glossed over detrimental information with
comments such as that a "man was a good driver or had no personal
criticism" or "some good pat on the back or fine recommendation
whicb overshadowed good decline information. " (CX 1340).
The pressure to withhold information from reports which could

put into perspective detrimental information because of the desire to
score well in audits has the clear potential for harm to the consumer.
Similarly, the injunction to eliminate phrases such as " it is believed"
has the potential to increase the impact of adverse information to
the detriment of the consumer. There is a distinction between
knowledge and belief. If phrases such as " it is believed" or "sources
believe" affect the confidence which underwriters place in reports,
they should be kept in the reports for precisely that reason.

It makes no difference that the elimination of such phraseology

might not lead to literal misstatements. It must be recognized in this
connection that much of the information which respondent reports is
not purely factual in the sense that it can be definitely resolved as

for example, age, duty, identity, marital status, etc. (RX 107Z- 170).

Rather, a great deal of the information reported by respondent in
areas such as health. habits, and reputation is subjective where
judgment must be exercised and which may be matters of opinion
(RX 107Z- 170 , 102Z-17; see also Tilden 11854). In fact, respondent
expressly recognizes that differences of opinion are possible in these
areas (RX 107Z-170). The degree of a source s confidence in such

information is clearly a crucial consideration as are any factors

which may mitigate unfavorable information. The potential harm to
consumers from injunctions to delete qualifying phrases such as "
is believed" or statements like "a man was a good driver or had no
personal criticism" is patent in areas such as habits or reputation
where subjective judgment must be exercised. (241)
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Respondent contends that complaint counsel have not made the
threshold showing necessary to demonstrate a violation under
Section G07(b). They assert that complaint counsel have not intro-
duced one report with respect to which there has been shown any
inaccuracy caused in whole or in part by respondent's salary and
production system. In short, respondent urges that the question of
reasonable procedures is not reached unless there is a showing of

specific inaccurate reports resulting from the procedures under
consideration. Respondent, in this connection , relies upon a number
of judicial precedents refusing to strike down a procedure as
unreasonable under Section 607(b) if the reports under consideration
were not found to be inaccurate g., Peller v. Retail Credit Co., 359

Supp. 1235 (N. D. Ga. 1973), affd. mem 505 F. 2d 733 (5th Cir. 1974).
Those cases are not controlling here. They involve attempts to
vindicate private rights in suits for damages under the Act. Clearly,
there can be no damages to an individual if no inaccuracy has been
shown in the particular report.
The Federal Trade Commission, in its role of administratively

enforcing the Act, has a broader function. It need not rely on
inaccuracy in specific reports. It may scrutinize respondent' s proce-
dures generally to determine whether they are reasonably designed
to assure the maximum possible accuracy of information concerning
the individuals with respect to whom the agency s reports relate.
Here, the record shows that production requirements, time pressures
and respondent's quality audit system have the potential for
resulting in inaccurate reporting-.

To the extent that reports are prepared listing sources not seen
with unqualified sources contacted, time coverage misstated, or

insuffcient time taken to ask the applicable questions, such methods
are likely to result in inaccurate reporting. Pressure as to report
wording to facilitate good audit scores may have similar results. As
already noted, respondent's quality audit system , when it was in
effect, implicitly set quotas for the production of adverse informa-
tion. The Commission may evaluate respondent' s procedures as a
whole to determine whether a consumer agency is following reason-
able procedures to assure maximum possible accuracy without a
case-by-case analysis of a myriad of reports. (242)

Respondent, in urging that the key test is reasonableness, seems to
equate that concept with the Rule of Reason. Moreover, the
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argument apparently implies that the required showing must be one
of actual adverse effect on consumers (RB 72-73).'" There is,

however, no requirement in Section 607(b) that the Commission
must permit procedures to continue until, in fact, adverse results
have occurred. In this connection , Section 621 of the Act defines the
Commission s enforcement role. It states

, "

(!Jor the purpose of the
exercise by the Federal Trade Commission of its functions and
powers under the Federal Trade Commission Act, a violation of any
requirement or prohibition imposed under this title (FCRAj shall
constitute an unfair or deceptive act or practice in commerce in
violation of section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act." The
term "reasonable procedures" under Section 607(b) is one that
requires interpretation in light of the surrounding circumstances. In
Section 621, Congress accordingly linked such interpretation with

the concept "of an unfair or deceptive act or practice" as set forth in
Section 5 of FTCA. The Commission , in determining practices to be
unfair or deceptive, need not make a finding that actual deception or
injury has occurred, g., United States Retail Credit Association, Inc.
v. FTC, 300 F. 2d 212 221 (4th Cir. 1962); Sears. Roebuck & Co. v. FTC,
258 F. 307 , 311 (7tb Cir. 1919). The Federal Trade Commission
moreover, is to (243Jstop unfair acts and practices in their incipiency.
See FTC v. Brown Shoe Co" 384 U.S. 316, 322 (1966).'" Under the

circumstances, the Commission has the power to prohibit practices
under Section 607(b) of FCRA applying the same standards as are
applied under Section 5 of FTCA in declaring certain methods of
competition unfair. The COffInission , in this case, need find no more
than that the procedures, in effect, have the potential and capacity
to result in inaccurate reporting.

As a general rule, when field representatives resorted to shortcuts
such as the listing of sources not seen, they did not falsify adverse
information , and there is no evidence in the record of a report where
adverse information has been falsified. In fact, the record shows that
where sources were faked, reports were generally favorable to the
consumer. This, however, does not preclude a finding that such
practices violate the requirements of Section 607(b).

". Respondent links the assertion that judicis I precedent requires a showing of ifl;lccuracy in specific cases
with the contention that the Supreme Court, while construing Sectiol1 5 of the FTC Ad. in FTC v. Sperry
lluld,;mwn C"" 405 Us. 2: :-! (EJ72), ..stresHcd OnCe again the need to show th,. "ffect of a practice on COnSUmerS

before the COIIrni sion could prescribe the practicp. as bejr.g unreasonable ur.der Section ;-,-" (RB 7:1).
N" In Brow" Shoe. it may be noted , that the court held thaL in a ca e dealing with re trictive franchising, the

Commission was not requir!''' to how the element in Section :-! of the Claylon Act that the effect of the franchise
program "nmy be to substantially le sen cumpetition Or tend lo create a monopoly " The court held rather that the
Commission had th,' power under Section 5 to arrest trude restraints in their incipiency without proof that they
amount to an outright violation of Section :3 Or other provisionsnftlw antitrust laws 111 this connection , it may be
noted that Section:3 itself did not require proof of actual injury t.o competition and is itself il stalute designed to
5topcert;Jin practices in their incipiency.
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Respondent contends that the benefits of FCRA extend only to the
consumer and not the report user. The primary emphasis in the
statute is on the protection of consumers with respect to whom
reports are prepared. Nevertheless, the statement of findings and
purpose in Section 602, makes it clear that inaccurate credit reports
impair the efficiency of the banking system. In short, the Act
recognizes that the public as a whole has a stake in accurate

consumer reporting. Section 607(b) requiring procedures to assure
maximum possible accuracy, draws no distinction between adverse
and favorable reports. (244)

Finally, there is the question of remedy for the Section 607(b)
violations. Complaint counsel seek essentially an order prohibiting
respondents from requiring its employees to complete or prepare an
unreasonable number of consumer reports. 241 or to prepare a certain
proportion of consumer reports containing adverse information
about the subjects of the reports (CB App. C, p. 8, par. 4(a)-(b)).
Complaint counsel also request a prohibition on various sanctions
with respect to compensation, promotions, or job status to compel

respondent' s employees to prepare an unreasonable number of
reports or a certain proportion of reports containing adverse
information (CB App. C, p. 10, par. 5). (245)Complaint counsel

further recommend the adoption of a prohibition against emphasiz-
ing the development of adverse information in the preparation of
consumer reports and failing to train its personnel to complete
consumer reports " in a manner which is fair and equitable to the
consumer with equal emphasis on tbe development of and reporting
of favorable and adverse information." (CB App. C, p. 11 , par. 6).

The recommended provisions will not be adopted in the form
proposed. They would be diffcult, if not impossible, to enforce. The
prohibition against requiring production of an unreasonable number
of reports would compel the Commission and its compliance staff to
become involved with the details of supervising several thousand
field representatives , a task for which it does not have the reSDurces.

The variables determining what is a reasonable workload for one
'" Complaint counsd'H order defines tin unreasonable !lumber of repuru; CIS fn!lnw

For purposes or uhparaGmph 4(a) above , CI" unr"ason"ble numhH of cnnSIJmer reports shall be that number of
repuru; which an investigator cannot, with dne diligence , complete or prepare accl1rat"ly while conforming to the
fo!lowingprocedl1res

(\)interviewilLljall th"sourc sorotherthird parties liBted On said reports:
(2) conducting ,,11 inlRrviews dir ctly and in person , unless it:s clearly innic"ted on the r..port that the
telephone was U l-'(J

(:J) making ,;lll,b ervations of the homes , neighborhood". or uther phy i",d surroundings of the r:unsumers
wlm arc the subjects ofthe reporL dir"ctly a"d ;n p'o'l""on

(1) confirming all adverse infonnal;on through interview" with independent source . unle s it is clearlj
indiCi;Led on the report that the informatiun was obtained from one sourc.. only
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of respondent' s field representatives are numerous. They include the
requirements of the preparation of particular reports , the mix of
such reports assigned to the individual representative, the areas

where the investigations are to be made, the ability of the individual
field representative, and the production climate in a particular
branch offce. In addition , new types of reports placing different
demands on field representatives may be instituted by respondent
either on its own initiative or at the request of its customers.
Accepting the definition of an unreasonable number of reports in
complaint counsel' s proposed order would not simplify the task. The
Commission would still be required in each compliance proceeding
essentially to relitigate the instant case.

The requirement of Section 607(b) mandating reasonable proce-
dures would be more effectively enforced by requiring respondent to
institute performance reviews of its field representatives on a
systematic basis. The Order will require respondent, on a random
sampling basis acceptable to the Federal Trade Commission, to semi-
annually conduct unannounced performance reviews of its field
representatives to determine .whether the sources listed have been
interviewed, whether the sources contacted were logical sources and
whether the information was accurately recorded. The Order wil
further require that the results of such performance checks be
submitted to the Federal Trade Commission. (246)

The results of such performance checks should disclose a pattern
from which a determination can be made as to whether respondent is
imposing a reasonable workload on its field representatives and
where corrections may be needed. Such a provision would be
essentially self enforcing. Inaccurate reporting is in the interest of
neither respondent nor its customers. Accordingly, if the required
performance reviews were to show a pattern of inaccurate reporting,
such as the faking of sources, respondent would have a strong
incentive to change its procedures to achieve more accurate re-
sults. 242

Complaint counsel propose that respondent be required to com-

plete a "Source Information Analysis" for each source of adverse

information contained in an investigative consumer report (CB App.
, pp. 5-6). Under this provision, respondent would be required to

disclose whether the source in question gained his information
through personal knowledge, personal observation or hearsay, and
whether the investigator obtained such information through person-
al interview, telephone interview, direct personal observation or file

'" In the event thal nec",ssary remedial action is not taken. and if the need therefor is demonstrated by the
required performance reviews , then the Commission may seek modificat!on ofthe Order
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information. This provision will be entered; it is related to shortcuts
such as listing sources not seen and contacting unqualified sources.
It is also designed to prevent deception as to whether information
has been obtained by the investigator s personal observation. The
disclosure required by this provision concerning the provenance of
the data will facilitate the evaluation of the report by respondent'
customers. Complaint counsel has, however, not made a persuasive
showing that such disclosure should be coupled with further
information about the number of other reports prepared that day by
the field representative in question. As already noted, there are a
multiplicity of variables involved in determining a reasonable
workload for a particular field representative. It is unlikely that
such information would faciltate customer evaluation of the report.
This part of the proposed order will not be adopted. (247)

Complaint counsel's provisions with respect to the imposition of
adverse information quotas will not be adopted in their entirety. The
record shows that, through the home office quality audits, respon-
dent, in the relevant period, in effect, set up a quota system for the
production of adverse (protective/declinable) information, and that
practice should be banned. The unreasonable pressure on branch
offces and field representatives for the production of adverse
information was rooted in respondent' s system of home offce quality
audits. The prohibitions in the Order should, therefore, focus on that
procedure. It was the institutionalized competition for high ranking
in the quality audits which gave rise to unreasonable pressures on
respondent' s personnel in the field to produce certain percentages of
adverse information. Prohibiting these practices should adequately
bar the violations documented here.
That portion of complaint counsel's proposed order defining a

prohibited system, plan or procedure will not be adopted. The

provision is unduly prolix. The record does not support the inclusion
of all the elements of complaint counsel's definition in the order. For
example, there is insufficient evidence in the record supporting a
specific prohibition against sanctions related to a field representa-
tive s compensation, job status, promotions, etc. to compel the
production of such information (see CB App. C, pp. 9- 11 and n. 237).

Respondent will be prohibited from compelling or inducing its
investigative personnel to complete or prepare a certain proportion
of consumer or consumer investigative reports containing adverse
information with respect to the subject of the report by utilizing the
quality audits or any similar plan or procedure.

Respondent' s pcactice of measuring the audit results of individual
branch offces against companywide averages for ranking by lower
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upper or middle thirds in the production of protective/declinable
information had the potential for inaccurate comparisons because of
the disparity of results to be expected among different offces
because of differing economic and geographic factors. The system
therefore, had the potential for generating pressure for increased
production of adverse (248)information on the basis of invalid
comparisons and, therefore, was unreasonable on that score (Finding
340). In addition, the audit results for individual branch offices with
respect to the production of such information were based on small
samples precluding the assurance that such results were representa-
tive for the offce measured. The system, therefore, had the potential
for generating pressure to increase protective/declinable informa-

tion on the basis of unrepresentative data and was unreasonable for
that reason (Finding 341).

The Order wil prohibit the utilization of any system of quality
audits or any similar system, plan or procedure ranking the
performance of branch offces or other organizational units with
respect to the production of adverse information against company-
wide or regional averages (1) unless respondent can demonstrate
such averages provide a valid standard of comparison for all the
branch offces or units measured, and (2) unless respondent can
demonstrate that the particular audit or survey utilized includes a
representative or statistically valid sample of the branch offce or
other unit surveyed.

Complaint counsel also seek a prohibition against emphasizing the
development of adverse information in the preparation of consumer
reports and failing in training, supervisorYI and review procedures to
inform its personnel to complete or prepare consumer reports in a
manner fair and equitable to consumers with equal emphasis on the
development and reporting of favorable and adverse information (CB
App. C, p. 11 , par. 6).
This provision wil not be adopted. The proposed injunction that

respondent' s employees be instructed to prepare reports in a "fair
and equitable manner" with "equal emphasis" on favorable and
unfavorable information is too generaJ and vague for practical
enforcement. Respondent's manuals already enjoin field representa-
tives frOln using words emphasizing unfavorable information out of
proportion and instruct that "Rumors, gossip, and scandal must be
sifted." (RX 102Z-17). Inevitabiy, if this provision were entered, the
Commission would have to engage in the time-consuming task of
analyzing numerous (249)informal contacts between respondent'
management and employees involving verbal exchanges. The FTC in
the past has refused to enter broad prohibitions against practices
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capable of only imprecise definition (e.

g" 

excessive or unfair pres-

sure) for similar reasons. See Arthur Murray Studio of Washington,
Inc., 78 F. C. 401 , 441 (1971), affd 458 F. 2d 622 (5th Cir. 1972). The
Order provisions directed to respondent' s quality audit procedures
should remedy the violations found without the disadvantages
inherent in the proposed provision.

Respondent states that regulatory action making continuation of
the regular life and health reports impossible would have adverse
effects on the consumer (RB 78). It states in this connection:

if an agency were required to prepare every report using the standard of care that is
appropriate to the most detailed service it furnishes, the result would be to preclude
agencies from selling more than one kind of report, a result not contemplated by the
FCRA.
(RB78.

Apparently, respondent contends that, in the case of the lower-
priced reports, a lesser standard of care is permissible. There is,

however, nothing in the Act which supports an argument that those
consumers only able to afford or purchasing insurance with lower
limits should have less protection than those buying higher-priced
policies. Certainly, the harm to the consumer is the same if
erroneous information is reported concerning, for example, his

habits and reputation regardless of the benefit applied for or the
type of report made. Reports may differ in the depth of their
coverage and the amount of detail reported depending on the price of
the report. And procedures may vary to get the requisite detail
depending on the depth of coverage desired. However, the standard
of care with respect to the accuracy of the information actually

reported should be the same for all reports. It would be anomalous to
interpret this statute which expresses broad concern for all consum-
ers as permitting a lesser standard of care for those consumers who
are the subjects of lower-priced reports. (250)

In any event, the provisions to be entered here impose no burdens
jeopardizing the continuation of respondent's regular reports.

Respondent' s Product Cost and Effort Studies

Respondent relies on the Arthur Andersen & Co. evaluation of its
product cost and effort studies and the bonus contribution computa-
tions (RX 566) to demonstrate that the field representatives

compensation and the related production requirements are reason-
able. That study has been considered in weighing the conflcts in the
evidence on this issue.

Andersen , to test the reasonableness of respondent's reporting
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standards, reviewed the data from respondent's product cost and
effort study to determine whether a field representative could work
enough cases in an 8-hour workday and correspondingly in a period
of three 21-day months to make his standard or quota (RX 566 IV -6).

In this connection, it further determined the evaluation should be
made by applying a measure of reporting standard reasonableness
that could be applied to each of the seven basic reports it had
selected for this purpose on an individual basis. It selected as the
criterion, "Monthly Bonus Contribution, defined as the excess of
earnings credit over salary and expenses that would be earned by a
field representative with a given set of reporting standards and a
workload consisting solely of a given type of report. " (RX 566 IV-7).

Andersen s conclusions that respondent's reporting standard is
reasonable is based on its calculations of a positive bonus contribu-
tion for seven basic reports in 1973 for Code 04 offces (RX 566 F -H).

In this connection , Andersen s conclusion that respoJ?dent's report-
ing standard is reasonable is based on the assumption that Code 
offices are representative of respondent' s entire organization (Find
ings 453 , 490). The Code 04 offces were selected as the most
representative for the organization because their averages for

figures such as reporting standard, expenses, production, and
earnings were closest to the Company averages (Finding 453 , n. 174).

Presumably, homogeneity on these points was considered essential
to the determination that Code 04 offces were representative of the

entire organization. (251)

There is a question , however, whether the conclusions to be drawn
from the Andersen bonus contribution calculations confined to Code
04 offces validly apply to respondent' s organization as a whole. The
record shows that, while the Code 04 offces may be closest to the
companywide averages in categories such as report production
revenue, etc. , there are substantial variations in branch offices in
other code classifications in this respect from both the Code 04 office
averages and the organizational averages (see RX 754; Findings 480-
81).

Significantly, respondent' s branch offces were given different
classification codes to reflect differences in cost and the diffculties of
preparing reports in different areas as well as djfferences in prices
charged to customers for the reports (Finding 452). And, respondent
states

, "

(iJt has long been recognized, for example, that it requires
more time to prepare reports in certain areas (such as a large
metropolitan area) than in others (such as a small city). The number
of codes, and the classification of given offces within these codes,
have varied over the years as conditions change." (RPF 327). It is
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evident from the very nature of respondent's code classification
system for its offces that there are significant differences in the
level of effort required in preparing reports among groups of branch
offces in the different code classifications.

The record (in particular, RX 566 F -H) shows that there is
considerable disparity among the monthly bonus contribution for
reports in the three different categories of 1978 Code 04 offces for
whom Andersen made computations. Although the bonus contribu-
tion for aJl three is positive, the differences are substantial (Finding
478, n. 183). '" (252)

The Andersen bonus contribution calculations for the Code 04
offces utilize an average monthly salary of $610 and a reporting
standard of .505 as two of the elements in the computation (RX 566
F -H; Finding 483). The interaction of those two elements is a critical
factor in the computation of bonus contribution (Finding 483). The
record shows no calculations as to the impact on bonus contribution
of reporting standards and salaries at ranges other than those shown
in RX 566 (Finding 484). On the basis of these characteristics, there
is insuffcient evidence to support a finding that respondent's field

representatives were sufficiently homogenous so that the averages in
RX 566 could be applied generally to them throughout the organiza-
tion.

The Andersen evaluation concerning the reasonableness of the
reporting standard and the underlying product cost and effort
studies failed to take in co consideration significant factors bearing
on the ability of field representatives to complete their tasks in the
given tirI1e. For example, no consideration was taken of the fact that
different groups of field representatives , because of variables such as
geography, scheduling, mix of business and the volume uf business,
may differ significantly in ability to accomplish their tasks (Findings
460, 488).

If averaging is employed in studies of this nature and conclusions
drawn therefrom as to units in different classificatlOns, then a
showing is required that there is suffcient resemblance between the
groups to whom the conclusions are applied on the essential points
(in this case, level of diflculty, reporting standards, etc.). This is
prerequisite to a showing that the Code 04 averages on bonus

'" Respondent tate)j that the alary on RX 566 G aDd II was ov"rstalcd i.nd that the actual saliJric5 "pplicable
to eah group of office with repet to which uch computations pertn were les (RPF 64). Repondent contenda

further that had such lower salary been utilized, the bonus contribution on RX 5Hfi G and II would have been

gre"t.r and the difrerence between RX Sufi G and Hand RX 566 V. je 5. The fflct rem2i!lS respundent was unable

to provide the informr: ion necessary 1.0 substantiate thiR point (see IJcibig testimony quoted ;n RI'F !i40). This
decision must draw it, conclusions from the computations actually in the recurd. There is no way of determining
from tbr: evidence, the extent Lo which the computations were affected by re.'pmJdcnt's inability to retrieve 
appropriate figures
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contributions are meaningful for aU of respondent's branch offces
including those offces not within the Code 04 category. (253)

Respondent' s code classification system for putting different
branch offices in specific codes presupposes that there are significant
differences with respect to the level of effort required to prepare
reports in offces in different categories. As a result, respondent had
the burden of demonstrating that despite these differences, aU offices
were suffciently homogenous with respect to these critical charac-
teristics so that the Code 04 offces could be considered as representa-
tive of the organization as a whole. That burden has not been met.
The mere fact that the Code 04 offices were closest to the Company
averages in certain respects permits no conclusions as to the effects
on the computation of the differences from the average in the case of
branch offces in other classification codes.

The reasoning of the Supreme Court in United States v. Borden
Co. 370 U.s. 460, 468-69 (1962), a decision rejecting a cost justifica-
tion study, is applicable here.

But this is not to say that price differentials can be ju.stified on the basis of arbitrary
classifications or even classifications which are representative of a numerical majority
of the individual members. At some point practical considerations shade into a
circumvention of the proviso. A balance is struck by the use of classes for cost
justification which are composed of members of such self-sameness as to make the
averaging of the cost of dealing with the group a valid and reasonable indicium of the
cost of dealing with any specific group member. High an the list oj "mUf in the us of
the average cost of customer groupings under the proviso of 9 2(a) is close resemblance

of the individual members of each group on the essential point or points which
determine the costs considered. (emphasis supplied).

No convincing showing on this point has been made. (254)
Also significantly detracting from the confidence to be placed in

the study is the fact that, of the two basic calculations pertaining to
monthly bonus contribution on which Andersen based its conclusion
as to the reasonableness of the reporting standard, one, after cross-
examination , had to be retracted and the other recomputed.

The product cost and effort studies on which the Andersen
evaluation rests were designed to study simply how much it cost to
do the reports the way they were being done as a prerequisite to
setting prices. There was no attempt in the study to evaluate thE
quality of the work (Finding 492). The analysis has little relevance
therefore, to the question of whether the procedures are such as t,
assure maximum possible accuracy.

In view of the foregoing considerations, RX 566 does not outweig
the testimony of respondent's ex-employees in the Commission s ca,

to the effect that they were unable to comply with respondent
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production requirements in accordance with Company policy within
a normal workweek.

Allegations of Failure to Disclose Nature and Substance of Reports
(Paragraphs 22-23 of the Complaint)

The complaint alleges in paragraphs 22 and 23 that respondent, in
certain instances, has failed to clearly and accurately disclose the

nature and substance of all its fie information (except medical

information) on consumers who have properly identified themselves
and requested disclosure.

The record shows that, in anticipation of the FCRA's effective
date, respondent promulgated extensive new procedures to imple-
ment compliance with those provisions of the Act requiring disclo-
sure to consumers (Findings 524-28). Training sessions at all levels
of the corporate structure were conducted to acquaint pertinent

employees with the new policies and procedures (Findings 521-23).
(255)Respondent' s disclosure procedures, as set forth in its manuals
and other instructional materials, in most instances, provided for
compliance with the FCRA provisions.'" However, the record also
shows that respondent's employees did not follow the stated proce-
dures in all instances. Departures at the local level from respon-
dent' s offcial procedures and, more important, from the FCRA
requirements, justify the imposition of an order to prohibit such
violations.

In respondent's Pittsburgh, Lincoln and Wichita branch offces
inquiring consumers were told they could not receive disclosure of
their reports (Findings 529-32). One consumer received disclosure
only after his lawyer contacted the Retail offce (Finding 529);
consumers should not have to retain an attorney as a prerequisite to
disclosure. Consumer Humble was denied disclosure of a report
Jrepared in her name because the information was " " her
lUsband (Finding 530).'" In the instance of consumer Baker, after
!eing told on two occasions that an insurance company authorization
Tas necessary for disclosure, he was bluntly denied disclosure in the
lichita office when he indicated his desire that a third party be
resent during the disclosure (Finding 531). The same offce advised
le McCunes, after an investigation had been conducted on Mrs.
cCune, that there was no record of an investigation and, later, that
,,, The procedure found to via!ate fo'CRA are discussed individually, infra
.. Respondent's procedures, however well intended , permitting deni;1J of di closure to one spouse when there
adverse information On the other (Finding 530 II. !f2) vio!aWd the FCRA to the extent that it was uoo to deny
I!mmer information which W;1S pared and report in connedion with that consumer.

1 the case of commffer Humble , it should be noted, that she was denied disclosure, not only of the informatlon
ding her husband , but also inforrnationaoout herself (Finding 530).
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all file information was confidential (Finding 532). (256)The Wichita
occurrences, particularly when viewed in light of other FCRA
violations in that office (Findings 543, 564) indicate that this

particular offce (from which no rebuttal witness was presented) had
little or no regard for the corporate procedures or compliance withFCRA. 

Respondent's instructions pertaining to the disclosure of " nature
and substance" of file information as specified by the Act appear to
provide for compliance with the statute (Finding 539). However,
actual implementation in the field resulted in instances of inade-
quate disclosure. The record shows that in the Wichita, Denver
Dayton, Manchester, Oxon Hill, Phoenix and San Francisco offces
disclosures were made which omitted certain portions of reports
altogether (Findings 543-49). In several instances, highly inflamma-
tory information was withheld. There were omissions of adverse

drinking information (Finding 543), drug information (Finding 545),

adverse employment information (Finding 546), information that a
consumer had run off with a truck driver and was regarded as
trying to take" her husband for his money (Finding 547), and the

statement that a consumer used his hands in an effeminate manner
(Finding 549). Similarly, respondent appears to have paraphrased
particular items disclosed to consumers in such a way as to reduce
their impact on a listener (Findings 552-54). In the Canton office, a
consumer was told her report indicated she had an unstable
marriage. In fact, the information reported was that two sources
indicated she had a desire for other men and her husband had a
desire for other women (Finding 552). In Wilmington, North
Carolina, a consumer was told by respondent that his report showed
he made it a point to know the benefits to which he was entitled
under insurance policies. The report stated the consumer was well-
known in the area as being "claims conscious" and had had his
insurance cancelled on several occasions due to excessive claims

(Finding 554). Disclosure of this nature changed the tenor of the
report and gave an entirely different impression from that given
respondent' s customer which had received the report. (257)The term
nature and substance" is one which inherently invites imprecise

and varying definitions. However, it cannot be interpreted so as to
permit respondent's field management to pick and choose among
items in a report or, through summarization or paraphrasing, to
dilute the thrust of a report during disclosure.

Respondent urges that "at most, complaint counsel have shown an
insig11ificant number of isolated violations" where consumers did not
receive full disclosure. (RRB 97). However, the violations found cover
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a broad geographic area, and show that some of respondent'

employees do not regard compliance with the Act or with the

corporate procedures as a high priority. Tbe occurrence of such
violations of the Company procedures, without remedial action by
respondent, demonstrates a lack of adequate supervision by respon-
dent. Since the institution of visual disclosure in 1974, and the
further liberalization of respondent's disclosure policies in 1976

(Findings 556-57), it appears that respondent has made changes to
further ensure compliance with FCRA's disclosure provisions. How-
ever, in light of the past violations, an order prohibiting respondent
from failing to comply with Section 609 is needed to assure future
compliance with the Act.

In addition to direct refusals of disclosure and inadequate disclo-
sures, respondent discouraged disclosure by imposing conditions. The
procedure established by respondent whereby an inquiring consumer
signed a consumer interview form which included a waiver clause
regarding reinvestigation (Finding 535), violated Section 609 of the
FCRA by putting a condition on disclosure not sanctioned by the Act.
While the signing of the form was not an absolute prerequisite for
disclosure, consumers would not have been aware that it was not
mandatory unless they protested signing. The procedure, in effect

functioned as a condition. Consumers not acquainted with the
specifics of the Act were, thus , required to meet more than the
conditions specified by Section 610 of FCRA in order to obtain
disclosure. Utilization of the waiver provision was a companywide
procedure, not a local departure from the corporate instructions.
Although discontinued in 1974 or 1975, this procedure was wide-
spread, (258)and a prohibition on such practices is warranted.
Complaint counsel contend, as alleged in the complaint, that

respondent' s practice of revealing the recipients of reports and non-
investigative sources to consumers only on specific request (Finding
540), violates FCRA (CB, pp. 64-65). Respondent's implementation of
Section 609, which provides that "upon request.. , various items are to
be disclosed, does not clearly violate the statute. The statutory words
upon request.. should not be used as a means to justify requiring

words of art to warrant disclosure, but there is no evidence that

respondent has so interpreted them. Absent evidence of bad faith on
the part of respondent, the procedures relating to disclosure of

'" By CQlltrast, t.he impositlon by the Wichita branch offce of the condition that an illslJnmce authorization be
obwined prior to disclosure in connection with one con5umer (Finding 5:n), is not sufficient to warrant a
prohibition ,Erected at thi particular practice
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recipients and non-investigative sources on request is not found to
violate Section 609.

Respondent has stated its position that claim reports and other
reports such as business and some property reports are not subject to
the disclosure requirements of FCRA (Finding 558; RB 100- 105, 111-
113). '" Respondent relies on the fact that such reports are not
consumer reports as defined by the Act. However, the Act does not
require disclosure of only consumer reports. Section 609 provides in
pertinent part that: (259)

Every consumer reporting agency shall , upon request and proper identification of
any consumer , clearly and accurately disclose to the consumer

(1) The nature and substance of all information (except medicaJ information) in its
files on the consumer at the time of the request.

Respondent asserts that Section 609 of the statute must be read in
connection with other provisions of tbe statute. Respondent states
that Section 603(a) states that the definitions contained in that

section are applicable for the purposes of the title and the "title" is

Consumer Credit Reporting. It contends that, accordingly, the Act
does not concern itself with business reports. Respondent further
asserts that when the definition of "fies" contained in Section 603(g)
is read in the context of the above, it is apparent that business
reports are not included. The argument is not persuasive. Section
603(g) defines "file, when used in connection with information on
any consumer" as meaning "all of the information on that consumer
recorded and retained by a consumer reporting agency regardless of
how the information is stored." The language of Section 609 and
Section 603 is clear. It does not limit the disclosure section to
consumer reports. Had Congress so intended, it could easily have
provided for such limitations. Thus, all information, including
information in the reports other than consumer reports, in a

consumer reporting agency s files (except medical information) is
subject to the disclosure provisions. '" Respondent' s failure to comply

,,, The re ord does show that a. consumer was denied disclosure regarding recipients of his report after he so
requested (Finding 550) This instance shows again departure at the local level from respondent's procedures.

". It should be noted that, while there are examples in the record of respondent' s not disclosing claim report
(see Finding 559 n. 211), evidence of specific instance is not Il""essary Dr relict upon in light of respond(!It' s staw.d
po.ition and policy, which is that such report.s need not hi disclosed. This dearly dcmon.qtrates t.he! violat.ion

'" This decision docs not reach the sit.u'ltion not presently in issue, of whether daim reports or other non.
consumer reports would be suhjH:t. to t.he disclosure provisions if a conSlHIu"r reporting agency weH to establish a
completely separaw. organi,.ation to prepare Hod handle these reports. There is evidence that, as of May 1977
respondent s claims operat.ion was est.ablished as an .' ,lutonomuus profit. center" (Tr. 111121). However, the record
does nut. contain sufficient evidence to define that term. 

g., 

it is not clear whet.her claim and consumer report!
(Ire stil! handled in some instances by the S3me pIople or whether the claim operation is entirely separate from the
consumer reporting conducted by respondent
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with such provisions in
violates the Act. (260)

Allegations of Failure To Disclose by Telephone and at Suboffices
(Paragrapbs 24-25 ofthe Complaint)

connection with non-consumer reports

Paragraphs 24 and 25 of the complaint allege, essentially that
respondent violated Section 610 of FCRA by failing to give disclosure
when requested to do so by telephone and by discouraging telephone
disclosure.

Section 610 of FCRA states that a consumer reporting agency is
required to give telephone disclosure if a consumer has made a
written request, with proper identification and the telephone costs
are covered by the consumer. Respondent's procedures regarding

telephone disclosure, however, did not require, as permitted by
FCRA, that a written request be received before telephone disclosure
was given. The corporate policy required only that prior to telephone
disclosure, the consumer should be properly identified (Finding 560).
The instructions, while clearly permitting telephone disclosure, did
imply that, in sensitive cases, in-person disclosure was to be
encouraged (Finding 561). There is no indication in the instructions
that respondent encouraged or condoned its employees tellng

consumers that telephone disclosure was not available. As in the
case of other corporate policies. however, there were departures from
such instructions violative ofthe FCRA. (261)
The record shows that the Denver offce, in particular, had the

practice of tellng consumers who telephoned for disclosure, that
disclosure was available only in respondent' s offce (Finding 563).
In addition, in the Rocky Mount, North Carolina and Wichita offces
consumers were told to come to the office for disclosure (Finding
564). Also, respondent, through its Brockton, Massachusetts and
Lincoln, Nebraska branch offces, advised consumers who requested
copies of their reports that copies were not available but that
disclosure could be obtained if the consumers came to the offce
(Finding 566).

Respondent. notes that none of the consumer wit.nesses presented
by complaint counsel had filed a written request for telephone
disclosure (RPF 945). Respondent further asserts that the FCRA does
not place on respondent the obligation to affrmatively advise

consumers of their right.s under the FCRA (RB, pp. 100, 109).

Respondent is under no obligat.ion to affrmatively advise consumers
)f their rights in order to comply with the Act. However, once

". This finding is not vitiated by evidence in the record which shows that some telephone disclosure was given
ytheDenvcrofflCc
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respondent undertook to explain the availability of disclosure, there
was an obligation to advise correctly and completely. Similarly,
when respondent stated to consumers that disclosure could only be
obtained by coming to the offce , it implied that telephone disclosure
was not available and effectively denied consumers the option of
seeking and receiving telephone disclosure. The fact that such
consumers had not fied a written request does not affect the

determination that these practices violated the Act. Respondent
could have stated to such consumers that they could not obtain

telephone disclosure because they had not fied a written request or

until they fied such a requesL, leaving with the consumer the option
of seeking telephone disclosure. (262)It did not choose to do so.
Rather, respondent foreclosed the option of telephone disclosure by
stating or implying that telephone disclosure was unavailable. To so

foreclose telephone disclosure is tantamount to refusing it and
violates Section 610 ofFCRA.

The complaint alleges that respondent' s failure to provide disclo-
sure from suboffices (Finding 568) violates FCRA's disclosure
provisions. However, as respondent argues, the suboffices are not
staffed to the same extent as branch offces , do not retain fie copies
of the reports, and are not equipped to handle disclosure. Respon-
dent' s decision to provide disclosure primarily from the branch
offces appears reasonable in light of the manpower available in
suboffices and the filing system maintained. Respondent established
procedures to assure that consumers inquiring at suboffices were
properly directed to the appropriate branch offces. There is no
evidence that respondent, by establishing these procedures, in any
way attempted to escape its disclosure responsibilities. If respondent
were required to make disclosure from suboffces , either the branch
office fies would have to be divided with some files dispersed among
the suboffces , or duplicate filing systems would have to be estab,
lished. Additional manpower in the suboffces would also be needed.
The FCRA does not put such a burden on consumer reporting
agencies. Complaint counsel asserts that respondent should provide
disclosure at some seven suboffces which appear to be better staffed
than others (CB 68). To require respondent to establish different
procedures for different suboffces would impose a burden not
contemplated by the FCRA. MoreoveL with telephone disclosure
available, consumers wil be in a position to avoid traveling great
distances for disclosure. (263)

Allegations of Failure To Comply
(Paragraphs 26-27 of the Complaint)

with Section 611 of FCRA
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Paragraphs 26 and 27 of the complaint allege essentially that
respondent has violated Section 611 of FCRA by failing to reinvesti-
gate disputed information , failing to record the current status of
disputed information and to promptly delete information which can
no longer be verified , failing to disclose to the consumer his right to
request that respondent furnish notification that a previously
reported item has been deleted or that respondent furnish a
statement prepared by the consumer to recipients of previous
reports, and failing to provide notification to recipients of previou!3
reports when specificaJly requested to do so by the consumer.

Section 611 of FCHA provides basically that, if a consumer
disputes the completeness or accuracy of his report, the consumer
reporting agency must conduct a reinvestigation of the disputed
information. If the reinvestigation does not confirm the original
report, a deletion is to be made in the report. If the original
information is confirmed by the reinvestigation, the consumer is
entitled to submit a statement setting forth his position , which is to
be included with the information in question in any subsequent

reports. Notification of any deletions made or consumer statemelns
submitted is to be sent at the consumer s request to parties who have
received the report in question (within 2 years for employment
reports and 6 months for other consumer reports). The consumer
reporting agency has the duty to clearly and conspicuously disclose

to the consumer his right to make such a request.
Respondent devised extensive procedures in connection with

Section 611 and in good faith attempted to Pi.ovide for compliance
witb that section of FCRA (see Findings 574-76). However, Section
611 has been violated at the loeallevel. (264)

The record shows instances in respondent's Baltimore, Boise
Albuquerque , Cleveland and Seattle offices where reinvestigations
were not conducted after consurners disputed their reports (Findings
578-82). One consumer disputed highly inflammatory information in
her report, yet no reinvestigation was conducted (Finding 578).
Respondent offered testimony from the branch office showing the
usual procedure foHowed. However , no attempt to specifically rebut
or explain this consumer s testimony was made (see HPF 971i)

In the case of another consumer, respondent implies that because
the consumer would not go over his report item by item noting his
disputes as to particular items , no reinvestigation was required (see
RPF 969d; HB 1(9). However, the record shows clearly that the
consumer disputed the report (Finding 579). The Act requires a
reinvestigation when such a dispute is conveyed to the agency. In the
case of this consumer, no item-by- item discussion was necessary to
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make known the dispute. While it might have been helpful to
respondent to know the consumer s exact position on each and every
item in the report, his statements throughout the disclosure were
adequate to convey a dispute to trigger the statute s requirement
that there be a reinvestigation.

With regard to consumer Kasdorf (Finding 580), respondent
contends that the consumer did not dispute any significant informa-
tion in the report (RPF 969c). However, the branch manager of tbe
offce testified that dispute as to one s being a "slow payer" was
significant but that in this case, the consumer agreed with informa-
tion in the file (Tr. 11861). '" The (265)statute requires a reinvestiga-
tion when a consumer disputes the "completeness or accuracy" of
any item of information. The consumer need not assert there is no
truth in an item as reported, but merely that it is incomplete in
order to warrant a reinvestigation.
In the case of two consumers (Findings 58J -82), respondent

contends that there was statutory compliance though no reinvestiga-
tion was conducted (RPF 970). These consumers disputed informa-
tion disclosed to them and indicated they desired further handling of
their reports. 2S2 However, no reinvestigations were conducted. Re-
spondent asserts that, by comnlunicating tbe disputes to the
recipient insurance companies, statutory compliance was obtained.

This contention fails for two reasons: the communications sent to the
insurance companies in both instances did not set forth completely
and accurately the extent of the disputes (see Findings 581-82). More
important, however, is the fact that the statute does not give a
consumer reporting agency a choice of either reinvestigating, 

sending a statement of dispute to the insurance company, even if
such statelnent accurately describes the consumer s position. rrhe
statute clearly calls for a r-eillvestigation when items are disputed.
This requirement could he carried to its logical, yet unworkable
conclusion; 

g., 

requiring a cumpany to conduct a reinvestigation
when a consumer disputes his birthdate by a few days. Respondent'
procedures permit acceptance of a consumer s version on certain
matters without a reinvestigation (Finding 574). In such cases, the
statute is not violated; there is no longer any dispute between the
consumer and the report. However, if such a procedure is followed, it
is essential that the communication to the insurance company (or

,,, The nnSllml'r rl'l'ort had stated that Mr. Kasdorf was considered sluw in paying bills in Peuria , that he left
owing rent and was delinquent in paying an oil company bill (CX 13SA). Mr. KC!sdorl' disputed that he was a slow
payer. and that he had left owing rent. III' did not disput.H till oil company delinquency. but expbincd that. it. was
paid after being owed for 11/2 months (RX 440E)

'" ant' cnnsumHr gave respondent the names of three people to cont.1Jct (findine- . 1) and the other who was
not told that reinvestigation was possible, t.old respoJldentohew ould follow up reserlrching the information herself
(Finding 582)
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other recipient) set forth clearly that the new information (266)is
accepted as true. Otherwise, the recipient company is left with the
original information and a denial from the consumer. As a practical
matter, the dispute is left unresolved. '" Absent a full endorsement of
the consumer s statement, a reinvestigation is warranted. If respon-
dent chooses not to reinvestigate, and to accept the consumer
statement, then the consumer should be in at least as good a position
as if a reinvestigation had confirmed his position. 254

The record shows also that the Fresno offce advised a consumer
wrongfully that there was a $5.00 charge for a reinvestigation to be
made (Finding 585). The consumer had disputed the report within 30
days of an insurance denial based on the report. Such charge was not
authorized by FCRA. The record does not contain evidence suffcient
to find that respondent had a practice of imposing unlawful charges
as a prerequisite to reinvestigation. Therefore , no specific provision
is included in the Order directed to this practice. However, this is
another example of failure at the local level to adhere to the
Company policies necessary to implement compliance with the Act.

There is evidence in the record showing that, in two instances,
respondent failed or constructively failed to promptly delete the
information which was not verified in a reinvestigation (Findings
583, 586). In the case of cne consumer, the recipient company
received from Retail a report stating that the consumer lived with a
man, a confirmation of that information, and a letter stating (267)

that the consumer disputed the statement and no one would "even
admit knowledge of any friends or acquaintances or' the consumer
(Finding 586). In fact, at least one person with whom respondent
talked, had confirmed the consumer s denial. The communication
from Retail, in effect, nullitled the deletion of the information from
the report. It was constructive failure to comply with Section 611. In
the case of the other consumer, respondent's failure to delete health
information whic9- the consumer disputed after a reinvestigation in
which respondent was "(uJnable to develop further health history
violated the Act (Finding 583). However, the two instances, without
more, are insufficient to support an order on this point.

In addition, there is not suffcient evidence in the record to support
the complaint allegations that respondent failed to disclose to
consumers their right to have notifications sent to recipient compa-

'" 

E.g, if Retail chose to accept Mr. Wisniewski' s consumer stat.ement that. he did not peel rubber, it .-hou!d
have advised the insunmce company that it had bt't'n learned that Mr. Wisniew:;ki did not peel rubber

'" In the cast' of consumer Van Sick!! respondent followed its procedure of sending a con:;umer statement
rather than reinvestig1it.ing. While respondent did not expressly adopt the consumer s st.atement in the manner set
forth ahove , considering the attendant circumstances , there is no indication that the recipient company would
question the correction. All that was invDlved in the consumer s statement was an explanation Hnd elaboration of
the consumer s wife s prior statement regarding the datIJ of an a ccident.
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nies, or failed to provide notifications when requested by consumers
to do so.

It should be noted in connection with consumer Spillane, whose
experience does not form the basis for a finding of violation (pp. 297-
98), that complaint counsel contend that consumers cannot waive
their reinvestigation rights under the statute (CB, pp. 127- 132).

(268)This contention is based on a line of cases dealing with the

unavailability of waiver of private rights granted in the public

interest. It appears , however, that while the FCRA generally seeks
accuracy in reports in the public interest, Section 611 is designed
particularly for the protection of individual consumers. Since the
right to reinvestigation is designed to protect individuals, it appears
to be one which the individuals intended to be so protected can
waive. Section 602(a)4 states that there is a need for consumer
reporting agencies to respect the consumer s right to privacy. To

categorically state that a consumer cannot say to a consumer

reporting agency, "I don t want further investigation" would com-

pletely negate the right to privacy. Congressional intent to do so is

not present in the Act.
Complaint counsel further contend that were waivers found

permissible, consumer reporting agencies would be allowed to adopt
scare tactics to induce waivers, there would be a substantial number
of uninformed waivers by consumers confused about their rights
and the issue of waiver would become an issue in every action to
enforce Section 611 (CRB 130). However , these dire results do not
'lppear inevitable. Respondent's instructions which contemplated
waivers do not appear to be designed to even encourage waivers,

much less to coerce them (Finding 574). Apparently, a waiver can
only be exercised under respondent's procedures when a consumer
states that he wants no reinvestigation and signs a statement to that
effect after being told that the Act requires reinvestigation. The
possibility of waivers arising out of confusion seems remote. Also, it
is unlikely that waivers will become an issue in every proceeding to
enforce Section 611; the exercise of a waiver requires affirmative

action by the consumer to be effective. (269)

Allegations Concerning Interchange of Information between Claim
and Consumer Reports (Paragraphs 28-29 of the Complaint)

Complaint counsel contend that respondent' s claim reports should

'" It should be noted that , in Mr, Spilane s case, even if waiver were not. permitted , there would be no
violation, Respondent had already reirwestigated Mr, Spillane s report at the t.ime of the "waiver, " Since t.he Act
only requires one reinvestigation, respondent' s failure to reinvestigate a second time , particularly when the
COI!sumer indicated he desired there be no furt.hl'rreinvest.igat. ion , would not havr. violated the Act.
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be considered consumer reports for purposes of FCRA, and that
respondent has violated FCRA by failing to adhere to its procedures
applicable to consumer reports in the case of claim reports (CB 76-
77). Complaint counsel bases this contention, not on an assertion

that claim reports are consumer reports per se, but rather on
respondent' s use of its reports. The record shows that respondent has
used information from its claim reports in subsequent preparation of
consumer reports (Finding 591). In addition, the record demonstrates
similar use of consumer reports in subsequent claim reports (Finding
593). Complaint counsel contend that such use transformed claim
reports into consumer reports for two reasons: first, claim informa-
tion could be, and was expected to be , later used in consumer reports.
Complaint counsel contend that claim reports , therefore, were "used
or expected to be used or collected in whole or in part" for the same
purposes as the subsequent consumer reports. The second reason
advanced by complaint counsel is that claim reports containing
information derived from consumer reports are , in essence , consum-
er reports. Complaint counsel's argument is not persuasive.

Claim reports from which information is taken for use in
consumer reports do not have to be transformed into consumer

reports before the protection of the Act applies. Complaint counsel
apparently concede , the Act does not regulate the preparation and
use of clailn reports as such. However, when respondent uses
information from a claim report in a later consumer report
respondent must meet the requirements of FCRA in connection with
that consumer report, as in the case of all other consumer reports.
Information in a consumer report, including that acquired from a
claim report, is subject to the disclosure and reinvestigation provi-
sions. The prior status of such information as part of a claim report
does not shield it from disclosure and reinvestigation when it (270)
has been incorporated in a consumer report. Nor does its later status
as consumer report information impose the FCRA requirements on
the claim report from which it was taken. Subjects of consumer
reports containing claim information should be afforded no less and
no morc protection than that given in the case of other consumer
reports. Thus, no order prohibiting respondent from using claim
information in consumer reports is appropriate. 256

The statute does impose restrictions on respondent's use of
consumer report information. Section 604 delineates the purposes for
which consumer reports may be used. The statute does not list

If ClmplaiIl counsel.s position wrre accepted , Secti')f (;04 of the statute would become meaningless- As
ponde,'t points out (ERB 117), if cIaim reportB wen, considered COOSlHner reports, resplJodent would violat

Section f)O i1Y furnishing Lhes no-ports La it", customers for lB in conneclion with cluims, since this i not a

I'e,missiblepurpusei"orrurni hingconsumcrrep(jrts
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among the permissible llses, utilization of such infonnation in claim
reports. Respondent's use of consumer report information in subse-
quent.claim reports violated the statute.

This practice was extensive and did not cease until the recent
separation of fies. An order prohibiting such use of consumer report
information in claim reports is warranted and will issue.

Remedy (Paragraphs 22-29 of the Complaint)

The provisions of the proposed order pertaining to the allegations
under paragraphs 22-29 have been modified. Certain provisions of
the proposed order have been combined and consolidated to avoid
confusion and repetition. The Order issued prohibits respondent

from misrepresenting to consumers their rights to disclosure under
the FCRA and requires that when a consumer makes an inquiry in
connection with disclosure, respondent must advise the (271Jconsum-
er of his options regarding disclosure. The Act does not require
affirmative disclosure. However, a requirement for affirmative
disclosure to consumers is needed in light of respondent' s past record
of inaccurately and incompletely advising consumers regarding their
rights. The Order further prohibits respondent from failing to give
disclosure, in person or by telephone , when consumers meet the
conditions under FCRA and from failing, while purporting to give
disclosure, to disclose the nature and substance of the pertinent fie.
The words " including claims information" have been deleted from
complaint counsel's proposed order. This deletion was made because
specifying claim reports without mentioning all types of non-con-
sumer reports could be confusing. The provision as written covers all
file information other than medical information. No provision of the
Order is specifically directed to the disclosure of recipients or sources
of the reports because the record did not show a pattern of
withholding such information.

In addition, no provision is included to prohibit respondent from
discouraging" telephone disclosure. The record shows tbat it 

respondent' s position that disclosure of certain reports can be
handled more effectively by in-person contact (Finding 561). The
record also shows that respondent has failed to advise consumers
properly of the option of telephone disclosure. The Order requires
that respondent advise consumers of their right to telephone

disclosure. If respondent properly advises a consumer of the alterna-
tive of the telephone disclosure, respondent should be permitted to
advise the consumer that respondent feels in-person disclosure is
more effective.

Complaint counsel propose in its order,. a requirement that
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respondent provide inquiring consumers with copies of their reports.
The Act does not make such a requirement. Further, respondent has

voluntarily changed its disclosure procedures and now provides
copies of reports to consumers. The requested provision is unneces-
sary. (272)

Provisions from the proposed order requiring suboffice disclosure
have been deleted as have provisions requiring respondent to advise
consumers of the location of their fies. Failing to provide disclosure
at suboffces does not violate the Act, and the record does not contain
sufficient evidence to warrant a provision requiring notification of
file location to consumers.

The provision of the proposed order requiring respondent to advise
its customers of the address of the branch offce preparing reports for
the customer has heen deleted. Complaint counsel offer no justifica-
tion for this provision and there is not sufficient evidence demon-
strating its necessity.

The provisions of the proposed order relevant to reinvestigation 251

have also been modified. The time limitation for reinvestigations has
been changed from "five working days" to "a reasonable period of
time" in accordance with the statute s requirements. The record does
not show a pattern on respondent's part of delaying reinvestigations.
In addition , the Order does not contain complaint counsel's suggest-
ed provision requiring respondent to notify consumers that their

reinvestigations have been completed. The provisions of the Order
dealing with consumer disclosure apply to disclosure of reinvestiga-
tion results. The record does not contain evidence showing a pattern
by respondent of singling out and withholding reinvestigation
results, or indicating to consumers that disclosure of reinvestigation
results cannot be obtained. To require respondent to contact each
consumer after a reinvestigation would constitute a burden not
warranted in light of the evidence and the assumption that
consumers interested in the results of a reinvestigation will contact
respondent to obtain this information. (273)

Other provisions in the proposed order pertaining to reinvestiga-
tion have been deleted. These relate to the alleged failure to delete
information , note the consumer s dispute in subsequent reports, and
advise consumers of their right to have report recipients notified of
amendments in the reports. There is insufficient evidence to justifysuch provisions. 
Scope of Order

, Paragraph62Gand27orthecomplaint.
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Respondent, objecting to introductory languag-e in the proposed
order at CB App. C, p. 1 , urges the proposed order is too broad. The
order , as recommended by complaint counsel, would cover "consum-
er reports, investigative consumer reports, claims reports or other
reports containing information about consumers." Respondent con-
tends that, if any order issues, its coverag-e should be limited to the
type of reporting services formerly performed by Retail Credit
Company and now performed by Equifax Services Inc. Respondent
states there is no evidence in this record concerning its credit

bureaus and no justification for including them in the order (RRB
10).

Commission orders need not be limited to the products involved in
the violations demonstrated by the record. The Commission is not
confined to prohibiting the identical practices which demonstrated a
law violation. It has authority to prohibit acts of the same type or
class as committed in the past. Maryland Baking Co. v. FTC, 243 F.

716 718 (4th Cir. 1957); Moog Industries. Inc. v. FTC, 238 F. 2d 43, 52

(8th Cir. 1956), affd, 355 U. S. 411 (1958); Niresk Industries, Inc. 

FTC, 278 F. 2d 337 , 342-43 (7th Cir. 1960); Hershey Chocolate Corp. 

FTC, 121 F. 2d 968, 971 (3rd Cir. 1941). To be of value, the order must
prescribe the method of unfair competition as well as the specific
acts by which it has been manifested. Hershey Chocolate Corp. 

FTC supra. The Commission, moreover , has wide discretion in
determining the type of order necessary to eliminate the unfair or
deceptive trade practices found to exist provided that the remedy
selected is reasonably related to the violations of law shown. Jacob
Siegel Co. v. FTC, 327 U. S. 608 , 612- 13 (1946); FTC v. National Lead
Co.. 352 U.S. 419 , 428 (1957). (274)

The propriety of the product coverage in an order, however
depends on the facts and circumstances of the particular case. Carter
Products Inc. v. FTC, 323 F. 2d 523, 532 (5th Cir. 1963); The Quaker
Oats Co.. 60 F. C. 798, 807-08 (1962); Royal Crown Cola Co.. 63

C. 1950 , 1963 (1963); United Biscuit Co. of America. 64 F. C. 586,

625-26 (1964), affd, 350 F. 2d 615 (7th Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 383 U.S.
926 (1966). As previously noted by this ag-ency:

The reason for the Commission s reference to the facts in each case is simple. The
purpose of an order is to prevent statutory violations, the occurrence of which in the
future appears likely on the basis of reasonable inference from events that have
already taken place.

l'ransogram. Co. Inc., 61 F. C. 629 701 (1962).

In this case , the violations demonstrated by the record must be
considered in the context of such factors as respondent's organiza-

336- 3450 - 81 - 66
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tion, structure, compensation system, the nature of the services
offered, job demands on employees, etc. On points such as these, the
record includes no evidence pertaining to respondent' s credit bu-

reaus. Accordingly, no finding can be made on the basis of this record
that an order covering the practices of respondent's credit bureaus
would be reasonably related to the law violations found herein. The
introductory paragraph of the Order wil be modified by excluding

from coverage those credit reports prepared by Credit Bureau, Inc. of
Georgia, Credit Bureau of Montreal and Credit Marketing Services
(see RPF 6). (275)

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter in this proceeding and of the respondent Equifax Inc.

2. This proceeding is in the public interest.
3. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent as herein found

under Count I of the complaint, were and are to the prejudice and
injury of tbe public and constituted, and now constitute, unfair and
deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of competition , in
commerce , within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

4. The aforesaid acts and practices ofrespondent, as herein found
under Count II of the complaint, were and are to the prejudice and
injury of the public and constituted, and now constitute , violations of
the Fair Credit Reporting Act. (276)

ORDER

It is ordered, That respondent, Equifax Inc., a corporation, its
successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, representatives and
employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device, in connection with the preparation, offering for sale,
sale or distribution of consumer reports, investigative consumer
reports, claims reports, or other reports containing information

about consumers (except credit reports prepared by Credit Bureau
Inc. c,f Georgia, Credit Bureau of Montreal and Credit Marketing
Services), in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Hepresenting, directly or by implication, during the prepara-
tion of any report that its investigative personnel are agents or
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employees of the company to which the consumer who is the subject
ofthe report has applied for a benefit. (277)

B. Misrepresenting, directly or by implication, that its reports
are compiled from information obtained through:

1. in-person interviews with the consumer who is the subject of
the report, or the subject's friends , neighbors, or associates;

2. direct observation of tbe home, neighborhood or other physical
surroundings ofthe consumer who is the subject of the report;

C. Failing to indicate on the copy of the consumer report or
consumer investigative report going to respondent' s customer that
an interview has been conducted on the telephone if that is the fact
unless the service provided is sold exclusively as a telephone service.
(278)

It is ordered, That respondent Equifax Inc., a corporation, its
successor and assigns, and its officers , agents, representatives, and
employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device, in connection with the preparation , offering for sale
sale or distribution of "consumer reports" or " investigative consum-
er reports," as defined in Section 603(d) and (e) of the Fair Credit
Reporting Act, Pub. Law 91-508, 15 U.s.c. 1601 et seg. the Act..
(except credit reports prepared by Credit Bureau, Inc. of Georgia
Credit Bureau of Montreal and Credit Marketing Services) do
forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Submitting consumer report information to persons who it
has no reason to believe intend to use the information for a
permissible purpose as set out in Section 604 of the Act.
B. Furnishing consumer report information to any person who

has not specifically requested such information from respondent
with respect to each consumer reported upon. (279)
C. Using consumer report information in any manner, including

as reference information or as a lead, in the preparation of any

report other than a consumer report.
D. Including any notice or other statement in a consumer report

indicating directly or indirectly the existence of items of adverse
information which antedate the report by more than the applicabfe
period of time specified in Section 605 of the Act; or otherwise
reporting, directly or indirectly, adverse consumer report informa-
tion or the existence of such information which antedates the report
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by more than the applicable period oftime specified in Section 605 of
the Act.

E. Compelling or inducing its investigative personnel to complete
or prepare a certain proportion of consumer reports or investigative
consumer reports containing adverse information about or relating
to the consumers who are subjects of such reports by utilizing (280)
quality audits or any similar system, plan , or procedures.

F. Utilizing any system of quality audits or any similar plan or
procedure whereby the performance of branch offces, regions, or
other organizational units, with respect to the production of adverse
(protective/declinable) information is ranked against companywide
or regional averages:

1. unless respondent can demonstrate that such averages consti-
tute a valid standard of comparison for all of the units to which they
are to be applied; and

2. unless respondent can demonstrate that the particular survey
utilized includes a representative or statistically valid sampling of
the branch offce or other unit audited or surveyed. (281)

It is further ordered, That respondent shall;

G. Semi-annually conduct unannounced performance reviews of
its field representatives, on a random sampling basis acceptable to
the Federal Trade Commission, to check the accuracy of their

reports, to determine whether the sources listed have been inter-
viewed, whether the sources contacted are logical sources, and
whether the information received has been accurately recorded.
H. Submit to the Federal Trade Commission, the results of such

performance reviews.
1. Complete the following form for each source of adverse

(protective/declinable) information contained in an investigative
consumer report. The forms shall be initialed by the investigator
preparing the report and forwarded with the report to the recipient.
A copy of each form shall be retained in and become part of the
consumer s file, as "file" is defined in Section 603(g) of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act. (282)

SOURCE INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Adverse (protective/dcclinable) Information

Covering
(Identify adverse informatjonJ

was obtained from
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IIdentify source: Employer , neighbor, friend , observation of
environment , etc.

The source gained his (herJ information from:

( ) 

Personal knowledge;

( ) 

Personal observation;

( J Hearsay.

The investigator obtained this information through:

( ) 

Direct, personal interview;

( J Telephone interview;

r J Direct, personal observat.ion;

( 1 File information.

It is further ordered That respondent shall cease and desist from:

J. Misrepresenting to any consumer who requests information
concerning himseJf in respondent' s files, the consumer s rights under
9609 and 9610 of the Act (283)

K. Failing to inform a consumer who makes a request witbin the
scope of the preceding paragraph:

1. that such consumer has the right to disclosure of such

information upon proper identification, by telephone if he pays any
toll charge, or in person, at his option; and
2. what constitutes proper identification and to supply or mail , at

the consumer s option, all forms which he must execute in connec-
tion with the requirements of Section 610 of the Act, to receive
disclosure to which he is entitled under the Act and this Order.

L. Failing to give disclosure required by 9609 of the Act to any
consumer who has contacted respondent and has provided proper
identification as required by respondent under 9610 of the Act, and
(284)has paid or accepted any charges which may be imposed upon
him under 9612 ofthe Act.

M. Failing, when giving consumers disclosure, to disclose the
nature and substance of all information (excluding medical informa-
tion) in its files on the consumer at the time of the request.

N. Requiring a consumer as a prerequisite to disclosing informa-
tion from the consumer s fie pursuant to 9609 of the Act to fill out or
sign a form which authorizes respondent to conduct a reinvestigation
of any item the consumer may dispute or to transmit the results of
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such reinvestigation to persons to whom it has previously reported
the disputed information or which authorizes any business, organiza-
tion, professional person or anyone else to give full information and
records about said consumer to respondent; or interposing (285)any

other similar condition or requirement which exceeds those specified
in 610 of the Act.

O. Failing within a reasonable period of time to reinvestigate any
item of information, the completeness or accuracy of which is

disputed by the consumer unless it has reasonable grounds to believe
the dispute is frivofous or irrelevant , as required by 611(a) of the
Act.

It is further ordered That respondent herein shall deliver a copy of
this Order to cease and desist to all present and future personnel,

including employees and representatives, engaged in the preparation
of reports, including consumer reports, investigative consumer
reports, and claims reports and engaged in the disclosure and
reinvestigation of all information in said reports.

It is further ordered, That respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this Order to each of its operating divisions. (286)

It is further ordered, That respondent notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the Order.

It is further ordered, That respondent herein shall within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this Order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with this Order. (287)

ApPENDIX A

Evidentiary Conflcts , Credibility and Related Problems

Ex-employee Witnesses

The parties ' contentions as to the credibility of the Government'
ex-employee witnesses have been reviewed. The testimony that

certain ex-employees could not complete the workload assigned

within a normal workday or workweek is found credible. The
testimony of these witnesses with respect to the shortcuts they took
to complete cases is persuasive. It is unlikely that they would give
such testimony unless it were true. It is improbable that witnesses,
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who did take shortcuts such as falsifying sources, would do so unless
they could not cope with the workload, since such practices were a
firing offense, Moreover, this testimony pertaining to a cross section
of respondent's offices, located from coast to coast, is generally
consistent on these points.

The testimony of these witnesses has also been weighed against
the opinion testimony of rebuttal witnesses that such ex-employees
should have been able to do the job without diffculty. The t.estimony
of the Commission witnesses is accepted on this point. The ability to
complete a certain number of reports in a given period of time is
governed by many variables. These witnesses were in the best
position to testi(y with respect to the specifics of their own situations
and they best knew their own limitations.
Respondent contends that the testimony of three ex-employee

witnesses is inherently incredible and that no findings whatsoever
should be made on the basis of these witnesses. In the case of one
witness, no findings wil be made in view of his hostility to
respondent expressed while testifying (Tr. 1124). In the case of a field
representative who worked in the Newark office, respondent'

contentions in RPF 97(d) have been considered. It is unlikely his
testimony as to the shortcuts he took would be untrue, and findings
are based thereon. Respondent adduced considerable evidence to cast
doubt on t.he reliability of a third witness, a former supervisor (288)
in the Wayne-Dearborn offce. The most damaging appear to be
those findings proposed implying he falsified mileage on his expense
stat.ements (RPF, pp. 105- 106). Such conduct, if proven , is a firing
offense (RX 102D). In fact, the witness was not fired but promoted to
another offce'" (Tr. 10215-16). Under the circumstances, there are
no grounds for ignoring his testimony in its entirety as respondent
contends.

Documentary Evidence

Findings have been made on the basis of contemporaneous
documents from respondent' s fies. There has been considerable
testimony explaining such documents. In some instances, after
weighing the inferences to be drawn from the documents against
such testimony, findings at variance with the explanations have

been made. The finder of fact is entitled to weigh such inferences
from contemporaneous documents against subsequent explanations.
Cf. Us. v. Gypsum, 333 U. S. 364 , 395-96 (1948).

,,, Rf'f;pundents rebuttal witness testifying on this point concurred with the Rcgioflal Vice Pn'sident un the
promotion (Tr. lO

,)-

l!j)
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Consumer Witnesses

Complaint counsel presented approximately 60 consumer wit-
nesses who t.estified regarding alleged violations by Retail. In most
cases, respondent offered rebuttal witnesses to the consumers

testimony; and, in many instances , the testimony of the rebuttal
witnesses directly conflcted with that of the consumers as to what
actually occurred in the various transactions. Thus, the issue of
credibility was pervasive in considering the evidence presented by
the consumer witnesses. The testimony of some witnesses was
accepted as accurately portraying the events related , when rebutted
by witnesses who could not recall the incidents in question and
testified only (289)regarding the usual procedures in such instances.
The recollections of other witnesses were accepted as accurate, even
after direct rebuttal or despite inconsistencies not bearing on the
particular violation under consideration. Explanation of such credi-
bility findings accompany the findings of fact made in connection
with these witnesses. In some instances, despite rebuttal testimony,
the essential points involving the violation were not in dispute. Some
consumers ' testimony was found to be persuasively rebutted by
testimony or documents, or not suffciently clear to support a finding
of violation. In other cases, the testimony did not set forth facts
which would establish a violation or was offered under paragraphs of
the complaint to which it did not relate. Below is set. forth, by
complaint paragraphs, explanation of the determinations made in
connection with certain of these witnesses.

(a) Paragraphs 5-6 of the Complaint.

The testimony of consumers Frazzano 259 Stanley,260 (290)MosS, 261

Harris, '" and Baldwin '" did not set forth facts showing a violation.

The testimony of consumers Pierce '" Van Sickle '" (291)and J.

'" L. Franano s testimony rnnku it clear that there wa no misrepresentation of identity when he was
cont.acted by a Retail employee. Mr Frazzano testified that the field representativp. who called him refuset to give
the identity of her employ",r and , therefore, he refuscU to answer her questions (Yr :J605).

'"0 Mr. Stanley testified that the field repre entative , Mr. Nelson , who interviewed him , did not. state that he
worked for Retail Credit However, he also te tified t.hat he had known Mr. Nelson for 1;" years and knew where he
worked (1'r 17- 1S). Mr. Stanley had recently acquired an automobile inHurance policy (1'r 216- 17). When Mr
Nel on vi5ited him and asked questions regarding hi automobiles and their usage, Mr. Stanley "assumed the
possibilit.y"' that Mr. Nel on was preparin!;" report (1'r- 25S).

,., There was insuffcient evidenco. to connect Retail to Mr. Moss ' experiences with an investigator who
visistcd him. Thus , his t.eHtimony doe nol support a finding urviolation (see RPF j:35a)

'" Mrs. Harri8 t",stifi",d that the Retail repre8""1tative who contadud her stated that he represented Retail
Credit(1'r. 11:!7)

,;" Ms. Baldwin testified that a field representative who interviewed her " f1ipped a card at (hRrJ "nd he fired
off his name " and t.hen proceeded to ask her que8tion8 (Tr. 4730). This te timony is insuffcient to show the field
reprcsent.ativu mi8represented his identity- The fact that his introduction was given quickly and Ms Baldwin
failr,d to comprehend it, is not nece 8arily tantamount to a mi representat.ion

'" Mr. Pierce s tr:stimony cOl1tained several statements which tend to ca.st doubt On his recollections- He stated

(Continued)
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Sattler '" also do not support findings of violation. Considering the
direct rebuttal testimony, their testimony is not persuasive.

(b) Paragraphs 22-23 of the Complaint

The testimony of several of complaint counsel's witnesses did not
make out a violation under paragraphs 22 and 23 (Parnell '" (292)

Ptacek 268 Vail,269 Roberts 270 Raber :m 
(293) and Van Sickle. 272

that the Reifl;l field rep resentative who visited him in connection with a property report stated that nthe sidewalk
wouldn t meet his approva!" (1'r. 3568). This iohenmtly unlikely sh!tcment was df'Iied by the fie!d represE'ntative
(1'r. 12.118- 19). In addition , Mr. Pierce stated in cormcction with a later contact with Retail for disclosure, that
Retail told him the computer had made a mistake and he had n bad credit rating (Tr- .1!n). Since Retail did not use
computers to stote information in the pertinent offce (Tr. 11898) and the report did not involve credit (CX 222A-
B), Mr. Pierce s testimony lJrHler this paragraph is not persuasive.

,., Mrs. Van Sickle s testimony that a Retail field representative who represented she was there in connection
with a high school project she was doing (Tr. 3815- 16), was effectively rebutted by the credible testimony of the
field representative who, at the time of the occurrence would have been 22 years old, that she had never
represented herslf as a high school student whilecollducting investigations (Tr. 12277)

". Mrs. Sattler s testimony that a Retail field representative visite her after contacting her husband (se
Findings 162, 164), and introduced himsclfas "an insurance inspector" (Tr. 4277) is not persuasive in light of the
credible testimony ufthe rebuttal witness , the field representative. He testified that, after the "first incident" with
Mr. Sattler, he made "exceptionally sure" that when he contacted Mrs. Sattler, he introduced himself ae Mr
Newman with Retail Credit (Tr. 11745) 

,., Consumer Parnell contacted Retail aftr hearing from a neighbor that someone had called pursuant to an
investigation of him and had made some " inappropriate" comments

g, 

had asked the neighbor ifit wasn t a little
strange thtlt Dr. Parnellliwd with a single mtln named John. (John was Dr. Parnell' s 5-year !lId son)(Tr. 4323-26).

Dr. Parnell' s testimony indicates, however . that when he contacte Retail , he was not interested in disclosure and
did not request it. He called to advise Retail he would be sending 8 letter to register his displeasure regarding the
manner in which the inve8tigation was conducte, and to find out questions 8sked (Tr. 4325- , 4345-46). Dr
P8rnell followed up hi telephone call with 8 letter to Retail in which he requested II copy of the questions asked
and information obtained (eX 1489A-B). He did not recall h,.ving requeste a copy in his telf'phone contact (Tr
4327), and though he received a written apology from Retail which advi ed him of the procedure for in-person or
telephone disclosure (CX 213), he did nut fulluw up by requesting disclosure (Tr. 4328)

m Retail had reporte On consumer Ptac,'k in ex 226A- , dated January 25 , 1972 , a motor vehicle report
showing traffc violations and in CX 225A- , dated February 2, 1972 , an automobile report which contained more
persnal information. When consumer Ptacek was told by his insurance agent that the cancellation of his
automobile insurance was based On particular items of a por onal nature reporte by Retail Credit , he contacted
Retail for disclosure (Tr 3546-47). ex 226 was disclosed to him , but. ex 22.5 (which contained the information
mentioned by the insurance agent, was not)(Tr. 3547). However, Mr. Green , who conducted the disclosure credibly

tified that the reason he did not disclose CX 22,'1 was that it was not in Mr. Ptacek's fie (Tr. 12163- li4) In fact
ex 225 was never locate in the offce (Tr. 12173). He e"plained that about 1 to 2 percent of files are lost or
misplaced due to human errOr (1'r 12161- , 12165). Since Mr. Ptacek did not advise Mr. Green that he e"peted
other information. Mr. Green did not suspect the fie was incomplete 8nd thus , did not take the steps he would
ordinarily take to locate a missing file (Tr. 35.'0 , 3,'i5: , 12161- , 12166-67) Under the circumstances, no violat.ion
is found.

,,, In the case of COnSUmer Vail , there was no evidence supporting complaint counsel's allegation of failure to
disclose (Tr 2708-09) According to Mr Vail himself, the disclosure was complete (1'1'. 2695- 97)

,," Mr. Roberl.'testimony that his disclosure was incomplete (Tr. 3362-64) was considered in conjunction with
his testimony that when the disclosure began , he was read information on a "questionnaire basis" (Tr. 3362) which
he said was " trivia" in his mif1d (Tr. 3:\72). Therefore , he hurried the disclosure , by such tactics as "butting in
during his conversation " (Tr. :'1372). Accurding tu Mr. Roberts

, "

I was trying to get him to hurry. I was sti!!
coming On pretty strong over the phone. So, ( did get him to hurry" (Tr. :\:J62). Under these circumstances, no
violation i5 found

,,, While consumer n. Raher s testimony was offered under paragraphs 22 and 23 , it did not set forth any
aIlegationsrelatingtofailuretudisclose('\r. 1(J()2- U6)

,,, Mr. Van Sickle received a letter from his insurance company denying renewlll of his automobile insurance
(1'1'. 3821). He contacted his agent and the company was advised that the action had been taken because a Retail
report indicated he had had an automobile accident "a couple of weeks prior. " Mr. Van Sickle contact.ed Retail to
correct this inaccurate information (he had had aD ac, ident, but it had occurred 9 months prior (Tr. 382J-22)). The

apprupriate correction was made (CX 305 , 3(6). Mr. Van Sickle testified that his "prime purpose" in contacting

(Crmlinu.ed)
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In the case of consumers Reinhardt and Robinson, the allegations
under paragraphs 22 and 23 seem inextricably related to and
dominated by those under paragraphs 24 and 25, relating to

telephone disclosure. Their testimony did not pertain to allegations
of failure to disclose separate from the allegations of failure to give
telephone disclosure. Consideration of this testimony regarding
disclosure is confined to the allegations under paragraphs 24 and 25.

Several of complaint counsel's witnesses were effectively rebutted
by respondent's evidence. In the case of consumers Bitney, Spilane,
Kasdorf and Suerth, the alleged omissions during disclosure con-

cerned items of much less importance and of a far more neutral
nature than other items in the reports which were disclosed.'" (294)

Considering together the absence of any motive on the part of Retail
to withhold the more innocuous items , and the direct rebuttal of the
testimony of these witnesses, it seems probable that the items 
question were disclosed, and that such disclosure was forgotten by

these witnesses. Thus , no findings of violation have been based on
the testimony of these witnesses with respect to disclosure.

The testimony of several other witnesses was directly rebutted by
contemporaneous documents tending to show that complaint coun-
sel' s witnesses were mistaken in their testimony (L. Raber 274

Carreathers,275 Drezek 276 Hillman 277 (295JMoss,27!1 McKeown 279 and

Retail was to conect the enor. He did not recall whether he asked what other information was in the report ('fr.
:1828- , :-18:15), In fact, the report, " Streamlined Auto Report, contained little additional information (CX 303).
Under these circumstances, the fact that Mr Van Sickle's birthdate was not di closed . is not found to be a violation
of the Act

,,, In thf' CaSI' of COnSUmer Suerth , while the alleged omissions were not completely innoCtwuS items ('Ir 1500-
02; CX 280A-C), they were far mOre neutral than the items which were disclosed (see Finding 578). In addition , Ms.

Suerth' s memory was shown to be hazy on ddaiis surrounding the disclosure

g, 

whether disclosure was given hy
telephone or in person (Tr. 1497, 1520 . , 1526; ex 300A-

", Consumer L. Raber s testimony that he ca!led Helaii"s Baltimore offce and was denied disclosure until he
made de"r he knew his righl under FCRA (1'r, 990- 94) and that disclosure, when it was given , was incomplete ('fr
995-96) was not persl1a ive Direct rebuttal by the dbcloser, Mr. Keilhar, ,;nd contemporaneous document.s

indicated t.hat Mr, Raber s memory was hazy, 

g. 

Mr. Keilbar actually called Mr. Raber (after Mrs Haber had
rl'quested he do so), advised him he could not receive a copy of the report and gave him te!ephone disclosure (RX
467A; Tr. 7640-4:!)

,,, Ms. Carreathers' testim(Juy that she received no disc10sure ,1Od t.bu a g"vcnocorrectionsduciogdisclosure
(Tr. 3327- , :J339) was effectively rebutted by the testimony of Mr. Tilden (the disr;oser), supported by RX 412A-
RX 112A-C showed that disclosure was given , and corrections made at the request of Ms. Carreathers ('Ir. J1783
(6).

,," Mr, Drezck's testimony that he did not receive disclosure that his report showed (accur"t.eJy) that. his wife
had epilepsy (1'r. 4103) was rebutted by RX 498A , shuwi"g this fact was disclosed and confirmed.

m Consumer Hillman s test.imony that she was refused , or received incomplete disclosure ('fr, 2717- 19) was
effectively rebut.ted by testimony or two rebuttal witnesses , Me Dewing ('Ir, 9309) and Mr. Eaton ('1r. 9322- 2:J),

supported by RX 49:-ID and E, which showed Ms. Hillman s recollections were inaccurate
m M.. Mo,;s' recollection of his disclosure (1'r , 1961- f;4) was found to be inaccurate when rebutted by the

timony ur the discloser. Mr. Pettit ('1r, 11650- G2) and RX 455F, which contained Mr. Pettit s handwritten notes
rrom the disclosl!re and showed additiunal information given by Mr. Moss which rel"ted to the items he claimed
wcn notdisclosed

". '\r . McKeuwn s recollections Were shown to be inaccurate

g.. 

she testified that certain things were
disclosed to her ('Ir. 505- 01;) which were not eVCn in her report (CX 176A-B).
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N otaro

Several of complaint counsel's witnesses, some of whom were
rebutted, appeared to be confused and were unable to clearly state
the events which occurred in connection with them. It is impossible
to ascertain with confidence what actually transpired in these
instances and, in some instances, even what was alleged to have
transpired. No findings have been based on their testimony (Mum-
ford 1142-75; J. Crouch , R. Crouch;'" Conger 3769-89; Comerata;
(296)Harrington "'

(c) Paragraphs 24-25 of the Complaint

Consumer Lowe s testimony (Tr. 2091-103) does not support a

finding of violation. She was unable to remember the events in
question and did not testify with clarity regarding these matters.
Similarly, no findings of violation were based on the testimony of
consumer Conger (Tr. 3769-69).
In the instance of consumer Robinson, there was insufficient

evidence to link the allegations to which he testified to Retail.'"
Thus, no findings are based on his testimony.

The testimony of consumers Parnell, L. Raber, Hilman, Moss and
Phares contained allegations of failure to disclose. While the
contacts in these cases took place by tefephone, there was no

evidence that telephone disclosure was singled out or that the
treatment of these consumers was a result of their calling by
telephone rather than going to the offces. Thus, the evidence
pertaining to these witnesses was considered under paragraphs 22
and 23 under which it was also offered.

Consumers Luster (Tr. 3164-84), B. Raber (Tr. 1002-06) and M.
McCune (Tr. 4378-412) were also offered under these paragraphs

,,, Mr. Notaro s memory was found be inaccurate. He appeared to be confused with regard to which of
Retail's offces he contaete at various times (see Tr. 4460- , 10541i- RX 457A-B) The cuntemporaneous
documents were found to be persuasive.

'" The testimony of Mr. and Mrs. Crouch conflicted on major issues

g., 

whether disclosure was given ('fr
:1186-

, :

207). The rebuttal witne8S, the discloser, testified as to yet another recollection (RX 421D, pp. :J4-
Under the circumstances, no findings of viobtion can b€ based On their testimony.

,. In the case of COnSUmer Comerat.l , her testimony On cr088.examinaii(m i!1dicated that the must significant
item in her report- that Retail waS unahle to locate anyune in Aspen who knew her- was disclosed (1'r- :t 27; ex

, (;4, (i,5). The testimony was unclear regarding whether anything else was disclosed ('1r. 3219 20)
'" The introduction of ex 1570A , a consumer log from the Chicago offce (Tr. 14841-42), corroborated Mr.

Harrington s testimuny that he contacted the Chicago office in March of 197: (Tr 2515- 16) and impeached the
testimony of respondent' s witness, Mr- Brenner (Tr. 9621)- However, the rKord in cunnection with Mr. HlHringt.on
is confused and he appeared generally unsure of what actually took piace. No finding of violation is based on this
testimony.

,.. Mr. Robinson testified that he ca.lled Ret.aj) lInd was refused riisclosurp. by tdephone (Tr. 2175) However
rebutt.1! testimony indicated that Mr Robinson may htlve called a local credit bureau rather than Retail (Tr 702J-
61)
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but their testimony contained no facts relevant to telephone

disclosure. Thus, no findings are based on their testimony. (297)
The testimony of consumer Drezek regarding telephone disclosure

(Tr. 4102) does not support a finding of violation when read in light
of the rebuttal testimony and contemporaneous documents which
showed that Mr. Drezek did not recall accurately with whom he
spoke at Retail and what was told to him (see p. 294 n. 276).

(d) Paragraphs 26-27 of the Complaint

The testimony of Mr. and Mrs. Crouch does not support a finding
of violation in connection with reinvestigation as their testimony
indicated that they were unable to clearly remember the events in
question (see p. 295 n. 281). '" Similarly, no violation was found in the
case of consumer McKcown. 286 In addition, consumer Moss ' recollec-
tions were found to be confused , and a finding of violation is not
based on his testimony (see also p. 295 n. 278).

Consumer Mumford's testimony was too confused to permit a
finding of whether disclosure was complete (see p. 295) or the
reinvestigation complete. The record does show a reinvestigation was
conducted (CX 201 , 202A-B, 197 , 198A-B). Under the circumstances
no violation is found.

The testimony of consumers Spillane '" (298)T. Smith,'" Van

'" The item that both Mr. and Mrs. Crouch alleged wa put.ed, mnnely, that Mr- Crouch was disabled and

incapahle of driving (Tr. 3210 , 31R7-RR) was not even in the report in question (CX 74A -C).

... Mrs McKeown testified that she disputed facts disclosed to her (Tr. ;'05- , 511- 12). Ilowever , the alleged

dispute concerned information not in the report (CX 176A -B; see abo p. 295 n. 279).

'" Consumer Spillane disput.,d his report during disclosure (Tr. :m44-47) and supplied Ret"jl with the names

of reference to be contacted (Tr. :1R4R). A reinvestigation was conducted , but the references Mr Spillane provided

were apparenUy not contacted (CX 267; Tr. :\848). Mr. Spillane received disclosure of the resulb of the

reinvestigation (Tr. :1849), and disputed them (CX 26;':;). When it was suggested to Mr. Spillane that he write out his

dispute in detai!. he responded that h", did not want inaccurate information and a denialln th", file; he wante the
inaccurate information deleted ('11'. 31:51) The discluser also suggested that yet another reinvestig1ition could be

conducted , but Mr. Spillane rejected that alternative. stating he "didn t feel that (hisJ reputation could stand
another one of (lheirJ investigations" ('11'. 3852). Under the circumstances , no violation is found. FCRA impuses no

duty to contact a consumer s references in a reinvestigation, nor is there a duty to continue reinvestigatingafter
one reinvesligation has been complcted and the consumer dec!ines an offeroffurtherreinv",stigation.

'" As noted earlier (l"inding 54.6), the information which Mr Smith disputed was deleted from his report and a
correcte cupy oentto the re'luestingcompany. Thus, no failure tu r",investigate is found


